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The purpose of this  thesis was  to compile a scholarly  and practical 
manuscript for directing a production of Samuel Beckett's Waiting for Godot. 
The material which comprises  this manuscript was  gained through an analy- 
sis of the play,  a production of the play,  and an evaluation of the pro- 
duction. 
Chapter One is  the  director's analysis of the script.     This analy- 
sis   contains:     (1)   an examination of the style of the play,   (2)   a dis- 
cussion of the setting,   (3)   character descriptions  and analyses,   and  (4) 
comments  concerning interpretation. 
Chapter Two is  the prompt book for the actual production of the 
play, which  took place on  December 2,  3,   and 4,  1971,   in Aycock Auditorium 
at the University of North  Carolina at Greensboro.     The  prompt book con- 
sists  of the production script, which in  turn includes  photographs  cf the 
production and notations  on movement, picturization,  composition,  stage 
business,  rhythm and tempo,   technical cues,  and details   of characterization. 
Chapter Three  is  the director's evaluation of the production.     This 
evaluation  contains:     (1)   a qualitative  comparison of the director's   ini- 
tial, pre-production  aims   and the achievement of these   aims  in the pro- 
duction itself,   (2)  a  discussion of actor-director relationships,   and (3) 
an examination of the  audience reaction  to the  production. 
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CHAPTER ONE:     THE PLAY 
Waiting  for Godot received its initial performance in 1953 at 
Paris's  Theatre   de Babylone.     Now,  less than twenty years  later, it is 
generally regarded as   a masterpiece.     That the play is recognized as  a 
classic in its  own time  is quite remarkable, as  is the consensus opinion 
that  its  author was awarded the Nobel Prize  for Literature primarily on 
the strength of this  single play.     Godot is now performed throughout the 
world,  in prisons  and ghettos  as well as  in the art theatres. 
Analysis  of Style 
Waiting for Godot has  roots   in many of the "isms" of the realistic 
continuum,   including naturalism,  expressionism,  and theatricalism. 
Essentially,  however,  it belongs  to the much-misunderstood and ill-defined 
genre  known as  absurdism, or the  theatre of the absurd. 
Absurdism,  explained very simply,  is  the  theatrical manifestation 
of the philosophy of existentialism.     That  is,   absurdism is existentialism 
expressed in terms of theatre—just as Zola's naturalism was the theatri- 
cal realization of scientific determinism.     Among the foremost of the 
absurdist playwrights   are Ionesco,  Adamov,  Genet,  and of course Beckett. 
Several other contemporary dramatists--notably Sartre,  Camus, 
Anouilh,  Pinter,   and Albee—have often been erroneously classified as 
''"This writer defines  the realistic continuum as  consisting of all 
theatre styles, ranging  in order from French naturalism to theatricalism, 
each style's position in the continuum being determined by the degree of 
realism found in that particular style.     This writer furthermore_does not 
use  the term "realism"  to denote any particular style, but uses it  instead 
to denote general reality—that is,  the reality of everyday life. 
absurdists.     These playwrights,   all of whom rely  (to varying degrees)  upon 
existential themes  in  their writings,   nevertheless  cannot be categorized 
as absurdists,  because only the  content of their work is  existential. 
Their plays,  in effect,  are  comprised of existential themes  embodied in 
more-or-less  traditional forms;  whereas  the plays   of the genuine absurdists 
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are existential  in both  content and form. 
The existential philosophy, which becomes   the substance  and struc- 
ture of absurdist drama,   is  concerned exclusively with metaphysics  and 
ontology—rejecting even the  conception of transcendent ethics or escatal- 
ogy.     The basis  of existentialism lies  in its  emphasis  upon existence 
rather than essence.     The theological premise of an immutable essence 
which transcends  man's  existence is reversed by the existentialists, who 
believe existence  to be the constant factor upon which man constructs an 
essence for himself.     Man's existence   (existentialists claim)  is  the only 
verifiable  certainty in the universe:     all else is uncertain,   and therefore 
meaningless.     In thus  engaging the  terrible burden of existence-without- 
essence,  existential man is  confronted by  the  incongruity of this  existence 
and the total futility of "essential"  concepts  such  as  communication, 
ethics,  and society.     The  cruel absurdity of life  then assumes both heroic 
and comic proportions:     man must accept  himself as a  tragic actor in the 
cosmic farce.     Life, in the  final analysis,  is but a  comedy of incongruity, 
given tragic overtones by those who attempt  to assign it meaning. 
For more on the  distinction between existentialism and absurdism, 
see Martin Esslin's The Theatre of the Absurd (New York:     Doubleday  6 Co., 
Inc.,   1961),  and also Leonard Cabell  Pronko's Avant-Garde:     The  Experimental 
Theatre  in France   (Los Angeles:     Univ.   of California Press,   1962). 
This  philosophy,   the basic theme  of absurdist  and existential 
drama,  manifests  itself structurally in the theatre of the absurd's method 
of presentation.     Absurdist plays,  like  life,  have no story-line;   dialogue 
is used, not to communicate, but to show  the impossibility of communication; 
characters   do not  interrelate in the same manner as in "realistic" drama, 
because man is  essentially a solitude;  time is  not chronometric, but exis- 
tential;  and space is  not  dynamic, but neutral.     Although these elements 
may vary a great deal in strength  and emphasis  when treated by different 
authors,  the  unity of form and content achieved by the  genre is  thorough 
and undeniable.     The theatre of the absurd—contrary to the opinion of 
many—is  as   coherent and viable  a  force as   can be  found in the contemporary 
theatre. 
Absurdism, by definition,  is related in several ways  to other 
theatre styles.     The  existential view of reality which absurdism presents 
identifies  it—like surrealism and expressionism—as rooted in realism. 
On the other hand,  certain elements of absurdism are explicitly theatrical, 
such as  the  use  of soliloquies,  highly-exaggerated lighting,   masks, and 
direct  contact with  the audience.     Perhaps   the most obvious  stylistic link, 
however,  is with expressionism (although only certain absurdist plays  fall 
into this  category).     The  existential viewpoint  is inherently a personal 
one:     when projected anthropomorphically—so that subjectivity increases-- 
the result  is highly expressionistic. 
In discussing the expressionistic influence  upon absurdism, we 
may now turn specifically to Waiting for Godot,  since it is  a prominent 
example of this  influence.     Basically, Godot is  a play of "being":     a 
simple dramatic statement of the human situation.       This statement, pre- 
sented expressionistically through  its dual protagonist, shows  existential 
reality at its  simplest:     it is  a portrait of man, alone in an incongruous 
world, struggling beneath the burden of his existence. 
The thematic simplicity of Waiting for Godot is reflected in,  and 
strengthened by,   the play's structure.     Godot has no story,  no beginning, 
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middle,  or end;   it has  instead two consecutive strips of action,    seemingly 
selected at random from a host of similar strips.     This  action takes 
place in an utterly neutral setting   (space is  ultimately nothing more than 
a place for existing); and it occurs without regard to chronometric time. 
The dialogue of Godot exhibits a similarly existential motif,  on 
two distinct levels.     The most  conspicuous   level,  that of communication 
between characters,  exposes   language  as  inoperative and displays the futil- 
ity of communication. 
Estragon:     All the dead voices. 
Vladimir:     They make a noise  like wings. 
Estragon:     Like  leaves. 
Vladimir:     Like sand. 
Estragon:     Like  leaves. 
Silence. 
Vladimir:     They  all speak at once. 
Estragon:     Each one  to itself. 
Silence.6 
3Esslin,   The Theatre of  the Absurd,  p.   39. 
4Eric Bentley,   "The Talent of Samuel Beckett,"  in Casebook on 
Waiting  for Godot,  ed.  by  Ruby Cohn  (New York:     Grove Press  Inc., 1967), 
p.   20. 
5For further discussion on Beckett's use of time, see Lawrence E. 
Harvey's  "Art and  the Existential in Waiting for  Godot,"  in Casebook on 
Waiting for Godot,  ed.   by Ruby Cohn. 
6Samuel Beckett, Waiting for Godot   (New York:     Grove Press,  1954), 
p.   40. 
The second level,  that of the play's communication with the audience, 
employs words  in an associative,  non-logical manner to present the play's 
ideas.     These  ideas   arrive,  not as  organized,  expository entities, but 
rather in a sort of loose  thematic arrangement similar in structure to  a 
musical composition.       Beckett's application of this  dual-level technique 
permits  language to,   in effect,  use its  own hidden power to invalidate 
itself. 
The musical  analogy regarding the dialogue can be extended to 
embrace also the development of the play.     In this respect, Godot can be 
likened to a symphony:     it contains  no progressive development—only a 
theme and variations, with occasional restatements.     (The play, however, 
does not end with the traditional coda of a symphony.     It merely stops, 
somewhere between the beginning and the end of its repertory.) 
Waiting for Godot, being absurdist in both form and content, 
shares with  its  genre  the relation mentioned earlier to  certain other 
theatre styles.     Although Godot possesses both naturalistic and theatrical- 
istic elements,   it is more  closely aligned with  the  former.     The play 
presents a basic and simple  vision of what it considers  to be  the ultimate 
reality, and in the process  attempts to conceal its medium of expression. 
The play does  not ask that the audience believe they are witnessing real 
events and real people—but it does  urge  them to believe in the fundamental 
truth of the situation as  presented. 
The  influence of expressionism is  also very apparent in Godot. 
Although  the play is  too irregularly structured to be classified in that 
style,  it does   utilize  the most powerful expressionistic technique:     the 
Pronko,  Avant-Garde, p.   203. 
projection of the play's main impact through the medium of its protagonist. 
The reality of Godot  is  not  a physical,  tactile  reality;  it is  an abstrac- 
tion, a reality of  the mind.     As such,  it must be presented subjectively— 
in this  case through the persons of Vladimir and Estragon, who collectively 
assume the identity of everyman. 
In summary,  we may safely state that Godot is  a typical play of 
the absurdist style.     It is,   like all absurdist plays,   grounded in the 
realistic continuum;   and it employs,   like some  absurdist plays,  an ex- 
pressionistic motif.     Above all, however,   it is   an existential presentation 
of an existential theme—which  is   the  true stylistic determinant of the 
theatre of the  absurd. 
Setting Analysis 
The setting of Waiting  for Godot  is described in the stage direc- 
tions  thus:     "A country road.     A tree.     Evening."    This  simple description 
could obviously represent any place or no place—it is   a setting which is 
neither defined nor limited.     It  is, more than anything else,  a setting 
whose function is essentially a non-function:     neutrality. 
A neutral setting is   imperative  if Godot  is to be staged with 
thematic and stylistic integrity.     According to existential thought, 
physical environment  is  superfluous   and meaningless; it is an attempt  to 
create essence where none exists.     Therefore,   the stripped-down, existen- 
tial universe of Godot must be reinforced scenically by a stripped-down, 
existential setting. 
Visually,  the mood of a play  is  evoked by virtue of two main 
considerations:     time and place.     The place of Godot, as  mentioned above, 
is simply a space  for existing.     The  time of Godot  is "evening"—a perfect 
metaphor for the existential  consciousness.     Evening invokes  an image of 
a purgatorial,   indecisive threshold between day and night or finite  and 
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infinite  time,    which parallels quite succinctly contemporary man's 
brinkmanship between meaning and meaninglessness.     The mood to be evoked, 
therefore,  is  one of indecisive neutrality:     the indecisive neutrality of 
man,  aware of his meaninglessness,  unable to accept it,  and powerless  to 
alter it. 
A word about the symbolism of the setting.     Generally,   of course, 
the setting as  a whole represents  simple existential reality.     "A country 
road" and "evening," both actually intervals  of place and time, provide 
an excellent middle   (or neutral) ground for man's struggle between meaning 
and absurdity.     Specifically,   however,   the most important symbolic unit 
of the setting  is  the tree, because  it is  symbolic to both audience  and 
protagonist alike.     The basis   for this  symbolism lies   in the Biblical 
verse to which  Vladimir alludes  in the first act:     "Hope deferred maketh 
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the heart sick;  but when the desire  cometh,  it is  a tree  of life.""     The 
tree,  to Vladimir (and through him,  to the audience),  represents  the 
possible  coming of his  desire.     (The  importance of this symbol will be 
discussed more  fully  in the section on character analysis.) 
The setting of Godot,   to recapitulate,  is existential in both 
function and mood.     Its basic image is  that of transitory neutrality.     In 
production,  the setting should be realized in terms of this  image if the 
performance  is  to reflect the style and meaning of the play. 
8Ross  Chambers,   "Beckett's Brinkmanship,"  in Samuel Beckett,  ed. 
by Martin Esslin  (New Jersey:     Prentice-Hall,   Inc.,  1965),  p.   158. 
9Proverbs   13:12. 
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Character Analysis 
According to existential thought, man is eternally alone in a 
universe where  absolute, and therefore meaningful, communication is  impos- 
sible.     Characters   in absurdist drama thus   can never totally relate to 
one another.     The  characters of Waiting for Godot are no exception to this 
philosophy.     Vladimir and Estragon,   for example, who are as   close  to each 
other as  perhaps  any two dramatic characters can be,  are nevertheless 
essentially  isolated,  each unto himself: 
Vladimir:     I  missed you  .   .   .   and at the same time  I was  happy.     Isn't 
that a queer thing? 
Estragon:     (shocked).     Happy? 
Vladimir:     Perhaps  it's  not quite the right word. 
Estragon:     And now? 
Vladimir:     Now?   .   .   .   (Joyous.)  There you are again   .   .   .   (Indifferent.) 
There we  are  again   .   .   .   (Gloomy.)  There I am again. 
Despite the lack of significant rapport between them,   the charac- 
ters  of Godot have  a credible fullness;  and each,   in his own way,  is  capa- 
ble  of establishing a unique rapport with the audience.     Due  to the ex- 
pressionistic nature of the play,   the protagonists, Vladimir and Estragon, 
are  the most  fully-developed and believable characters.     The other three, 
Pozzo, Lucky,   and the boy,  are treated somewhat less realistically—more 
as  "types"—because they are metaphors  of certain qualities which Vladimir 
and Estragon perceive in life.     (This   character-related symbolism will be 
pursued more specifically below as  it applies to each  individual character.) 
Vladimir is  easily  the most  familiar and moving character in the 
play.     He and Estragon together represent existential man, who is presented 
to the audience  as  "man-in-being" stripped bare of social and historic 
conventions.     Within this  context,  however,  Vladimir represents  the 
10 Beckett,  Godot, p.   38. 
intellectual and spiritual half of man, while Estragon is the instinctive, 
or animalistic, half. Thus, Vladimir is the character with whom the audi- 
ence is  more  likely  to identify. 
Vladimir is  a tramp      who apparently spends  his days  at a roadside, 
waiting for someone named Godot.     He is  accompanied by Estragon,  another 
tramp, with whom he has  evidently been associated for many years.     While 
waiting for Godot, the  two play games,  hold conversations, have quarrels— 
do anything,  in fact,  to stave off boredom.     They meet each  day two other 
characters,  Pozzo and Lucky, who also help pass  the time.     At  the end of 
each day a boy—an emissary from Godot—appears  and tells  them that Godot 
will not  come that  day, but that he will surely arrive  tomorrow.     The 
tramps  then prepare to return the next day to resume  their waiting.     The 
play presents   two of these days  in succession,  then ends—or stops,  rather— 
immediately following the second.     The audience is thus  left with the dis- 
tinct impression that all ensuing days will follow similar  courses. 
Throughout the play a marked contrast is  displayed between the 
personalities  of Vladimir and Estragon.     Vladimir is  shown to be sensitive, 
high-strung,   intellectual,  and moody, while Estragon is  dull,   lazy,  sullen, 
and comical.     Vladimir is also gentler and more optimistic than Estragon, 
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and retains  a basic dignity which Estragon has  lost. The very differ- 
ences which individualize them, however,  also serve  to bring them together. 
Their close and seemingly  indestructible relationship   (almost a marriage 
Although the script does not tell us specifically that Vladimir 
and Estragon are tramps,   the roles are usually played that way  in produc- 
tion.     The tramp,   lacking specific age, profession,   family,  or background, 
is a perfect embodiment for the  characters  of Gogo and Didi. 
John Fletcher,  Samuel Beckett's   Art  (New York:     Barnes   6 Noble, 
Inc. , 1967),  pp.   50-51. 
: 
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of sorts)  is  founded on their mutual dependency:    Vladimir's need for a 
human sounding board and Estragon's  need for a protector-comforter. 
Despite  the  importance  of both tramps   to the overall concept of 
the play,  Vladimir must be regarded as  the  more  central character,  for he 
best  exemplifies  the basic image of Godot.     Vladimir's spine,  or through 
line of action,   is   the inability to accept his  apparent meaninglessness. 
Similarly,  the main image that Beckett is  trying to communicate through 
the play is  the  absurdity of life contrasted with man's refusal  to ac- 
knowledge this   absurdity.     (Although Vladimir's   spine  may seem to be iden- 
tical with  that of the play,   it  is not.     Vladimir is  concerned with the 
quest  for meaning in a seemingly meaningless world, while the play as a 
whole  objectifies  this  quest as  a futile gesture in a definitely meaning- 
less world.) 
Two recurring devices  are used to emphasize Vladimir's   concern 
with meaning:     memory and the tree.     By means of endless  arguments with 
Estragon about  past  events  and people—whose  existence Estragon never 
seems  to remember—Vladimir attempts   to assure himself of some kind of 
universal order.     In a similar manner,  Vladimir's more optimistic outlook 
at the beginning of the second act is  due to his  acknowledgement of the tree 
as  a symbol of hope—its original barrenness having been transformed into 
the greenery of a  "tree of life." 
The  climax of the play,  or as  near to a climax as  the play possesses, 
occurs   during Vladimir's  soliloquy in the second act.     This speech, one 
of the most tightly-written and compelling passages in dramatic literature, 
marks   a turning point in Vladimir's perception of his own existence. 
During most of the play he cannot accept the possibility of his own 
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meaninglessness.     In the midst of his poignant "Was  I  sleeping" revelation, 
however,  he arrives   at  the  terrifying knowledge that  life  indeed has no 
meaning.     Nevertheless,   although he now painfully accepts  his absurdity, 
he realizes  at the same  time  that he must go on living, because there is 
nothing else to be  done.     The remainder of the play—some  four and a half 
pages—shows him gradually reverting back into habit  ("habit is a great 
deadener"),  until at  the end the effect of his  traumatic revelation has 
been  lulled into forgetfulness.     The next day will find him, we are certain, 
again plaintively pursuing his  search for meaning. 
Estragon's   function  in Godot,  as  stated earlier,   is  to represent 
the baser,   instinctual aspects  of man.     Through  contrast,  Estragon comple- 
ments  the role of Vladimir,  thereby lending depth to the play's symbolic 
portrayal of existential man.     The contradistinction between Vladimir's 
spiritual needs  and Estragon's   concern with purely physical gratification 
is  vividly exemplified in the following dialogue, in which  one character's 
preoccupation with the symbolic tree  is  counterpointed by  the other's 
absorption in his  leg wound. 
Vladimir:     ...   I was  saying that things have changed here since 
yesterday. 
Estragon:     Everything oozes. 
Vladimir:     Look at  the tree. 
Estragon:     It's never the same pus  from one second to the next. 
Vladimir:     The  tree,  look at the tree.13 
Estragon's  spine is the desire to be left in peace—preferably a 
secure  and comfortable peace.     His reason for waiting for Godot is  differ- 
ent  from his   companion's:    while Vladimir associates Godot with spiritual 
order and meaning,  Estragon sees him as  a bestower of physical relief and 
comfort. 
13 Beckett,   Godot, p.   39. 
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Estragon is  the "female"  of the tramps'  relationship.     He is the 
more primitively emotional of the  two; he is  in greater need of protection 
and attention;  and, where Vladimir is thoughtful and steady,  Estragon is 
spontaneous  and capricious:     "Don't  touch me!     Don't question me!     Don't 
speak to me!     Stay with me!" Significant also are  Estragon's  frequent 
flights  from reality via dreams, which serve to isolate and infuriate 
Vladimir,      who is  inescapably burdened by the  tortures of reality. 
Despite  the surface incompatibilities  and the outward manifestations 
of their disenchantment with  their relationship,  the  two tramps are ulti- 
mately aware of their basic need for each other—although even this  need 
is,  in the final analysis,  perhaps nothing more than habit. 
Estragon:     ...   I sometimes wonder if we wouldn't have been better 
off alone,  each one for himself.     We weren't made for the 
same road. 
Vladimir:     (without anger).     It's not  certain. 
Estragon:     No,  nothing is  certain. 
Vladimir:     We  can still part,  if you think it would be better. 
Estragon:     It's  not worth while now. 
Silence. 1(- 
Vladimir:     No,   it's not worth while now. 
Pozzo is the most clearly-defined and easily-apprehended character 
in the play.     Drawn in bold, black and white strokes, he is  as near to a 
"type"  as  can be found in Godot.     He is depicted in this manner because 
he represents  to Vladimir and Estragon (and to the audience, since  it views 
the play through their eyes)   certain hackneyed aspects  of society.     He, 
in conjunction with  Lucky,  symbolizes social man;  and since existentialists 
14 Ibid. ,  p.   37. 
15Michael Robinson, The Long Sonata of the Dead  (London:     Rupert 
Hart-Davis,  1969), p.   253. 
16Beckett, Godot, p.   35. 
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believe  that society is  absurd and unreal,  Pozzo is portrayed as an absurd 
and somewhat unrealistic character. 
Within the symbolic framework of Pozzo-Lucky as man-in-society, 
each  of the two is  individually symbolic of a distinct class, or type, of 
social man.     Pozzo represents   the powerful,  insensitive middle class, 
while Lucky is the aesthetic,   intellectual minority.     Pozzo's spine is  the 
desire  for order—not the spiritual order of Vladimir, but rather a materi- 
alistic order to which he can relate his middle-class values  and his own 
significance.     Part of this need for social order—and appropriate also to 
the symbolism of his  role--is  Pozzo's  obsession with status.     He fills his 
existence with the externals of importance   (pipe, watch, whip,  servant, 
etc.),  and brandishes  them with  great pomp and ceremony. Also indicative 
of Pozzo's  pathetic pursuit of status   is his  need for attention  ("Is every- 
18 body ready?     Is everybody looking at me?"),       and more specifically,  the 
need for praise: 
Pozzo:     How did you find me?    Good?     Fair?     Middling?    Poor? 
Positively bad? 
Vladimir:     Oh very good,  very very good. 
Pozzo:     And you,  Sir? 
Estragon:     Oh tray bong,  tray tray  tray bong. 
Pozzo:     Bless you, gentlemen, bless you!     (Pause.)     I have such 
need of encouragement! 19 
Pozzo suffers  a complete  character breakdown between the first and 
second acts.     When he appears  in the second act he is no longer the boorish 
and dominating Pozzo of old, but  a vulnerable and pathetic creature, 
17Jacques  Guicharnaud,  Modern French Theatre  from Giraudoux to 
Beckett  (New Haven:     Yale  Univ.   Press,   1961), p.   207. 
18Beckett,  Godot, p.   20. 
19Ibid. , p.   25. 
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completely dependent upon the mercies  of others.     His   collapse, symbolic 
of the impotence and ultimate futility of social order,   is   accompanied by 
his  awareness  of a corresponding breakdown in chronometric time.     In the 
first act,  Pozzo is  aware of the rapidity of time, but feels  secure in the 
knowledge  that he  can measure,  chronometrically, what he has  lost.     In the 
second act, however, he realizes that  time  is but an existential quantity, 
that man's   existence is but a brief second in the eternity of the universe. 
Have you not done tormenting me with your accursed time!     It's  abomi- 
nable!     When!     When!     One day,  is  that not enough  for you, one day he 
went dumb, one day I went blind, one day we'll go deaf,  one day we 
were born,  one  day we shall die,  the same day,  the same second,  is 
that not enough  for you? 20 
Pozzo's emotional and philosophical breakdown is heightened by a 
simultaneous physical collapse.     The second act finds him sightless,   com- 
paratively inarticulate  (except for his   climactic final speech),  and 
curiously  incapable of sustained movement.     As a result of his greatly 
altered condition, his relations with  the other characters  undergo corres- 
ponding changes.     The initial fear, subsequent amusement, and eventual 
boredom which  Vladimir and Estragon express   toward him in the first act 
are replaced in the second by curiosity and slightly mitigated pity. 
Pozzo, who needs   the tramps--especially Estragon, the more manipulative 
of the two—in the  first act as vehicles  for the reflection of his own 
worth, needs  them in the second act only for physical assistance—status 
having lost all meaning.     Similarly, his  intellectual dependence  upon Lucky 
in the  first act—which he tries  to conceal by emphasizing Lucky*s reli- 
ance  upon him—becomes  in the second act a grotesque physical dependence. 
Originally only psychologically and socially dependent upon Lucky, Pozzo 
20 Ibid.,  p.   57. 
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now literally  cannot make a move without him. 
Lucky  is,  like Pozzo, an unrealistic character;  and he is presented 
as such for the same reasons  as Pozzo.     Lucky, however,  is basically a 
passive  character;  and, in  comparison to Pozzo,  is delineated in a subtle 
and complicated manner.     This  contrast is of course due to the nature of 
each character's particular symbolic purpose.     Lucky—as the aesthetic 
intellectual—is  naturally a complex and sometimes  obscure  character, 
whereas  Pozzo—as  the insensitive bourgeois—is  transparent and somewhat 
crudely drawn. 
The relationship of Lucky and Pozzo is symbolic of the gradual 
deterioration which occurs when an intellectual elite  is controlled by a 
powerful middle  class.     Initially admired by the bourgeoisie as a status- 
object,  the intellectual is  utilized,   commercialized,  and gradually ex- 
hausted,  until finally he becomes boring, meaningless,   and eventually 
distasteful to the middle class.     Although  the play does not show Lucky's 
actual deterioration  at the hands  of Pozzo (except for the  final muteness 
in act   two), we are  assured nevertheless that some sort of corrosion has 
taken place: 
Vladimir:     He  thinks? 
Pozzo:     Certainly.     Aloud.     He even used to think very prettily 
once,  I  could listen to him for hours.     Now  .   .   .   (he shud- 
ders).     So much  the worse for me.21 
The audience views  Lucky during the final stages of his  decline:     he  is 
little more than a dumb beast in the first act,  and becomes   literally that 
in the  second. 
The character of Lucky has no spine,  in the usual sense of the 
word,  due to the fact  that he  is no longer human.     He has  instead the basic 
21 Ibid. ,  p.   26. 
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instinctual drives  of an animal.    Just as an aged and infirm dog needs  its 
master,  Lucky needs  Pozzo's protection—despite the latter's cruelty.     This 
dehumanization is summed up quite succinctly by Beckett himself,  in reply 
to a question  concerning Lucky's name:     "I suppose he is  lucky to have no 
99 
more expectations." 
Lucky's   inhuman state bespeaks a paradox, however, when confronted 
by the divergent  reactions of the two tramps.     Estragon fears  Lucky,  as 
he fears   anything strange or unknown, and at the same time deplores  the 
latter's  pitiable plight.     Vladimir,  however, after initially sharing 
Estragon's  reactions,   comes  to the realization that Lucky should be envied 
instead of pitied.     In Lucky's   mindless,  devoid-of-expectations state, 
Vladimir sees  the release he himself has been seeking:     freedom from think- 
ing,  and ultimately,  escape from the burden of his own insignificance. 
Thus,  Lucky  is  perhaps  truly "lucky to have no more expectations." 
Lucky's  speech—a three-page  tirade of gibberish—is the single 
most arresting,   and baffling, moment  of the play.     While many critics  re- 
gard the speech as  either a satiric attack on learned knowledge and aca- 
demic vernacular or an abstract   treatment of the  degeneration of man,  God, 
and universe,  the  present writer places more importance on its structure 
and manner of presentation, rather than on its  content.     The meaning of 
Lucky's gibberish   is not nearly as important as the  fact  that it is_ gib- 
berish.     The once-admired seeker-of-truth-and-beauty has become a desic- 
cated,  rampaging thought-machine, whose "output"   is  a parody of its former 
self. 
22Quoted in Colin Duckworth's   "The Making of Godot,"  in Casebook 
on Waiting for Godot, ed.   by  Ruby Cohn, p.   95. 
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The boy, whose main function  in the  action is  to affirm the exis- 
tence of Godot and simultaneously deny any tangible knowledge of him,   is 
the most  enigmatic character in the play.     Since deletion of his role  from 
the script would result in little damage to the play's  action,  we may safely 
assume that  the boy's   importance is  almost totally symbolic. 
Although most critics  concur that the boy is  indeed a symbol,   they 
do not  agree upon what he actually symbolizes.     Interpreters  of the role 
have depicted him as  everything from Gabriel to Satan.     The present writer, 
however,   asserts   that the boy's symbolic identity can be quite lucidly 
revealed when examined through the perspective of the play as  a whole.     If 
we assume  that Godot represents meaning (as he surely does  to Vladimir  and 
Estragon),   and if the function of the boy is to affirm Godot's  existence 
and at the same  time be  unable to supply any  concrete evidence  of same, 
then it follows   that the boy represents  the  church.     His message is iden- 
tical to that of organized religion:     God exists, but we cannot prove  it. 
(The fact   that Godot does represent God in this instance does not imply 
that Godot   is God.     Godot is meaning:     to some, meaning is God—to others, 
meaning is  other things.     To see Godot only as God is to impose an arti- 
ficial limit on  the play's scope.) 
The boy's  spine  is  the desire  to perform his  task and leave.     His 
fear of the other characters recalls once again the message of the church 
a doctrine based in fear.     Likewise,   the frustration and anger which he 
provokes   from the tramps parallels the reaction of existential man to the 
ambiguity of religion. 
The most endearing quality of the characters  in Godot,  and indeed 
the  thread which  unites   them all,  is   their awareness of being present at 
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their own exhibition.23    This  is not to say that  they are aware of being 
presented in a play before an audience.     On the  contrary,  they are  aware 
of themselves  only as  men--but men who somehow recognize that  life  itself 
is  a performance,  a tragicomedy played before an audience of themselves 
and the universe. 
Interpretive  Comments 
My work is  a matter of fundamental sounds   .   .   .   made as   fully as pos- 
sible,  and  I  accept  responsibility  for nothing else.     If people want 
to have headaches  among the overtones,  let them.21* 
Just as  these words of Beckett define his responsibilities  as play- 
wright,  so do  they serve  as  a guide to the director.     The director's  func- 
tion as  the guiding artist of the production is to perceive the basic 
images  of the play,  and to channel all artistic endeavor into the realiza- 
tion of these  images   through performance.     An effective production  is 
therefore one in which all the theatre arts have been unified to present 
a single  dramatic statement of the play's  fundamental sounds. 
The essential images of Waiting for Godot are the absurdity of the 
universe and man's  inability to accept  this absurdity.     Beckett has   chosen 
to present  these  images  within a highly symbolic framework,   thus avoiding 
personal error and placing the burden of reaching conclusions  squarely 
upon the audience.25    This  is perhaps why the play  is  incomprehensible to 
those who have been conditioned to expect ready-made themes  and dramatized 
23Fletcher,  Beckett's  Art,  p.   66. 
21*Alec Reid, All I  Can Manage,   More Than I   Could (Dublin:     Dufour 
Editions,   Inc.,   1968), p.   33. 
25Ihab Hassan,  The Literature of Silence (New York:     Alfred A. 
Knopf,   Inc.,  1967), pp.   175-176. 
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morals  from their drama.     Godot simply presents  a state of being—and allows 
the audience to do the thinking. 
The  task then of the director of Waiting for Godot is  to allow the 
play to  "happen"—in an organized manner,  to be sure—in such a way  that 
the production itself does  not obtrude the basic images of the play.     In 
this way,   the audience will be allowed the freest possible response,   and 
the director will have  fulfilled his  artistic responsibilities to the play 
and to himself. 
The present director has  chosen this  particular play because he 
believes   it is potentially  the most powerful and moving play of the  modern 
theatre.     As  dramatic literature,  Godot has shaken the traditions  of drama 
and increased the range and power of the dramatic medium.    The  challenge 
of transforming this potential into a theatrical realization is  an oppor- 
tunity which  this  director has   long awaited. 
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CHAPTER TWO:  THE PRODUCTION 
Act One 
(A COUNTRY ROAD.     A TREE.     EVENING.) 
(LIGHTS  COME UP TO REVEAL ESTRAGON,  SITTING DLC, TRYING TO REMOVE HIS BOOT. 
HE STRUGGLES WITH IT VOCALLY AND PHYSICALLY FOR SEVERAL SECONDS.     VLADIMIR 
ENTERS R) 
Estragon:     Nothing to be done. 
Vladimir:     (ADVANCING DR, TALKING TO HIMSELF)   I'm beginning to come round 
to that opinion.     All my life  I've tried to put  it from me, 
saying Vladimir, be  reasonable, you haven't yet  tried everything. 
And I  resumed the struggle.     (TURNING TO ESTRAGON)  So there you 
are again. 
Estragon:     Am I? 
Vladimir:     (XS TO ESTRAGON)  I'm glad to see you back.     I  thought you were 
gone for ever. 
Estragon:     Me  too.     (CONTINUES TO STRUGGLE WITH BOOT) 
Vladimir:     Together again at last!     We'll have to celebrate  this.     But how? 
(TURNS AWAY, THEN BACK TO ESTRAGON) Get up till I  embrace you. 
Estragon:     (IRRITABLY) Not now, not now.     (AGAIN WITH BOOT) 
Vladimir:     (XS AND SQUATS  L OF ESTRAGON)  May one inquire where  His Highness 
spent the night? 
Estragon: In a ditch. 
Vladimir: (ADMIRINGLY)  A ditch!     Where? 
Estragon: (WITHOUT GESTURE)  Over there. 
Vladimir: And they didn't beat you? 
Estragon: Beat me?     Certainly  they beat me. 
Vladimir: (STANDS UP)  The same  lot as   usual? 
Estragon: The same?     I  don't know. 
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Vladimir:     (XING DC) When I   think  of it   .   .   .   all these years   .   .   .  but 
for me, where would you be?    You'd be nothing more than a little 
heap of bones at  the present minute, no doubt about it. 
Estragon:     And what of it? 
Vladimir:     (GLOOMILY)  It's too much for one man.     (CHEERFULLY) On the 
other hand what's   the good of losing heart now,  that's what I 
say.     (XING DR) We should have thought of it a million years 
ago,  in the nineties. 
Estragon:     (EXASPERATED)  Ah stop blathering and help me off with  this 
bloody thing. 
Vladimir:     (RHETORICALLY)  Hand in hand from the top of the Eiffel Tower, 
among the first.     We were respectable in those days.     Now it's 
too late.     They wouldn't  even let us up.     (TO ESTRAGON,   WHO IS 
STILL STRUGGLING WITH BOOT)  What are you doing? 












(XING TO ESTRAGON)   Boots  must be taken off every day,  I'm tired 
telling you that.     Why don't you listen to me? 
(FEEBLY)  Help me! 
It hurts? 
(ANGRILY) Hurts!    He wants  to know if it hurts! 
(ANGRILY) No one ever suffers but you.     I  don't  count.     (XS  DC) 
I'd like to hear what you'd say if you had what I have. 
It hurts? 
(ANGRILY) Hurts!    He wants  to know if it hurts! 
You might button it all the same. 
(LOOKS DOWN) True.     (BUTTONS HIS FLY) Never neglect   the  little 
things  of life. 
What do you expect, you always wait till the last moment. 
(MUSINGLY)  The   last moment   .   .   .   c'est long, mais  ce sera bon. 
Hope deferred maketh the something sick:    but when the desire 
cometh,  it is  a tree of life.     (TURNS TO GAZE  AT TREE FOR A 
MOMENT, THEN BACK TO ESTRAGON)  Who said that? 
(CONTINUING WITH BOOT) Why  don't you help me? 
(XING C.     STILL MEDITATING)  Sometimes  I   feel it coming all the 
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same.     Then I go all peculiar.    How shall I say?     Relieved,  and 
at  the same  time appalled.     Appalled.     (TAKES OFF HIS HAT,   PEERS 
INSIDE IT,  FEELS AROUND INSIDE IT,  TURNS IT UPSIDE  DOWN AND 
KNOCKS ON THE CROWN, PEERS  INSIDE  IT AGAIN)  Funny.     (PUTS  IT 
ON AGAIN)  Nothing to be  done.     (ESTRAGON HAS SUCCEEDED IN RE- 
MOVING HIS  BOOT; SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH VLADIMIR'S HAT BUSINESS 
HE PERFORMS  IDENTICAL BUSINESS WITH BOOT) Well? 
Estragon: Nothing. 
Vladimir: (XS TO ESTRAGON)   Show. 
Estragon: There's  nothing to show. 
Vladimir: Try  and put  it on again. 
Estragon:     (SMELLS BOOT.     GRIMACES)   I'll air it for a bit.     (RISES, AND 
  PLACES BOOT GINGERLY DL AT EDGE OF STAGE,  THEN  XS TOWARD C) 
Vladimir:     There's man all over for you,  blaming on his boots  the faults 
of his feet.     (HAT BUSINESS AGAIN)  This is becoming alarming. 
(PUTS HAT ON AGAIN.     XS  DR.     ESTRAGON, NOW C,  IS TRYING TO BAL- 
ANCE  HIMSELF  ON HIS  BOOTED  FOOT.     VLADIMIR SITS.      ESTRAGON  FALLS) 
One of the  thieves was saved.     (PAUSE)  It's a reasonable per- 
centage.     (PAUSE)  Gogo. 
Estragon:     (SITTING, STARING AT HIS  FEET)  What? 
Vladimir:     Suppose we repented. 
Estragon:     Repented what? 
Vladimir:     Oh   .   .   .   (RISES AND XS TO ESTRAGON)  We wouldn't have to go into 
the details. 
Estragon:     Our being born? 
(VLADIMIR BREAKS  INTO A HEARTY LAUGH, WHICH HE IMMEDIATELY STIFLES  IN PAIN, 
HIS  HANDS   PRESSED TO HIS  PUBIS) 
Vladimir:     One daren't even laugh any more. 




Merely smile.     (SMILES SUDDENLY FROM EAR TO EAR,  THEN CEASES 
SUDDENLY)  It's not  the same thing.     Nothing to be done.     (PAUSE) 
Gogo. 
(IRRITABLY)  What is  it? 





The Bible   ...   (HE REFLECTS)   I  must have taken a look at it. 
Do you remember the Gospels? 
I   remember the maps of the Holy Land.     Colored they were.     Very 
pretty.     The Dead Sea was pale blue.     The very look of it made 
me thirsty.     That's where we'll go,  I  used to say, that's where 
we'll go for our honeymoon.     We'll swim.     We'll be happy. 




















I was.     (GESTURE TOWARDS HIS RAGS)  Isn't  that obvious?     (LIES 
DOWN  ON HIS SIDE,   FACING AUDIENCE) 
(PACES  R)  Where was  I   .   .   .   (TURNS BACK TO ESTRAGON) How's your 
foot? 
(EXTENDS  FOOT FROM RECLINING POSITION) Swelling visibly. 
Ah yes, the two thieves-.     Do you remember the story? 
No. 
Shall  I  tell it  to you? 
No. 
It'll pass the  time. 
(DESPAIRINGLY)   Ah! 
(PACING BACK AND FORTH  FROM R TO C) Two thieves,   crucified at 
the same time as  our Saviour.     One— 
Our what? 
Our Saviour.     Two thieves.     One   is supposed to have been saved 
and the other  .   .   .   damned. 
(IRRITA3LY) Saved from what? 
Hell. 
I'm going.     (HE  DOES NOT MOVE) 
And yet, how is   it—this  is  not boring you I hope — 
I wasn't  listening. 
(STILL PACING)   -how is   it  that of the four Evangelists only one 
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speaks  of a thief being saved.     The four of them were there— 
or thereabouts--and only one speaks of a thief being saved. 
(PAUSE)  Come on,  Gogo,  return the ball once in a while,  can't 
you? 
Estragon:     (EXAGGERATED ENTHUSIASM)   I   find this really most extraordinar- 
ily interesting. 
Vladimir: (CONTINUING TO PACE) One out of four. Of the other three two 
don't mention any thieves at all and the third says that both 
of them abused him. 
Estragon: (SITTING UP)  Who? 
Vladimir: (XS TO ESTRAGON)  What? 
Estragon: What's  all this  about?    Abused who? 
Vladimir: The Saviour. 
Estragon: Why? 
Vladimir: Because he wouldn't save them. 
Estragon: From hell? 
Vladimir: (EXASPERATED,  TURNING AWAY FROM ESTRAGON)   Imbecile!     From death. 
Estragon: I  thought you said hell. 
Vladimir: (TURNS BACK TO ESTRAGON)  From death,  from death. 
Estragon: Well what of it? 
Vladimir: Then the two of them must have been damned. 
Estragon: And why not? 
Vladimir: But  one of the  four says that one of the two was saved. 
Estragon: Well?     They don't agree and that's  all there is  to it. 
Vladimir-     (XING RC)  But  all four were  there.     And only one speaks  of a 
       thief being saved.     Why believe him rather than  the others? 
Estragon:     Who believes  him? 
Vladimir:     Everybody.     It's   the only version  they know. 
Estragon:     (RISES)  People are bloody ignorant  apes. 
(ESTRAGON  XS  TO  VICINITY  OF  MOUND,   GAZING  OFF  US   INTO  DISTANCE.      VLADIMIR 
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XS TO BOOT, PICKS  IT  UP, SMELLS  INSIDE,  REACTS VOCALLY,  AND GINGERLY SETS 
IT BACK DOWN.     ESTRAGON,  CONTINUING HIS INSPECTION, HAS XED DC,  FACING 
AUDIENCE) 
Estragon:     Charming spot.     Inspiring prospects.     (TURNS TO VLADIMIR)   Let's 
go- 
Vladimir:     We  can't. 
Estragon:     Why not? 
Vladimir:     We're waiting for Godot. 
Estragon:     Ah!     (FACE  AND GESTURE  AS IN "EUREKA"—FADING SLOWLY  INTO A 
LOOK OF PUZZLEMENT.     PAUSE)  You're sure it was here? 
Vladimir:     What? 
Estragon:     That we were to wait. 
Vladimir:     He said by   the tree.     (INDICATING TREE)   Do you see any others? 
(THEY X TO TREE,  ESTRAGON R OF IT ON 4'6"  LEVEL,  VLADIMIR L OF IT ON   3'6" 
LEVEL) 
Estragon: What   is   it? 
Vladimir: I  don't know.     A willow? 
Estragon: Where  are  the leaves? 
Vladimir: It must be   dead. 
Estragon: No more weeping. 
Vladimir: Or perhaps   it's  not the season. 
Estragon: (XING TO VLADIMIR)  Looks   to me more like  a bush. 
Vladimir: A shrub. 
Estragon:     A bush.     (HAVING MOVED TOWARD EACH OTHER, THEY ARE NOW NOSE-TO- 
NOSE) 
Vladimir:     A—    What are you insinuating?     That we've come to the wrong 
place? 
Estragon:     (XING SEVERAL STEPS DS,  VLADIMIR FOLLOWING) He should be here. 
Vladimir:     He didn't say for sure he'd come. 
Estragon:     And if he doesn't  come? 
A 
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Vladimir: We'll come back  tomorrow. 
Estragon: And  then the day after tomorrow. 
Vladimir: Possibly. 
Estragon: And so on. 
Vladimir: The  point  is — 
Estragon: Until he comes. 
Vladimir: (ANGRILY) You're merciless. 
Estragon: We  came here yesterday.     (INDICATING SURROUNDINGS) 
Vladimir: Ah no,   there you're mistaken. 
Estragon: What  did we  do yesterday? 
Vladimir: What did we do yesterday? 
Estragon: Yes. 
Vladimir: Why   .   .   .   (ANGRILY)  Nothing is  certain when you're  about.     (TURNS 
AWAY  FROM ESTRAGON) 
Estragon: In my opinion we were here. 
Vladimir: (TURNS  BACK TO ESTRAGON)  You recognize the place? 
Estragon: I  didn't say that. 
Vladimir: Well? 
Estragon: That makes no difference. 
Vladimir: All the same   .   .   .   that tree  (INDICATES TREE)   .   .   .   that bog 
(INDICATES  AUDIENCE)   .   .   . 
Estragon: You're sure  it was  this evening. 
Vladimir: What? 
Estragon: That we were to wait. 
Vladimir: He said Saturday.     (PAUSE)   I   think. 
Estragon: You think. 
Vladimir: I must have  made a note of  it.     (FUMBLES  IN POCKETS) 
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(ESTRAGON,  VERY INSIDIOUS,  BACKS VLADIMIR AROUND DURING NEXT SPEECH.     BY 
THE END OF SPEECH,  THEIR POSITIONS  ARE RELATIVELY SAME AS BEFORE, ONLY 
REVERSED) 
Estragon:     But what Saturday?     And is   it Saturday?     Is  it not rather Sun- 
day?     (PAUSE)  Or Monday?     (PAUSE)  Or Friday? 
Vladimir:     (DEMORALIZED)   It's not possible! 
Estragon:     Or Thursday? 
Vladimir:     (PANICKED)  What'11 we do? 
Estragon:     If he  came yesterday and we weren't here you may be sure he won't 
come again today. 
Vladimir:     But you say we were here yesterday. 
Estragon: I may be mistaken. (PAUSE) Let's stop talking for a minute, 
do you mind? (XS TO MOUND; LIES DOWN IN FETAL POSITION, HIS 
HEAD SL,  FACING AUDIENCE; SLEEPS) 
Vladimir:     All right.     (XS  DR.     GAZES  INTO  DISTANCE.     BACKS  SEVERAL PACES 
        TOWARD  ESTRAGON)   Gogo.      (SEVERAL  MORE  PACES)  Gogo.      (RUNS  THE 
LAST  FEW  PACES,   XS   BEHIND  ESTRAGON,   AND  SHAKES  HIM  AWAKE, 
SHOUTING)  Gogo! 
Estragon: (WAKING WITH A START) I was asleep! (DESPAIRINGLY) Why will 
you never let me sleep?     (SITS UP) 
Vladimir: (STANDING R OF ESTRAGON ON MOUND)   I  felt lonely. 
Estragon: I  had a dream. 
Vladimir: (TURNING AWAY)   Don't  tell me! 
Estragon: I  dreamt that-- 
Vladimir: (TURNS  BACK,  SHOUTS)   Don't  tell me!! 
Estragon:     (JUMPS UP,   XS TO L.     GESTURES TOWARD UNIVERSE) This   is enough 
for you?     (PAUSE)   It's  not nice of you,   Didi. (XING FAR DR) 
Who am I  to tell my private nightmares   to if I can't tell them 
to you? 
Vladimir:     (XS  C)   Let them remain private.     You know I can't bear that. 
Estragon:     (FACING FRONT)  There  are times when I wonder if it wouldn't be 
better for us  to part. 
Vladimir:     You wouldn't go far. 
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Estragon:     (ADVANCING SLOWLY TO VLADIMIR DURING THIS SPEECH, WHEEDLING) 
That would be too bad,  really  too bad.     Wouldn't it,  Didi, be 
really too bad?     When you think of the beauty of the way.     And 
the goodness  of the wayfarers.     Wouldn't it,  Didi? 
Vladimir:     (PLACATING GESTURE)   Calm yourself. 
Estragon: (TURNS AWAY  FROM VLADIMIR)   Calm .   .   .   calm  .   .   .  The  English 
say  cawm.     (DROPS  TO HIS HANDS  AND KNEES,  BARKING LIKE A DOG. 
ADVANCES ON  VLADIMIR BY RAPIDLY CIRCLING DS AND APPROACHING HIM 
FROM L, BARKING ALL THE WHILE)  You know the story of the Eng- 
lishman in the brothel? 
Vladimir:     Yes. 
Estragon:     (UP  ON KNEES,  BEGGING LIKE  A DOG)  Tell it to me. 
Vladimir:     Ah stop it! 
Estragon:     (STILL ON HANDS AND KNEES,  BACKS VLADIMIR SLOWLY, THEN RAPIDLY, 
R DURING THIS SPEECH)   An Englishman having drunk a little more 
than  usual proceeds   to a brothel.     The bawd asks him if he 
wants   a fair one,  a dark one,  or a red-haired one.     Go on. 
(LUNGES AT VLADIMIR) 
Vladimir:     Stop  it!     (EXITS R HURRIEDLY) 
(ESTRAGON  GETS   UP  AND  FOLLOWS  VLADIMIR TO  VISIBLE  LIMIT  OF  STAGE.      URGES 
VLADIMIR  ON  WITH  EXAGGERATED  GESTURES   WHICH SUGGEST  THAT  VLADIMIR  IS   URI- 
NATING OFF  STAGE.     ENTER  VLADIMIR,   IRRITATED AND  DISGRUNTLED;  XS   DL,   HEAD 
BOWED, FACING FRONT) 
Estragon:     (HALTINGLY XS TO VLADIMIR DURING NEXT TWO SPEECHES) You wanted 
  —      to speak  to me?     (PAUSE)  You had something to say to me?     (PAUSE) 
Didi   .   .   . 
Vladimir:     (WITHOUT TURNING)   I've nothing  to say to you. 
Estragon:     (STILL XING TO VLADIMIR)   You're angry?     (PAUSE)   Forgive me. 
 (PAUSE)   Come,   Didi.     Give me your hand.     (VLADIMIR HALF-TURNS) 
Embrace me!     (VLADIMIR STIFFENS)  Don't be stubborn!     (VLADIMIR 
SOFTENS.     THEY EMBRACE.     ESTRAGON RECOILS,  XING DC) You stink 
of garlic!   . 
Vladimir:     It's   for the kidneys.     (SILENCE)  What do we do now? 
Estragon:     Wait. 
Vladimir:     Yes,  but while waiting. 
Estragon:     (HAS  BEEN LOOKING AT TREE.     TURNS TO VLADIMIR)  What about hang- 
ing ourselves? 
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Vladimir: Hmm.     It'd give  us  an erection. 
Estragon: (HIGHLY EXCITED, JUMPING UP AND DOWN)  An erection! 
Vladimir: With  all that  follows.     (HE IS ALSO EXCITED) 
Estragon: Let's  hang ourselves  immediately! 
(BOTH RUN EXCITEDLY TO TREE,  ESTRAGON R OF IT ON 4'6" LEVEL AND VLADIMIR 
L OF IT ON  3'6"  LEVEL.     THEY STOP,  STARE AT TREE.     THEIR EXCITEMENT ALL AT 
ONCE  VISIBLY  FADES) 
Vladimir: From a bough?     I wouldn't trust  it. 
Estragon: We  can always  try. 
Vladimir: Go ahead.     (XS  TO C,  ESTRAGON FOLLOWING) 
Estragon: After you. 
Vladimir: No no, you first. 
Estragon: Why me? 
Vladimir: You're  lighter than I   am. 
Estragon: Just  so! 
Vladimir: I don't  understand. 
Estragon: Use your intelligence,  can't you? 
(VLADIMIR USES HIS  INTELLIGENCE) 
Vladimir: I remain in the  dark. 
Estragon:     This  is how  it is.     The bough   .   .   .   (GESTURING LIKE A BOUGH) 
  the bough   .   .   .   (ANGRILY)   Use your head,  can't you? 
Vladimir;     You're my only hope. 
Estragon-     (WITH EFFORT,  ESTRAGON ILLUSTRATES EXPLANATION WITH GESTURES) 
  Gogo light—bough not break—Gogo dead.     Didi heavy—bough 
break—Didi  alone.     Whereas— 
Vladimir: I hadn't  thought of that. 
Estragon: If it hangs you it'll hang anything. 
Vladimir: But  am I heavier than you? 
Estragon: So you tell me.     I  don't  know.     There's  an even chance.     Or nearly. 
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Vladimir:     Well?    What do we do? 
(DURING NEXT SEVERAL SPEECHES, THEY X DS TOGETHER,  THEN SPLIT,  ESTRAGON 
XING  FAR  DR AND  VLADIMIR  FAR  DL.     THEY  SPEAK TO THEMSELVES) 
Estragon: Don't let's do anything.     It's  safer. 
Vladimir: Let's wait and see what he says. 
Estragon: Who? 
Vladimir: Godot. 
Estragon: Good idea. 
Vladimir: Let's wait  till we know exactly how we  stand. 
Estragon:     On the other hand it might be better to strike the  iron before 
it freezes. 
Vladimir:     I'm  curious  to hear what he has   to offer.    Then we'll  take  it 
or leave it. 
(THEY ARE NOW ON OPPOSITE DS  CORNERS OF STAGE,  FACING EACH OTHER) 
Estragon: What exactly did we ask him for? 
Vladimir: Were you not there? 
Estragon: I   can't have been  listening. 
Vladimir: Oh   .   .   .   Nothing very definite. 
(THEY BEGIN  XING TOWARD EACH OTHER,  ONE STEP PER LINE.     VERY ENTHUSIASTIC) 
Estragon: A kind of prayer. 
Vladimir: Precisely. 
Estragon: A vague supplication. 
Vladimir: Exactly. 
Estragon: And what did he reply? 
Vladimir: That he'd see. 
Estragon: That he couldn't  promise anything. 
Vladimir: That he'd have to  think  it  over. 
Estragon: In the quiet  of his home. 
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Vladimir: Consult his  family. 
Estragon: His  friends. 
Vladimir: His   agents. 
Estragon: His   correspondents. 
Vladimir: His  books. 
Estragon: His  bank  account. 
Vladimir: Before taking a decision. 
(THEY  ARE DC,   NOSE TO NOSE) 
Estragon: It's   the normal thing. 
Vladimir: Is   it not? 
Estragon: I   think it  is. 
Vladimir: I  think so too. 
(PAUSE) 
Estragon: And we? 
Vladimir: (TAKE TO AUDIENCE,  THEN BACK TO ESTRAGON)   I beg your pardon? 
Estragon: I  said, And we? 
Vladimir: I   don't understand. 
Estragon: Where do we  come in? 
Vladimir: (BREAKING FROM NOSE-TO-NOSE)   Come  in? 
Estragon: Take your time. 
Vladimir: Come  in?    On our hands  and knees. 
(THEY MOVE SEVERAL FEET APART) 
Estragon: As bad as   that? 
Vladimir: Your Worship wishes  to assert his prerogatives? 
Estragon: We've no rights  any more? 

























You'd make me laugh if it wasn't prohibited. 
We've  lost our rights? 
We waived them. 
We're not tied?    We're not-- 
Listen!     (THEY CLING TOGETHER IN RIGID,  GROTESQUE POSITION  [SEE 
FIGURE  1] FOR SEVERAL BEATS,  THEN SLOWLY BREAK) 
I  hear nothing. 
Hsst!     (THEY CLING TOGETHER AS BEFORE,  SLIGHTLY DIFFERENT POSI- 
TION)  Nor I.     (THEY RELAX AND SEPARATE) 
You gave me  a fright. 
(XING DR,  AS ESTRAGON COUNTERS  DL)   I thought it was he. 
Who? 
Godot. 
Pah!     The wind in  the reeds. 
(SCANNING THE  DISTANCE,  FRONT)   I could have sworn I heard shouts. 
And why would he shout? 
At his horse. 
Let's   go.     (XS TO VLADIMIR; THEY ARE JUST" L OF RAMP) 
Where?     (PAUSE)  Perhaps  tonight we'll sleep in his house,  in 
the hay, warm and dry, hot bellies  full— that'd be worth waiting 
for, wouldn't  it? 
Not all night.     (XS DLC) 
It's  still day. 
I'm hungry! 
Vladimir:     Do you want  a carrot? 
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Is  that all there  is? 
I might have  some  turnips.     (BEGINS  RUMMAGING IN HIS POCKETS) 
(XING TO VLADIMIR)  Give me a carrot.     (VLADIMIR RUMMAGES,  TAKES 
OUT A TURNIP,  GIVES   IT TO ESTRAGON WHO TAKES A BITE OUT OF IT. 
ANGRILY)   It's  a turnip! 
Oh pardon!     I   could have  sworn  it was a  carrot.     (RUMMAGES 
AGAIN)   All  that's  turnips.     (RUMMAGES)  You must have eaten the 
last.     (RUMMAGES)  Wait,  I   have  it.     (BRINGS OUT CARROT AND GIVES 
IT TO ESTRAGON) There, dear fellow.     (ESTRAGON XS  DLC, CHEWING 
CARROT)   Make  it  last,  that's  the end of them. 
(SITS)   I  asked you a question. 
Ah. 
Did you reply? 
How's  the carrot? 
It's  a carrot. 
So much  the better,  so much the better.     (PAUSE)   What was  it 
you wanted to know? 
I've  forgotten.     (CHEWING)  That's what annoys me.     (LOOKS  AT 
CARROT APPRECIATIVELY)   I'll never forget  this  carrot.     Ah yes, 
now  I  remember. 
Well? 
(HIS  MOUTH FULL)  We're not tied? 
I  don't understand a word you're saying.     (XS  TO ESTRAGON) 
(STILL CHEWING)   I'm asking you if we're tied. 
Tight? 
Ti-ed. 
Tied!  How do you mean tied? 
Down. 
But to whom?  By whom? 
To   .   .   .   (SEARCHES  FOR NAME)   .   .   .  your man. 
To Godot?    Tied to Godot!     What  an idea!     (XS  DC)  No question 
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of it.     (STOPS.     PAUSE)   For the moment. 
Estragon:     His name  is  Godot? 
Vladimir:     I   think so. 
Estragon:     Fancy  that.     (INDICATING CARROT)  Funny,  the more you eat the 
worse it gets. 
Vladimir: With me it's   just  the opposite. 
Estragon: In other words? 
Vladimir: I  get used to the muck as   I go along. 
Estragon: Is   that the opposite? 
Vladimir: Question of temperament. 
Estragon: Of character. 
Vladimir: Nothing you can do about it. 
Estragon: No use struggling. 
Vladimir: One  is what  one is. 
Estragon: No use wriggling. 
Vladimir: The essential doesn't change. 
Estragon:     Nothing to be done.     (PAUSE.     OFFERS  REMAINS  OF CARROT TO VLAD- 
IMIR)   Like to finish  it? 
(A TERRIBLE CRY FROM SR SIDE OF HOUSE.     ESTRAGON DROPS CARROT.     BOTH TRAMPS 
SCURRY TOWARD URC—3'6" LEVEL.     LUCKY APPEARS  FROM SIDE  DOOR IN SR SIDE OF 
HOUSE,   FOLLOWED  BY  POZZO.      POZZO  IS   DRIVING  LUCKY  BY  MEANS  OF  A  LONG  ROPE 
PASSED AROUND THE  LATTER'S   NECK.     THEY  BEGIN  TO  MAKE  THEIR WAY  ALONG THE 
AISLE  AND  UP  THE  RAMP  TO  THE  STAGE.      MEANWHILE,   THE  TRAMPS  REACH  URC. 
ESTRAGON  THEN  RUNS  BACK  FOR CARROT,   RETRIEVES   IT,  AND  REJOINS   VLADIMIR; 
THEN  RUNS   BACK  FOR BOOT,   RETRIEVES   IT,   AND  REJOINS  VLADIMIR—VOCALLY  EX- 
PRESSING  HIS  FRIGHT  THROUGHOUT  THE  ENTIRE  BUSINESS.     THE  TRAMPS,  TREMBLING, 
CLUTCH  EACH  OTHER  AND  WAIT  FOR THE  INTRUDERS*   ARRIVAL.     LUCKY  REACHES  THE 
STAGE  AND  XS  TO  JUST  DS  OF  THE  MOUND;   AT  THIS  TIME  POZZO  NOTICES  THE  TRAMPS' 
PRESENCE,   AND  ORDERS   LUCKY  TO  STOP.      UP  TO  THIS  POINT  POZZO  HAS  BEEN  URGING 
LUCKY ON WITH CRIES OF "ON" AND "FASTER") 
Pozzo:     Stop!     (LUCKY  DOES  SO.     POZZO  IS JUST L OF RAMP; HE SURVEYS THE 
TRAMPS) 
(VLADIMIR MOVES TOWARD LUCKY;  ESTRAGON HOLDS HIM BACK.     THEY ARE NOW UC) 
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Vladimir: Let  me go! 
Estragon: Stay where you are! 
Pozzo: Be  careful!     He's wicked.     With strangers. 
Estragon: (TO VLADIMIR)   Is  that him? 
Vladimir: Who? 
Estragon: (TRYING TO REMEMBER THE NAME)   Er  .   .   . 
Vladimir: Godot? 
Estragon: Yes. 
Pozzo: (DROPS  ROPE)   I  present myself:     Pozzo. 
Vladimir: (TO ESTRAGON)   Not at all! 
Estragon: He said Godot. 
Vladimir: Not at  all! 
Estragon: (ADVANCING TIMIDLY TO POZZO)  You're not Mr.   Godot, Sir? 
Pozzo:     (TAKING A STEP TOWARD TRAMPS.     TERRIFYING VOICE)   I am Pozzo! 
       (PAUSE.     ANOTHER STEP.     TRAMPS  CRINGE AT EVERY MOVE)   Pozzo! 
(PAUSE)   Does  that name mean nothing to you?     (PAUSE.     ANOTHER 
STEP)   I say does  that name mean nothing to you? 
Estragon:     (PRETENDING TO THINK)  Bozzo   .   .   .   Bozzo   .   .   . 
Vladimir:     (DITTO)  Pozzo   .   .   .   Pozzo   .   .   . 
Pozzo:     (ADVANCING UP TO THEM.     BOOMING, THREATENING VOICE)  Poz-zo!! 
(TRAMPS  RETREAT QUICKLY TO LC) 
Estragon:     Ah!     Poz-zo!   ...   let me see   .   .   .   Poz-zo   .   .   . 
Vladimir:     (TO ESTRAGON)   Is it Pozzo or Bozzo? 
Estragon:     Pozzo   .   .   .   no   .   .   .I'm afraid I   .   .   . 
(POZZO ADVANCES  C,  THREATENINGLY) 
Vladimir:     (CONCILIATING)   I  once knew a family called Gozzo.     The mother 
had the clap. 
Estragon:     (HASTILY)  We're not from these  parts, Sir. 
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(POZZO,  STILL THREATENING,   XS TO BETWEEN TRAMPS.     TRAMPS CRINGE, LOOK HOPE- 
FUL.     POZZO SLOWLY SURVEYS THEM EACH IN TURN) 
Pozzo:     You are human beings none the less.     (PAUSE.     SCRUTINIZES THEM 
AGAIN)  As   far as  one  can see.     Of the same species  as myself. 
(LAUGHS.     XS DL.     HALTS) Of the same species as Pozzo!     Made 
in God's  image! 
Vladimir:     Well you see— 
Pozzo:     (PEREMPTORY) Who—  (XS  TO BETWEEN TRAMPS.     HALTS.     TURNS ON 
ESTRAGON)   --is  Godot? 
Estragon:     (SHRINKING)   Godot? 
Pozzo:     (TURNING ON VLADIMIR)  You took me  for Godot. 
Vladimir:     (SHRINKING)  Oh no, Sir,  not  for an instant, Sir. 
Pozzo:     Who is he? 
Vladimir:     Oh he's  a  .   .   .   he's a kind of acquaintance. 
(POZZO TURNS  ON ESTRAGON) 
Estragon:     (SHRINKING)  Nothing of the kind, we hardly know him. 
(POZZO TURNS  ON VLADIMIR) 
but Vladimir:     (SHRINKING)  True   ...   we don't know him very well   . 
all the same   .   .   . 
Estragon:     Personally I wouldn't even know him if I saw him. 
Pozzo:     (TURNS ON ESTRAGON) You took me for him. 
Estragon: (SHRINKING LOWER AND LOWER AS POZZO TOWERS ABOVE HIM [SEE FIG- 
URE 2]) That's to say . . . you understand . . . the dusk, the 
strain   .   .   .  waiting   ...   I   confess   .   .   . 
Pozzo:     Waiting?     (TURNS QUICKLY ON VLADIMIR, WHO HAS BEEN HOVERING 
ANXIOUSLY BESIDE HIM)   So you were waiting for him? 
Vladimir: (SHRINKING)  Well you see— 
Pozzo: Here?    On my  land? 
Vladimir: We  didn't  intend any harm. 
Estragon: (EAGERLY) We meant well. 
Pozzo: (SIMPLE STATEMENT)  The road is  free to all. 
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Figure  2.     "...   the dusk,  the strain 
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Vladimir:    That's how we  looked at  it. 
Pozzo:     (DISGUSTED)   It's  a disgrace.     (PAUSE.     SCRUTINIZES THEM AGAIN) 
But there you are.     (XS R.     PICKS UP  ROPE) 
Estragon:    Nothing we  can do about  it. 
Pozzo:     Let's  say no more about  it.     (JERKS  ROPE)  Up pig!     (LUCKY, WHO 
HAS SAGGED ON HIS  FEET,  NOW STIRS)   Every time he drops he  falls 
asleep.     Up hog!     Move!     (LUCKY TURNS  AND XS TO  DR CORNER OF 
STAGE.      HE  MOVES   SLOWLY  UNDER HIS  BURDENS:     A BASKET,  CAPE, 
SATCHEL,  AND FOLDING STOOL) Stop!     (LUCKY DOES) Turn!     (LUCKY 
FACES  FRONT) Gentlemen,   (TO VLADIMIR AND ESTRAGON)   I   am happy 
to have  met you.     (XING  RC)  Yes yes,  sincerely happy.     Yes, the 
road seems   long when one  journeys all alone for   .   .   .   (CONSULTS 
HIS  POCKET WATCH)   .   .   .   yes   .   .   .  yes, six hours, that's right, 
six hours  on end,   and never a soul in sight.     (TO LUCKY)   Cape! 
(LUCKY  PUTS  DOWN HIS BAGS ONE BY ONE,  ADVANCES,  GIVES  CAPE, 
RETURNS  TO HIS  PLACE,  TAKES  UP BAGS AGAIN ONE BY ONE.     LUCKY 
AT ALL TIMES STARES  BLANKLY BEFORE HIM; HIS MOVEMENTS SEEM UN- 
CONSCIOUS  AND GUIDED BY HABIT)  Hold that!     (POZZO HOLDS OUT 
WHIP.     LUCKY ADVANCES AND,  BOTH HIS HANDS BEING OCCUPIED,  TAKES 
WHIP   IN  HIS   MOUTH,   THEN  RETURNS  TO  HIS  PLACE.      POZZO  BEGINS  TO 
PUT  ON CAPE,  STOPS)   Cape!!     (LUCKY PUTS DOWN BAGS, HELPS  POZZO 
ON WITH CAPE,  RETURNS TO HIS PLACE,  TAKES  UP BAGS AGAIN)  Touch 
of autumn in the air this evening.     (FINISHES TYING CAPE, 
STRAIGHTENS  HIMSELF)   Whip!      (LUCKY  ADVANCES,  STOPS,   POZZO  TAKES 
WHIP  FROM HIS MOUTH,  LUCKY RETURNS TO HIS PLACE)  Yes, gentlemen, 
(XING TO BETWEEN TRAMPS)   I  cannot go for long without  the soci- 
ety of my  likes.     (SCRUTINIZES  THEM EACH IN TURN)  Even when the 
likeness   is  an  imperfect one.     (XS FAR L,   FACES  FRONT)  Stool! 
(LUCKY PUTS  DOWN BAGS,  ADVANCES  WITH STOOL TO DC,  SETS UP STOOL, 
RETURNS   TO  HIS  PLACE,   TAKES   UP  BAGS  AGAIN.     POZZO  STARES   AT 
STOOL,   XS TO STOOL,  STOPS.     DOES  TAKE TO AUDIENCE.     STARES AT 
STOOL,   BENDING  SLOWLY  FROM THE  WAIST,   UNTIL HIS   FACE  IS  ONLY 
INCHES  FROM STOOL.     ANOTHER TAKE TO AUDIENCE.     SNAPS  UPRIGHT 
AND XS  QUICKLY BACK TO FAR L.     TURNS,   FACES  FRONT)  Closer! 
(LUCKY   PUTS   DOWN  BAGS,   XS  TO  STOOL,   FOLDS  STOOL  UNDER HIS  ARM, 
XS  TO  POZZO,   SETS  UP  STOOL  BEHIND  POZZO,  THEN  STANDS  JUST  R OF 
STOOL.     POZZO SITS.     GLARES  AT LUCKY)  Move!     (LUCKY  XS DC,   STOPS, 
FACES   FRONT)  Further!!     (LUCKY RETURNS TO DR,  TAKES UP BAGS 
AGAIN.     TO TRAMPS) That is why, with your permission,   I propose 
to dally with you a moment, before I  venture any  further.     (TO 
LUCKY)   Basket!     (LUCKY PUTS  DOWN BAG,   ADVANCES WITH BASKET TO 
POZZO,   PLACES BASKET  IN FRONT OF POZZO,  RETURNS  TO HIS PLACE, 
TAKES  UP  BAG AGAIN)  The fresh air stimulates the jaded appetite. 
(POZZO  OPENS  BASKET,   TAKES  OUT  NAPKIN,   TUCKS  NAPKIN  UNDER HIS 
CHIN,   TAKES OUT PIECES OF CHICKEN AND BOTTLE OF WINE)   Basket! 
(LUCKY  PUTS   DOWN   BAG,   XS  TO  POZZO,   PICKS  UP  BASKET,   STANDS  JUST 
R OF  POZZO)   Move!      (LUCKY  RETURNS  WITH  BASKET TO   DR,   TAKES   UP 
BAG AGAIN)  He stinks.     Happy days.     (RAISES BOTTLE AND DRINKS; 
THEN   BEGINS   TO  EAT   AND   DRINK  IN  EARNEST) 
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(THE TRAMPS X TO LUCKY.     THEY EXAMINE HIM CURIOUSLY,  MOVING ABOUT HIM AS 
THEY SPEAK,  VLADIMIR ON LUCKY'S  R AND ESTRAGON ON HIS L.     LUCKY, AS ALWAYS, 
SEEMS TO BE ASLEEP ON HIS  FEET WITH HIS EYES OPEN) 
Estragon: What ails him? 
Vladimir: He   looks  tired. 
Estragon: Why doesn't he put down his bags? 
Vladimir: How do I  know?     (ESTRAGON REACHES OUT TO TOUCH LUCKY)  Careful! 
(ESTRAGON HASTILY REMOVES HIS HAND) 
Estragon: Say something to him. 
Vladimir: Look! 
Estragon: What? 
Vladimir: (POINTING TO LUCKY'S NECK)   His neck! 
Estragon: (LOOKING AT THE NECK)   I see nothing. 
Vladimir: Here. 
Estragon: (LOOKS CLOSER)  Oh  I  say! 
Vladimir: A running sore! 
Estragon: It's  the rope. 
Vladimir: It's  the rubbing. 
Estragon: It's  the chafing. 
Vladimir: It's  the knot. 
Estragon: It's  inevitable. 
(PAUSE) 
Vladimir: He's  not bad looking. 
Estragon: Would you say so? 
Vladimir: A trifle effeminate. 
Estragon: (INDICATING LUCKY'S MOUTH)   Look at the slobber. 
Vladimir: It's   inevitable. 
Estragon: Look at  the slaver. 
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Vladimir: Perhaps he's  a halfwit. 
Estragon: A  cretin. 
Vladimir: (INDICATING LUCKY'S NECK)  Looks   like a goiter. 
Estragon: It's not certain. 
Vladimir: He's  panting. 
Estragon: It's  inevitable. 
Vladimir: (INDICATING LUCKY'S EYES)  And his  eyes! 
Estragon: What about   them? 
Vladimir: Goggling out of his head. 
Estragon: Looks  at  his  last gasp to me. 
Vladimir: It's not   certain.     (PAUSE)  Ask him a question. 
Estragon: Would that be a good thing? 
Vladimir: What do we risk? 
Estragon: (TIMIDLY)   Mister  .   .   . 
Vladimir: Louder. 
Estragon: (LOUDER)   Mister   .   .   . 
Pozzo:     Leave him in peace!     (TRAMPS TURN TO POZZO,  WHO HAS  FINISHED 
EATING AND HAS  DISCARDED THE BONES JUST TO HIS  R)   Can't you see 
he wants  to rest?     (TO LUCKY)  Basket!     (POZZO TOSSES  DOWN HIS 
NAPKIN.     LUCKY HAS NOT STIRRED.     POZZO GLARES  AT LUCKY)  Basket!! 
(LUCKY  STARTS  ALMOST   IMPERCEPTABLY,   THEN  PUTS   DOWN  BAG,   XS  WITH 
BASKET  TO  POZZO,   PUTS  BOTTLE  AND  NAPKIN  INTO  BASKET,   RETURNS 
WITH  BASKET TO  DR,  TAKES   UP  BAG  AGAIN.     DURING  LUCKY'S  MOVEMENTS 
ESTRAGON   XS  TO  BONES   AND  KNEELS   BESIDE THEM HUNGRILY;   VLADIMIR 
FOLLOWS   ESTRAGON  AS   FAR  AS   C;   POZZO  TAKES  OUT  PIPE   AND  LIGHTS 
IT.     TO TRAMPS) What   can you expect,  it's  not his  job.     (PULLS 
AT HIS PIPE,  RELAXES SOMEWHAT HIS  USUALLY RIGID POSTURE) Ah! 
That's better. 
Estragon:     (LOOKING UP FROM HIS  CONTEMPLATION OF THE BONES, TIMIDLY) Please 
Sir   .   .   . 
Pozzo:     (TURNS TO ESTRAGON)  What is  it,  my good man? 
Estragon:     (TIMIDLY)   Er  .   .   .   you've  finished with  the   .   .   .   er   .   . 
don't need the   .   .   .   er  .   .   .  bones,  Sir? 
you 
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Vladimir:     (SCANDALIZED,  XING TO ESTRAGON)  You couldn't have waited? 
Pozzo:     (FACING FRONT)  No no, he does well to ask.     Do I need the bones? 
(MUSES) No,  personally  I  do not need them any more.     (ESTRAGON 
MAKES TO PICK UP THE BONES,  WHICH LIE BETWEEN HIM AND POZZO) 
But!     (POZZO STAMPS  HIS  FOOT NEAR BONES, WHICH CAUSES ESTRAGON 
TO RECOIL)  But in theory the bones go to the Carrier.    He is 
therefore  the one to ask.     (ESTRAGON RISES, TURNS TOWARD LUCKY, 
HESITATES)  Go on, go on,  don't be  afraid,  ask him, he'll tell 
you. 
(ESTRAGON XS  SLOWLY TO LUCKY.     STOPS JUST L OF HIM.     HESITATES) 
(TO LUCKY)   Mister excuse me,  Mister 
Pozzo:     You're being spoken to,  pig!     Reply!     (TO ESTRAGON) Try him again. 
Estragon:     Excuse me,  Mister,  the bones, you won't be wanting the bones? 
(LUCKY DOES NOT ACKNOWLEDGE HIM) 
Pozzo:     (SARCASTIC)   Mister!     (TO LUCKY) Reply!     Do you want them or 
don't you?     (PAUSE.     TO ESTRAGON)  They're yours.     (ESTRAGON 
DARTS AT BONES, PICKS THEM UP, TAKES  THEM TO MOUND,  SITS FACING 
FRONT WHILE GNAWING THEM.     POZZO REFLECTS)   I  don't  like it. 
I've never known him to refuse a bone before.     Nice business 
it'd be  if he  fell sick on me!     (REFLECTS.     VLADIMIR XS TO LUCKY, 
STUIDES HIM BRIEFLY, TURNS TO POZZO) 








(FACING FRONT)  Are you alluding to anything in particular? 
(XS TO POZZO.     RESOLUTE) To treat a man  like that--  (POZZO TURNS 
TO  VLADIMIR  MENACINGLY.      VLADIMIR  SHRINKS  BACK SEVERAL  STEPS) 
...   I  think that   .   .   .   (TURNS AND XS TO LUCKY.     TURNS BACK 
TO POZZO.     RESOLUTE) no,  a human being  .   .   .   it's  a scandal! 
(NOT TO BE OUTDONE)  A disgrace!     (RESUMES  GNAWING) 
You are severe.     (TO VLADIMIR)  What age are you,  if it's  not  a 
rude question?     (PAUSE)   Sixty?    Seventy?     (PAUSE.     TO ESTRAGON) 
What  age would you say he was? 
(LOOKS UP FROM GNAWING)   Eleven.     (RESUMES  GNAWING) 
I  am impertinent.     (RISES)   I  must be getting on.     Thank you for 
your society.     (REFLECTS)   Unless  I  smoke another pipe before   I 
go.     (PAUSE.     XS TO VLADIMIR,  WHO  IS C.     NOSE TO NOSE) What do 
you say?     (VLADIMIR STARES  AT HIM IN SILENCE.     PAUSE.     XING BACK 




not in the habit of smoking two pipes  one on top of the other, 
it makes  my heart go (HAND ON HEART,  SIGHING)  pit-a-pat.     It's 
the nicotine,  one  absorbs  it in spite of one's precautions. 
(PAUSE.     XS TO VLADIMIR.     NOSE TO NOSE) You know how  it is. 
(VLADIMIR STARES.     PAUSE.     POZZO REFLECTS,   THEN NOSE TO NOSE) 
But perhaps you don't smoke?     (PAUSE)  Yes?     (PAUSE.     POZZO TURNS, 
TAKES A STEP TOWARD STOOL,  STOPS,  TURNS BACK TO VLADIMIR) No? 
(PAUSE.     TURNS, BEGINS  XING TO STOOL,  STOPS  AFTER SEVERAL STEPS, 
TURNS BACK TO VLADIMIR)   It's of no importance.     (RESUMES X TO 
STOOL IN SILENCE.     STANDS JUST R OF STOOL,  STUDYING IT.     SPEAKS 
TO HIMSELF) But how am I to sit down now, without affectation, 
now that  I have risen?    Without appearing to--how shall I say— 
without  appearing to falter.     (PAUSE.     XS TO VLADIMIR.     NOSE 
TO NOSE)   I beg your pardon?     (VLADIMIR STARES.     PAUSE)   Perhaps 
you didn't speak?     (PAUSE.     BEGINS XING TO STOOL,  STOPS  AFTER 
SEVERAL STEPS,  TURNS BACK TO VLADIMIR)   It's  of no importance. 
(RESUMES  X TO STOOL IN SILENCE.     STUDIES  STOOL)   Let me see   .   .   . 
(REFLECTS) 
(FINISHES BONES, PUTS BONES  IN POCKET,   RISES,  BELCHES  NOISILY 
WHILE XING TO LC)  Ah!     That's better. 
Let's go. 
Estragon:     So soon? 
Pozzo:     One moment!     (XS DC,  VLADIMIR ADJUSTS  R.     POZZO  FACES  FRONT) 
       Stool!     (LUCKY PUTS  DOWN BAGS,  XS TO STOOL,  PICKS  IT UP,  FOLDS 
IT  UNDER  HIS  ARM,   XS  TWO  OR THREE  STEPS   R,   PUTS   DOWN  STOOL) 
More!     (LUCKY PICKS  UP STOOL,   FOLDS  IT UNDER HIS ARM,   XS TO 
BEHIND POZZO,   PUTS DOWN STOOL)  There!     (LUCKY XS   BACK TO HIS 
PLACE   DR,   TAKES   UP  BAGS   AGAIN.      POZZO,   ARMS  OUTFLUNG,   WIGGLES 
HIMSELF SLOWLY  INTO STOOL.     SIGHS WITH SATISFACTION)  Done  it! 
(FILLS AND LIGHTS HIS  PIPE)   [COMPOSITION AT THIS  POINT:     SEE 
FIGURE  3] 
Vladimir:     (VEHEMENTLY)  Let's go! 
Pozzo:     I hope I'm not driving you away.     Wait a little   longer,  you'll 
never regret  it. 
Estragon:     (SCENTING CHARITY) We're  in no hurry.     (QUICKLY  XS JUST L OF 
POZZO,  SITS) 
Pozzo:     (REFLECTING UPON HIS PIPE)  The second is never so sweet   .   .   . 
as   the first I  mean.     But it's sweet   just the same. 
Vladimir:     (XS  DLC,  STOPS, TURNS TOWARD OTHERS)   I'm going. 
Pozzo:     (FACING FRONT)  He  can no longer endure my presence.     I   am per- 
       haps not particularly human, but who  cares?     (TURNS TO VLADIMIR, 












WILTING UNDER POZZO*S STARE,  SLOWLY SITS)  Suppose you go now 
while it is  still day,  for there is  no denying it is still day. 
(ALL LOOK UP AT SKY)   Good.     (THEY STOP LOOKING AT SKY)  What 
happens   in that case--(POZZO  DRAWS ON PIPE.     IT IS OUT)—I'm 
out—(RELIGHTS  PIPE)--in that  case--(PUFF)—in that case—(PUFF) 
--what happens  in that  case to your appointment with this   (LOOKS 
POINTEDLY AT TRAMPS.     SPEAKS VERY SLOWLY)   .   .   .   Godet   .   .   . 
Godin   .   .   .   Godot   .   .   .   anyhow you see who I mean, who has your 
future in his  hands   ...   at  least your immediate  future? 
Vladimir:     Who told you? 
Pozzo:     He speaks   to me again!     (ESTRAGON RISES,  XS BEHIND POZZO TO 
LUCKY,  STUDIES  LUCKY.     POZZO IS FACING FRONT)  If this goes on 
much  longer we'll soon be old  friends. 
Estragon:     Why doesn't he put  down his bags? 
Pozzo:     (STILL  FACING FRONT,  OBLIVIOUS)   I  too would be happy to meet him. 
The more people I meet  the happier I become.     From the meanest 
creature one  departs wiser,  richer,  more  conscious  of one's 
blessings.     (TURNS TO VLADIMIR)   Even you   .   .   .   (TURNS TO ESTRA- 
GON)   .   .   .   even you,  who knows, will have added to my store. 
Estragon:     Why doesn't he put down his bags?     (CIRCLES ABOUT LUCKY) 
Pozzo:     (OBLIVIOUS)  But  that would surprise me. 
Vladimir:     (RISES,  AGITATED) You're being asked a question. 
Pozzo:     (DELIGHTED)  A question!     Who?     What?     A moment ago you_were 
calling me sir,  in fear and trembling.    Now you're  asking me 
questions.     No good will come of this! 
Vladimir: (TO ESTRAGON,   REFERRING TO LUCKY)   I  think he's  listening. 
Estragon: (R OF LUCKY) What?     (VLADIMIR XS BEHIND POZZO TO JUST L OF LUCKY) 
Vladimir: You can ask him now.     He's  on the alert. 
(DURING  NEXT  SEVERAL  SPEECHES  THE  TRAMPS  MOVE  ABOUT  LUCKY,   STUDYING HIM) 
Estragon: Ask him what? 
Vladimir: Why he doesn't put down his bags. 
Estragon: I wonder. 
Vladimir: Ask him,  can't you? 
Pozzo:     (HAS   FOLLOWED THESE EXCHANGES ANXIOUSLY)  You want  to know why 
he doesn't put down his bags, as you call them. 
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Vladimir: (R OF LUCKY)  That's   it. 
Pozzo: (TO ESTRAGON,  WHO IS  L OF LUCKY)  You are sure you agree with that? 
Estragon: He's  puffing like a grampus. 
Pozzo: The answer is  this.     (TRAMPS HAVE RESUMED MOVING ABOUT LUCKY) 
But stay still,  I beg of you, you're making me nervous! 
Vladimir: (XING BEHIND POZZO  DLC;  MOTIONS TO ESTRAGON) Here. 
Estragon: (FOLLOWING VLADIMIR)   What is  it? 
Vladimir:     He's  about to speak. 
GON.     THEY  WAIT) 
(THEY  BOTH  SIT  DLC,   VLADIMIR  L  OF  ESTRA- 
Pozzo:     Good.     Is  everybody ready?     (LOOKS  AROUND AT OTHERS  AND AT AUDI- 
ENCE)   Is  everybody looking at me?     (LOOKS AT LUCKY.     FROWNS) 
Will you look  at me,  pig!     (LUCKY  LOOKS AT HIM)  Good.     (LUCKY 
STOPS  LOOKING.     POZZO  TAKES  OUT  VAPORIZER,   SPRAYS  HIS  THROAT, 
GARGLES,  SPRAYS HIS THROAT AGAIN,  PUTS BACK VAPORIZER)   I  am 
ready.     Is everybody listening?     (SURVEYS OTHERS  AND AUDIENCE) 
Is  everybody ready?     (LOOKS AT LUCKY.     FROWNS) Hog!     I don't 
like talking in a vacuum.     (LUCKY RAISES HIS HEAD)   Good.     (LUCKY 
LOWERS  HIS HEAD AGAIN)  Let me see.     (POZZO REFLECTS) 
Estragon:     I'm going. 
Pozzo:     What was   it exactly you wanted to know? 
Vladimir:     Why he— 
Pozzo:     (ANGRILY)   Don't  interrupt me!     If we all speak at once we'll 
never get anywhere!     (PAUSE)   What was   I saying?     (PAUSE.     LOUDER) 
What was   I  saying? 
(TRAMPS  LOOK AT EACH OTHER,  RISE.     VLADIMIR MIMICS  LUCKY HOLDING BAGS WHILE 
ESTRAGON EXPLAINS TO POZZO) 
Estragon:     (REFERRING TO VLADIMIR'S MIMICRY)  Bags.     Why?    Always hold. 
Never put down.     Wwwhhhyyy? 
Pozzo:     (FACING FRONT)  Ah!     Why  couldn't you say so before?    Why doesn't 
he make himself comfortable?     Let's  try and get  this  clear. 
Has  he not the right to?     Certainly he has.     It follows  that 
he doesn't want  to.     There's  reasoning for you.     And why doesn t 
he want to?    Gentlemen,  the reason is  this. 
Vladimir:     (TO ESTRAGON)   Make a note of this. 
Pozzo:     (STILL FACING FRONT)   He wants  to impress me, so that  I'll keep 
him. 
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Estragon:     What? 
Pozzo: Perhaps I haven't got it quite right. He wants to mollify me, 
so that I'll give up the idea of parting with him. No, that's 
not exactly  it either. 
Vladimir:     (XS JUST L OF POZZO.     INCREDULOUS) You want  to get  rid of him? 
Pozzo:     (STILL FACING FRONT)  He wants  to cod me, but he won't. 
Vladimir:     You want  to get  rid of him? 
Pozzo:     He  imagines   that when I  see how well he carries I'll be  tempted 
to keep him on in that  capacity. 
Estragon:     (XS JUST L OF POZZO,  WHILE VLADIMIR COUNTERS JUST R OF POZZO) 
You've had enough of him? 
Pozzo:     In reality he carries  like a pig.     It's not his  job. 
Vladimir:     You want to get rid of him? 
Pozzo:     (STILL FACING FRONT) He  imagines  that when I see him indefati- 
gable   I'll regret my decision.     Such is his miserable scheme. 
As   though  I  were short of slaves!     (LOCKS AT LUCKY)  Atlas, son 
of Jupiter!     (FACES FRONT.     PAUSE)  Well,  that's what I  think. 
Anything else? 
Vladimir:     (UNDAUNTED)  You want   to get rid of him? 
Pozzo:     (STILL FACING FRONT)   Remark that I  might just as well have been 
in his  shoes  and he in mine.     If chance had not willed otherwise. 
To each one his due. 
Vladimir:     (XS A STEP OR TWO R, THEN WHEELS AROUND TO POZZC)  You waagerrim? 
Pozzo:     (TURNS  TO VLADIMIR)  I beg your pardon? 
Vladimir:     (STEPS BACK TO POZZO.     SPEAKS SLOWLY,  DESPAIRINGLY)  You want to 
get  rid of him? 
Pozzo:     (FACES  FRONT.     WITH GREAT FINALITY)  I do.     (VLADIMIR SIGHS WITH 
RELIEF)  But  instead of driving him away as  I might have done, 
I  mean  instead of simply kicking him out on his ass,  in the 
goodness of my heart I  am bringing him to the fair, where  I 
hope  to get  a good price for him.     The truth  is you can't drive 
such  creatures  away.     The best  thing would be to kill them. 
(LUCKY  WEEPS   VERY  SOFTLY) 
Estragon:     He's  crying! 
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Pozzo:     (WITH DISGUST) Old dogs have more dignity.     (OFFERS HANDKERCHIEF 
TO ESTRAGON)  Comfort him, since you pity him.     (ESTRAGON HESI- 
TATES)   Come on.     (ESTRAGON TAKES THE HANDKERCHIEF) Wipe away 
his tears, he'll feel less  forsaken. 
(ESTRAGON HESITATES.     VLADIMIR XS BEHIND POZZO TO ESTRAGON) 
Vladimir:     Here, give it to me,  I'll do it. 
(ESTRAGON  REFUSES TO GIVE HANDKERCHIEF.     CHILDISH GESTURES BY VLADIMIR AND 
ESTRAGON OVER HANDKERCHIEF) 
Pozzo:     Make haste, before he stops. 
(ESTRAGON  XS  IN FRONT OF POZZO TO LUCKY;  VLADIMIR FOLLOWS BEHIND POZZO. 
ESTRAGON GINGERLY DABS AT  LUCKY'S EYES WITH HANDKERCHIEF.     LUCKY  KICKS HIM 
VIOLENTLY  IN THE SHIN.    ESTRAGON DROPS HANDKERCHIEF, HOPS ON ONE  FOOT TO 
VLADIMIR,   WHIMPERING LOUDLY.     VLADIMIR GUIDES HIM GENTLY DLC) 
Pozzo:     Hanky!     (LUCKY PUTS  DOWN BAGS,  RETRIEVES HANDKERCHIEF,   GIVES 
IT TO POZZO, RETURNS TO DR, TAKES  UP BAGS AGAIN) 
Estragon:     Oh  the swine!     He's  crippled me! 
Pozzo:     I  told you he didn't like strangers. 
Vladimir: (TO ESTRAGON, WHO IS ON HIS R) Show. (ESTRAGON PULLS UP HIS 
TROUSER LEG. VLADIMIR KNEELS TO LOOK AT IT. TO POZZO) He's 
bleeding! 
Pozzo:     It's  a good sign. 
Estragon:     I'll never walk again! 
Vladimir:     (TENDERLY)   I'll carry you.     (MATTER-OF-FACTLY)   If necessary. 
Pozzo:     (LOOKS AT LUCKY) He's stopped crying. 
replaced him as   it were.     (FACES  FRONT, 
of the world are a constant quantity, 
to weep somewhere else  another stops, 
laugh.      (HE  LAUGHS   BRIEFLY   IN   FALSETTO. 
speak ill of our generation,  it is not 
predecessors.     (PAUSE)   Let us not speak 
(PAUSE)  Let us  not speak of it at all. 
It is  true the population has  increased 
(TO ESTRAGON) You have 
LYRICALLY)  The  tears 
For each one who begins 
The same  is true  of the 
PAUSE)  Let us  not then 
any unhappier than its 
well of it either. 
(PAUSE.     JUDICIOUSLY) 
Vladimir:     (HAS BEEN TENDING ESTRAGON'S WOUND.     RISES.     TO ESTRAGON) Try 
and walk. 
(ESTRAGON TESTS HIS LEG FOR A FEW STEPS, THEN LIMPS TO LUCKY, STOPS, HESI- 
TATES, SPITS IN FRONT OF LUCKY, JUMPS BACK IN ANTICIPATION OF FURTHER VIO- 
LENCE—WHEN   NONE  IS   FORTHCOMING THEN  LIMPS  TO  MOUND  AND SITS) 
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Pozzo:     Guess who taught me  all these beautiful things.     My Lucky! 
Vladimir:     (GAZING UP AND FRONT)  Will night never come? 
Pozzo:     (STILL FACING FRONT)  But for him all my thoughts, all my feel- 
ings, would have been of  common things.     (VEHEMENTLY)   Profes- 
sional worries!     (CALMER)   Beauty,  grace,   truth of the first 
water,   I knew they were  all beyond me.     So I   took a knook. 
Vladimir:     (STARTLED FROM GAZING ABOVE)  A knook? 
Pozzo: 
Vladimir: 
(OBLIVIOUS) That was nearly sixty years ago   .   .   .   (CONSULTS HIS 
WATCH)   .   .   .  yes, nearly sixty.     (TO VLADIMIR)   You wouldn't 
think  it  to look at me, would you?     Compared to him  (INDICATES 
LUCKY)   I   look like a young man, no?    Hat!     (LUCKY PUTS  DOWN BAG, 
TAKES OFF HAT,   PUTS HAT UNDER HIS ARM,  PICKS  UP BAG AGAIN. 
VLADIMIR XS  TO  LUCKY,  STUDIES  HIS  HEAD OF  LONG,   WHITE  HAIR) 
Now look.     (POZZO WHISKS  OFF HIS HAT,  EXTENDS THE TOP OF HIS 
HEAD TO VLADIMIR,  THEN QUICKLY PUTS HAT BACK ON AGAIN)   Did you 
see? 
(AT DRC.     ANGRILY)  And now you turn him away?     Such an old and 
faithful servant! 
Estragon:     (NOT TO BE OUTDONE)  Swine! 
Vladimir:     (MOVING BETWEEN  POZZO AND LUCKY)  After having sucked all the 
good out of him you chuck him away like a   .   .   .   like a banana 
skin.     (SHAKES  FINGER IN POZZO'S FACE)   Really   .   .   . 
Pozzo: (GROANING, CLUTCHING HIS HEAD) I can't bear it . . .any longer 
... the way he goes on . . . you've no idea . . . it's terri- 
ble . . . he must go . . .I'm going mad . . . (COLLAPSES, HEAD 
IN HANDS,  SOBBING)   ...   I   can't bear it  .   .   .   any longer  .   .   . 
Vladimir:     (XS TO ESTRAGON AT MOUND.     SARCASTIC)   He can't bear it. 
Estragon:     (RISING.     ALSO SARCASTIC)   Any  longer. 




It's  terrible. 
(XS TO LUCKY. BERATES HIM TONGUE-IN-CHEEK) How dare you! It's 
abominable! Such a good master! Crucify him like that! After 
so many years!     Really! 
(SOBBING)  He used to be so kind  .   .   .   (ESTRAGON  XS LC,  MAKES 
FUN  OF POZZO  BY  PRETENDING  TO  PLAY  VIOLIN  TO  THE  ACCOMPANIMENT 
OF POZZO'S SOBS)   ...   so helpful and entertaining   ...  my 
good angel   .   .   .   and now   .   .   .he's killing me   .   .   . 
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(PAUSE) 
Estragon:     (TO VLADIMIR)   Does he want to replace him? 
Vladimir:     What? 
Estragon:     (XS  TO VLADIMIR;  SPEAKS  LOUDLY INTO HIS EAR)   Does he want some- 
one  to take his place or not? 
Vladimir: I don't think  so. 
Estragon: What? 
Vladimir: (SPEAKS LOUDLY   INTO ESTRAGON*S EAR)   I  dcn't know. 
Estragon: Ask him. 
Pozzo:     (CALMER NOW;  STILL FACING FRONT)  Gentler.en,   I  don't know what 
came  over me.     Forgive me.     Forget all I said.     (MORE AND MORE 
HIS OLD SELF)   I  don't remember exactly what it was, but you may 
be sure there wasn't a word of truth  in it.     (DRAWING HIMSELF 
UP)   Do I  look like a man that can be made to suffer?     Frankly? 
(RUMMAGES IN HIS POCKETS) What have  I  done with my pipe? 
(VLADIMIR OFFERS HIS  ARM IN THE MANNER OF A COURTIER TO ESTRAGON,  WHO TAKES 
IT.     THEY  X DLC  DURING NEXT SEVERAL SPEECHES) 
Vladimir: Charming evening we're having. 
Estragon: Unforgettable. 
Vladimir: And it's not over. 
Estragon: Apparently not. 
Vladimir: It's  only beginning. 
Estragon: It's  awful. 
Vladimir: Worse than the pantomime. 
(THEY HAVE REACHED DLC;  VLADIMIR IS ON THE R) 
Estragon: The  circus. 
Vladimir: The music-hall. 
Estragon: The  circus. 
Pozzo: (TO HIMSELF)  What   can I have done with that briar? 
Estragon: (LAUGHING NOISILY)  He's  a pill.     He's  lost his  dunhill. 
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Vladimir:     (HAS BEEN FIDGETING DURING LAST TWO SPEECHES;  NOW HE SUDDENLY 
CLUTCHES AT HIS  PUBIS, EMITS A STRAINED AND COMICAL  "OOHH," 
AND HASTENS   R)   I'll be back. 
Estragon:     (QUICKLY FOLLOWS  VLADIMIR,  WITH GREAT ENTHUSIASM)  End of the 
corridor,  on the  left. 
Vladimir:     Keep my seat.     (EXITS  R;   ESTRAGON FOLLOWS TO URC ON  4'2"  LEVEL) 
Pozzo:     (OBLIVIOUS.     ON THE POINT OF TEARS)   I've  lost my Kapp and Peterson! 
Estragon:     (CONVULSED WITH MERRIMENT.     REFERRING TO VLADIMIR)  He'll be the 
death of me! 
Pozzo:     (TURNS TO L)   You didn't see by any  chance—(HE MISSES VLADIMIR) 
Oh!     He's  gone!     (FACING FRONT)  Without saying goodbye!     How 
could he!     He might have waited! 
Estragon:     (GIGGLING)  He would have burst. 
Pozzo:     (TURNS TO ESTRAGON.     KNOWINGLY)  Oh!     Oh well then of course in 
that  case   .   .   . 
Estragon: (MOTIONING TO POZZO)   Come here. 
Pozzo: What  for? 
Estragon: (CAN HARDLY CONTAIN HIMSELF)  You'll see. 
Pozzo: You want me to get up? 
Estragon:     Quick!     (POZZO RISES  BY REVERSING THE WIGGLING PROCESS BY WHICH 
        HE  SAT.     HE  THEN   XS  TO  JUST  L  OF  ESTRAGON,   ON  SAME  LEVEL. 
ESTRAGON POINTS  OFF R, VERY EXCITED)  Look! 
Pozzo:     (STARING OFF R)   Oh I  say! 
Estragon:     (SADLY)   It's   all over. 
(VLADIMIR ENTERS  R,  DISPLEASED.     XS  DC,  PACES BACK AND FORTH BETWEEN DC 
AMD DLC ONCE OR TWICE DURING NEXT TWO LINES) 
Pozzo:      (HE  AND ESTRAGON  HAVE  FOLLOWED  VLADIMIR AS   FAR  AS  RC  AND  C 
RESPECTIVELY)   He's  not pleased. 
Estragon:     (TO VLADIMIR)   You missed a treat.     Pity. 
(VLADIMIR HALTS  AT  DLC,   CALMER BUT  DEJECTED) 
Pozzo:     He subsides.     (FACES  FRONT.     SOFTLY)   Indeed all subsides.     A 
       great  calm descends.     (RAISING HIS  FINGER)   Listen!     Pan sleeps. 
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Vladimir:     (LOOKS AT SKY FRONT L.     SLOWLY)  Will night never come?    . 
(ALL THREE LOOK AT SKY FOR SEVERAL BEATS) 
Pozzo:     (ABRUPTLY BREAKING THE REVERIE;  XS  DC)  You don't feel like going 
until  it does? 
Estragon:     (XS TO BETWEEN POZZO AND VLADIMIR)  Well you see— 
Pozzo:     (XING TO BETWEEN ESTRAGON AND VLADIMIR)   Why it's very natural, 
very natural.     I  myself in your situation,   if I  had an appoint- 
ment with  a  (SCRUTINIZES VLADIMIR)  Godin   .   .   .   (SCRUTINIZES 
ESTRAGON)   Godet   .   .   .   (SCRUTINIZES VLADIMIR)  Godot  .   .   .   (FACES 
FRONT) anyhow you see who I  mean,  I'd wait till it was black 
night before I   gave up.     (XS DC TO STOOL,  STUDIES STOOL)  I'd 
very much  like to sit down, but I   don't quite know how to go 
about  it.     (VLADIMIR SITS,   FACING L) 
Estragon: (XING TO POZZO)   Could I be of any help? 
Pozzo: If you asked me perhaps. 
Estragon: What? 
Pozzo: If you asked me  to sit down. 
Estragon: Would that be a help? 
Pozzo: I   fancy so. 
Estragon:     Here we go.     (WITH EXAGGERATED COURTESY)   Be seated, Sir,  I beg 
of you. 
Pozzo:     (TURNING AWAY) No no,  I wouldn't  think of it.     (PAUSE.     TURNS 
BACK.     STAGE WHISPER TO ESTRAGON)  Ask me again. 
Estragon:     (WITH EXAGGERATED COURTESY)   Come come, tgke a seat  I beseech 
you, you'll  get pneumonia. 
Pozzo:     You really think so? 
Estragon:     Why  it's absolutely  certain. 
Pozzo:     No doubt you are  right.     (POZZO AGAIN WIGGLES  HIMSELF  DOWN ONTO 
       STOOL.     ESTRAGON,   MIMICING POZZO,   SITS JUST L OF HIM)   Done it 
again!     (TO ESTRAGON)  Thank you,  dear fellow.     (CONSULTS HIS 
WATCH)  But  I  must  really be getting along, if I  am to observe 
my schedule. 
Vladimir:     (TO HIMSELF,   PLAINITVELY)  Time has  stopped. 
Pozzo:     (CUDDLING WATCH TO HIS EAR)  Don't you believe it,  Sir,  don't 
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you believe  it. 
that. 
(PUTS WATCH AWAY)  Whatever you like, but not 
Estragon:     (TO POZZO)  Everything seems black  to him to today. 
Pozzo:     Except  the  firmament.     (LAUGHS BRIEFLY)  But I  see what  it is, 
you are not from these parts, you don't know what our twilights 
can do.     Shall I   tell you?     (PAUSE.     LOOKS AT THEM EACH IN TURN. 
THEY IGNORE HIM)   I   can't refuse you.     (VAPORIZER)  A little atten- 
tion,   if you please.     (LOOKS AT OTHERS AND AT AUDIENCE;  CRACKS 
HIS WHIP FEEBLY)  What's the matter with this whip?     (RISES; 
CRACKS   IT MORE VIGOROUSLY,   ALTHOUGH WITHOUT SUCCESS.     LUCKY, 
STARTLED,   DROPS HIS  HAT.     POZZO THROWS DOWN WHIP)   Worn out,  this 
whip.     (LOOKS AT TRAMPS)  What was   I saying? 
Vladimir:     Let's  go. 
Estragon:     (RISES.     TO POZZO,  WITH EXAGGERATED COURTESY)  But take the weight 
off your feet,  I   implore you, you'll catch your death. 
Pozzo:     True.     (AGAIN WIGGLES HIMSELF DOWN ONTO STOOL.     ESTRAGON FOLLOWS 
SUIT.     TO ESTRAGON)   What is your name? 
Estragon:     Adam. 
Pozzo: (WHO HASN'T LISTENED.     FACING FRONT) Ah yes!     The night!     (LOOKS 
AT OTHERS)  But be  a little  more attentive,  for pity's sake, 
otherwise we'll never get  anywhere.     (LOOKS UP AT THE SKY)  Look! 
(HE  AND  TRAMPS   LOOK  AT  SKY.     POZZO  TURNS   SLIGHTLY  TO  LUCKY, 
WHO IS NOT LOOKING AT SKY)  Will you look at the sky,  pig! 
(LUCKY SLOWLY RAISES HIS HEAD,  LOOKS AT SKY.     OTHERS ARE STILL 
LOOKING)  Good,  that's  enough.     (THEY ALL STOP LOOKING AT SKY. 
POZZO  FACES  FRONT,  PEDANTIC)  What  is  there so extraordinary 
about   it?    Qua sky.     It is  pale and luminous  like any sky at 
this hour of the day.     (PAUSE)   In these latitudes.     (PAUSE) 
When the weather is   fine.     (LYRICAL) An hour ago (PROSAIC) 
roughly  (LYRICAL)  after having poured forth ever since  (PROSAIC) 
say ten o'clock in the morning (LYRICAL)  tirelessly  torrents of 
red and white  light,  it begins  to lose its effulgence,  to grow 
pale,  pale,   (SOFTER)   ever a little paler,   (WHISPERING)   a little 
paler   .   .   .   until  (DRAMATIC PAUSE)  pppfffttt!     finished!     it 
comes  to rest.     (LOUDLY, HAND RAISED IN ADMONITION)  But!—but 
behind this  veil of gentleness and peace night is  charging 
(VIBRANTLY)  and will burst  upon us   (CLAPS HIS HANDS)  pop!     like 
that!     (HIS VOICE BEGINS TO WEAKEN)  just when we least expect 
it.     (SILENCE.     GLOOMILY)  That's  how it is on this bitch of an 
earth. 
(SILENCE.     THE TRAMPS STRETCH,   RISE.     THEY SPEAK MUSINGLY) 


























One   can bide one's  time. 
One  knows what to expect. 
No further need to worry. 
Simply wait. 
We're used to it. 
How did you find me?     (TRAMPS  LOOK AT HIM BLANKLY) Good?    Fair? 
Middling?     Poor?     Positively bad? 
(FIRST TO UNDERSTAND)   Oh very good, very very good. 
(TO ESTRAGON)  And you,  Sir? 
(STEPS TOWARD POZZO WITH EXAGGERATED ENTHUSIASM)  Oh tray bong, 
tray tray tray bong! 
Bless you,  gentlemen, bless you!     I have such need of encourage- 
ment!     (PAUSE)   I weakened a little towards  the end, you didn't 
notice? 
(STILL PLAYING THE GAME)  Oh perhaps  just a teeny weeny little 
bit. 
(LIKEWISE)   I  thought it was   intentional. 
You see my memory  is defective. 
(TO VLADIMIR)   In the meantime nothing happens. 
(TO ESTRAGON)  You find it tedious? 
Somewhat. 
(TO VLADIMIR)   And you,  Sir? 
I've been better entertained. 
Gentlemen, you have been   .   .   .   civil to me. 
(HASTILY) Not  at all! 
(LIKEWISE)  What an idea! 
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Pozzo:     Yes yes, you have been correct.     (FACES  FRONT.     TO HIMSELF) 
So that I  ask myself is  there anything I  can do in my turn for 
these honest fellows who are having such a dull, dull time. 
Estragon:     (STEPS UP TO POZZO,  HAND OUTSTRETCHED)  Even ten francs would 
be a help. 
Vladimir:     (PULLING ESTRAGON BACK)  We are not beggars! 
Pozzo:     (OBLIVIOUS)  Is  there anything I  can do,  that's what I ask my- 
self,  to cheer them up?    I  have given  them bones,  I have talked 
to them about this and that,  I have explained the twilight, 
admittedly.     But is it enough,  that's what tortures  me,  is   it 
enough? 
Estragon:     (STEPS UP TO POZZO, HAND OUTSTRETCHED) Even five. 
Vladimir:     (PULLING ESTRAGON BACK)  That's enough! 
Estragon:     (TO VLADIMIR)   I   couldn't accept  less. 
Pozzo:     (STILL FACING FRONT,  OBLIVIOUS)  Is  it enough?    No doubt.     But 
I  am liberal.     It's my nature.     This evening.     So much the worse 
for me.     (SLOWLY TURNS AND STARES AT LUCKY.     LUCKY,  HOLDING SAME 
POSITION,  SLOWLY TURNS  HIS HEAD AND STARES AT POZZO)   For I shall 
suffer, no doubt about  that.     (THEY BOTH STOP STARING.     POZZO 
TURNS  TO TRAMPS)  What  do you prefer?    Shall we have him dance, 
or sing, or recite,  or think,   or— 
Estragon:     Who? 
Pozzo:     Who!     You know how to think, you two? 
Vladimir:     He  thinks? 
Pozzo:     Certainly.     Aloud.     He even used to think.very prettily once, 
I   could listen to him for hours.     Now  .   .   .   (TURNS AND STARES 
AT LUCKY)  So much the worse for me.     (TURNS TO TRAMPS)  Well, 
would you like him to think something for us? 
Estragon: I'd rather he'd dance,  it'd be more fun. 
Pozzo: Not necessarily. 
Estragon: Wouldn't it,  Didi, be  more fun? 
Vladimir: I'd like well to hear him think. 
Estragon:     Perhaps  he  could dance  first and think afterwards,  if it isn't 
too much  to ask him. 
Vladimir:     (TO POZZO) Would that be possible? 
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Pozzo:     By all means,  nothing simpler.     It's  the natural order.     (LAUGHS 
BRIEFLY) 
Vladimir:     Then  let him dance. 
Pozzo:     (TURNING TO LUCKY)   Do you hear, hog? 
Estragon:     He never refuses? 
Pozzo:     (SOFTLY,  BUT HARSHLY) He refused once.     (PAUSE.     TO LUCKY) 
Dance,  misery! 
(LUCKY PUTS  DOWN BAGS,  MOVES A STEP OR TWO L.     DOES BRIEF,  STYLISTIC  DANCE; 
HIS ARM MOVEMENTS SUGGEST THAT HE  IS PROTECTING HIMSELF FROM SOMETHING 
ABOVE HIM.     STOPS  ABRUPTLY,  FROZEN  IN GROTESQUE POSITION)   [COMPOSITION AT 
THIS  POINT:     SEE  FIGURE 4] 
Estragon:     Is  that all? 
Pozzo:     Encore! 
(LUCKY EXECUTES SAME MOVEMENTS.     STOPS  IN SAME GROTESQUE POSITION) 
Estragon:     Pooh!     I'd do as well myself.     (DOES  BRIEF,   SLAPSTICK IMITATION 
OF LUCKY,  ALMOST FALLS;   VLADIMIR COMES TO HIS AID.     ESTRAGON 
SHAKES  HIM OFF)  With  a little practice. 
Pozzo:     (REFERRING TO LUCKY,  WHO  IS STILL HOLDING GROTESQUE POSITION) 
He used to  dance the  farandole, the  fling,   the brawl,  the  jig, 
the  fandango and even the hornpipe.     He capered for joy.     Now 
that's   the best he  can do.     Do you know what he  calls  it? 
(THE TRAMPS  X TO LUCKY,  VLADIMIR R OF HIM AND ESTRAGON L OF HIM.     THEY 
STUDY  HIS   POSITION   BRIEFLY) 
Estragon:     The Scapegoat's Agony? 
Vladimir:     Constipation? 
Pozzo:     (DISGUSTED)  The  Net.     He thinks he's  entangled in a net. 
Vladimir:     (STUDYING LUCKY,   SQUIRMS   AESTHETICALLY)  There's  something about 
it   .   .   . 
Pozzo:     (TO LUCKY)  Enough!     (LUCKY SLUMPS INTO HIS NORMAL POSITION) 
Estragon:     (XING A STEP OR TWO TOWARD POZZO) Tell us  about  the time he 
refused. 
Pozzo:     (FACING FRONT)  With pleasure,  with pleasure.     (FUMBLES  IN HIS 
POCKETS)  Wait.     (FUMBLES)   What have  I done with my spray? 











VOICE)   I   can't   find my pulverizer! 
Estragon: (MOCKING POZZO.     IN A FAINT VOICE)   My left  lung is very weak! 
(COUGHS   FEEBLY.     IN  RINGING TONES)   But my right lung is  as sound 
as  a bell! 
Pozzo: (NORMAL VOICE)  No matter.     What was  I  saying?     (PONDERS) Wait. 
(PONDERS)  Well now isn't  that   .   .   .   (RAISES HIS HEAD)  Help me! 
Estragon: (RAISING RIGHT ARM,  AS  IN  "EUREKA")   Wait! 
Vladimir: (DITTO)   Wait! 
Pozzo: (DITTO)   Wait! 
(ALL THREE TAKE OFF THEIR HATS  SIMULTANEOUSLY,  PRESS THEIR FISTS  TO THEIR 
FOREHEADS, CONCENTRATE) 
Estragon: (RAISING HIS HEAD TRIUMPHANTLY) Ah! 
Vladimir: (RAISING HIS HEAD)  He has  it. 
Pozzo: (RAISING HIS HEAD)  Well? 
Estragon: Why doesn't he put down his bags! 
Vladimir: Rubbish! 
Pozzo: Are you sure? 
Vladimir: Damn it haven't you already told us? 
Pozzo: I've already  told you? 
Estragon: He's  already told us? 
Vladimir: Anyway he  has put them down. 
Estragon: So he has.     And what of it? 
Vladimir: Since he  has put down his bags  it  is  impossible we should have 
asked why he does  not  do so. 
Pozzo: Stoutly reasoned! 
Estragon: And why has  he  put them down? 
Pozzo: Answer us   that. 
Vladimir: In order  to dance. 
Estragon: True! 
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Pozzo:     True! 
(ALL THREE SIMULTANEOUSLY PUT ON THEIR HATS.     SILENCE) 
Estragon:     (XING DLC)  Nothing happens,  nobody  comes, nobody  goes,  it's 
awful! 
Vladimir: (XS TO BETWEEN LUCKY AND POZZO.     TO POZZO)  Tell him to think. 
Pozzo: Give him his hat. 
Vladimir: His hat? 
Pozzo: He  can't  think without his hat. 
Vladimir: (TO ESTRAGON)  Give him his hat. 
Estragon: Me!     After what he did to me!    Never! 
Vladimir: I'll give  it to him.     (HE DOES NOT MOVE) 
Estragon: (TO POZZO)  Tell him to go and fetch  it. 
Pozzo: It's better to give  it to him. 
Vladimir:     I'll give  it  to him.     (GOES  BEHIND LUCKY,  APPROACHES HIM CAU- 
TIOUSLY,   PUTS  HAT  SNUGLY  ON  HIS  HEAD  AND  RECOILS  BACK SMARTLY. 
LUCKY  DOES   NOT  MOVE.      SILENCE) 
Estragon:     What's he waiting for? 
Pozzo:     (RISES,   FOLDS  STOOL)  Stand back!     (RETREATS  NIMBLY   DL,  UNFOLDS 
       STOOL,  SITS.     VLADIMIR MEANWHILE XS   R,  MOTIONING  FOR ESTRAGON, 
WHO   IS  DARTING  ABOUT  WILDLY  LOOKING  FOR COVER,  TO  JOIN  HIM. 
ESTRAGON  JOINS  HIM  AND THEY  BOTH  SIT  R)  Think,  pig!      (LUCKY  PUTS 
DOWN  BAGS,   MOVES  A STEP OR TWO  L,   FACES  POZZO.     BEGINS  TO  DANCE 
AGAIN)  Stop!     (LUCKY STOPS)   Forward!    '(LUCKY XS DLC) Stop! 
(LUCKY STOPS,  FACING FRONT L) Think! 
Lucky:     (LONG, SLOW GRUNT,  AS   IF TRYING TO LUBRICATE A RUSTY MECHANISM. 
         THE GRUNT BECOMES THE  FIRST WORD OF HIS SENTENCE)   Onnn the other 
hand with regard to— 
Pozzo:     Stop!     (LUCKY STOPS)  Back!     (LUCKY MOVES  BACKWARD DIAGONALLY 
       TO C)  Stop!     (LUCKY STOPS)  Turn!     (LUCKY TURNS,  FACING FRONT. 
POZZO SPEAKS SLOWLY,   INTENTLY)  Now.     Think,  pig! 
(DURING LUCKY'S  SPEECH,  THE OTHERS REACT AS  FOLLOWS:     THE TRAMPS ARE  FIRST 
INTERESTED,   THEN  PUZZLED,   THEN  EORED,   THEN  IRRITATED,  THEN  FINALLY  IRATE. 
POZZO   IS  FIRST   DEJECTED,   THEN  AGITATED,   THEN  IRATE) 
(LUCKY'S  SPEECH   IS  SPOKEN   USING  A  WIDE  VARIETY  OF SPEEDS,   PITCHES,   VOLUMES, 
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AND EMPHASES. THE EFFECT IS THAT OF A HUMAN "MACHINE" OUT OF CONTROL. 
HIS MOVEMENT DURING THE SPEECH IS FAIRLY LIMITED, AS ARE HIS GESTURES, 
UNTIL NEAR THE END) 
Lucky:     Given  the existence as uttered forth  in the public works of 
Puncher and Wattmann of a personal God quaquaquaqua with white 
beard quaquaquaqua outside time without extension who from the 
heights of divine apathia divine athambia divine aphasia loves 
us dearly with  some exceptions  for reasons   unknown but  time will 
tell and suffers  like the divine  Miranda with those who for 
reasons  unknown but  time will tell are plunged in torment plunged 
in fire whose fire flames  if that  continues  and who can doubt 
it will fire  the firmament  that is to say blast hell  to heaven 
so blue still and calm so calm with a calm which even though 
intermittent is better than nothing but not so fast and consid- 
ering what  is  more that as  a result of the  labors  left unfinished 
crowned by  the Acacacacademy of Anthropopopometry of Essy-in- 
Possy of Testew and Cunard it is established beyond all doubt 
all other doubt  than that which  clings   to the  labors  of men that 
as a result of the labors  unfinished of Testew and Cunard it is 
established as hereinafter but not so fast for reasons  unknown 
that as  a result of the public works  of Puncher and Wattmann 
it is  established beyond all doubt that in view of the labors 
of Fartov and Belcher left unfinished for reasons  unknown of 
Testew and Cunard left unfinished it  is established what many 
deny that man in Possy  of Testew and Cunard that man in^Essy 
that man in short that man in brief in spite of the strides  of 
alimentation and defecation wastes  and pines wastes   and pines 
and concurrently simultaneously what  is more for reasons unknown 
in spite of the strides of physical culture the practice of 
sports  such  as   (LUCKY MIMES  EACH SPORT AS HE NAMES  IT.     EACH 
INDIVIDUAL   MIME   FLOWS   INTO  THE  NEXT  ONE,   SO  THAT  THE  EFFECT_IS 
THAT OF ONE LONG,  CONTINUOUS   MOVEMENT)   tennis  football running_ 
cycling swimming flying floating riding gliding conating camogie 
skating tennis   football running cycling swimming flying float- 
ing riding gliding conating camogie skating tennis  of all kinds 
dying  flying sports of all sorts autumn summer winter winter 
tennis  of all kinds hockey of all sorts penicilline and succe- 
danea in a word I  resume flying gliding golf over nine and 
eighteen holes   tennis  of all sorts  in a word for reasons  unknown 
in Feckham Peckham Fulham Clapham namely  concurrently simultan- 
eously what  is more for reasons  unknown but  time will  tell fades 
away  I   resume  Fulham Clapham in a word the dead loss per head 
since  the death of Bishop Berkeley being to the tune of one 
inch four ounce per head approximately by  and large more or  less 
to the nearest decimal good measure round figures stark naked 
in the stockinged feet   in Connemara in a word for reasons  un-_ 
known    no matter what matter the  facts   are  there  and considering 
what  is more much   more  grave  that  in the light of the labors 
lost of Steinweg and Peterman it appears what is more much more 
grave that  in the  light the  light the  light of the labors  lost 
of Steinweg and Peterman (AT THIS POINT, AS  THE SPEECH BECOMES 
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MORE  AND   MORE  UNCONTROLLED,   LUCKY  BEGINS  TO   DART  FROM  C  TO  VAR- 
IOUS POINTS ABOUT THE STAGE--AS IF TRAVELING FROM THE AXIS OF 
A WHEEL  ALONG ITS VARIOUS  SPOKES.     HIS MOVEMENT BECOMES  MORE 
AND MORE UNCONTROLLED AS HE  DARTS FARTHER AND FARTHER FROM HIS 
CENTRAL  AXIS,   REACHING  A  PEAK TOWARD  THE  END OF  THE  SPEECH  JUST 
BEFORE HE IS  PHYSICALLY SUBDUED)  that  in the plains  in the 
mountains by  the seas  by the rivers   running water running fire 
the air is  the same  and then the earth namely the air and then 
the earth in the great  cold the great dark  the air and the earth 
abode of stones  in the great  cold alas alas   in the year of their 
Lord six hundred and something the air the earth  the sea the 
earth abode of stones   in the great deeps  the great cold on sea 
on  land and in the air  I  resume  for reasons  unknown in spite 
of the tennis  the facts  are there but time will tell I resume 
alas  alas on on in short  in  fine on on abode of stones who can 
doubt it  I resume but not so fast  I  resume   (LUCKY HAS NOW REACHED 
A PEAK OF UNCONTROLLED MOVEMENT AND SPEECH.     POZZO,  UNABLE TO 
BEAR IT ANY LONGER,   LEAPS TO HIS FEET AND SHOUTS  "THE ROPE!" 
THE  TRAMPS,  ALSO  IRATE,   LEAP  TO  THEIR FEET.      ESTRAGON  GRABS 
LUCKY'S ROPE AND RUNS  ROUND AND ROUND LUCKY WITH IT;  POZZO AND 
VLADIMIR  URGE  HIM ON   PHYSICALLY  AND  VOCALLY.     LUCKY,   NOW  COM- 
PLETELY  OUT  OF  CONTROL,   SHOUTS  HIS  TEXT AS  THE  ROPE  WINDS  ABOUT 
HIM SUPPRESSING HIS  MOVEMENT)  the skull fading fading  fading 
and concurrently simultaneously what   is more for  reasons  unknown 
in spite  of the tennis  on on  the beard the   flames   the  tears   the 
stones so blue so calm alas   alas  on on the  skull  the skull the 
skull the skull in Connemara in spite of the tennis the  labors 
abandoned left  unfinished graver still abode of stones   in a 
word I resume  alas  alas  abandoned unfinished the  skull  the skull 
in Connemara in spite of the  tennis  the skull alas  the stones 
Cunard  (ESTRAGON FINISHES WINDING THE ROPE.     LUCKY, NOW IMMOBILE, 
IS  STILL SHOUTING HIS  TEXT.     POZZO SHOUTS  "HIS HAT!")   the stones 
so calm Cunard un—(VLADIMIR SNATCHES LUCKY"S HAT FROM HIS HEAD) 
—finished  .   .   .   (LUCKY SLUMPS TO THE GROUND, AS  ESTRAGON SHOUTS 
"AVENGED!"     BRIEF TABLEAU OF  LUCKY-ON  THE  GROUND  C,   VLADIMIR 
JUST BEHIND HIM HOLDING  HAT  HIGH,  ESTRAGON  JUST   R OF VLADIMIR 
ON   3*10"   LEVEL  HIS  RIGHT  ARM  RAISED,   AND'POZZO  LC  PEERING  AT 
LUCKY.      [SEE  FIGURE   5]  AFTER A  BEAT  OR TWO,   THE  TABLEAU SLOWLY 
DISSOLVES) 
Pozzo:     (XS TO VLADIMIR)  Give me that!     (SNATCHES LUCKY'S  HAT FROM VLADI- 
MIR,   XS  BACK TO  LC,   THROWS  HAT  TO  THE  GROUND,  TRAMPLES  ON  IT) 
There's an end to his  thinking! 
Vladimir:     (KNEELING JUST US OF LUCKY,  WHO IS PARALLEL TO THE FOOTS) But 
will he be able  to walk? 
Pozzo:     (XS JUST  L OF VLADIMIR)  Walk or crawl!     (KICKS LUCKY IN THE SIDE) 
Up pig! 








Vladimir:     (TO POZZO)  You'll kill him. 
Pozzo:     (TUGS AT LUCKY'S  ROPE) Up scum!     (TUGS.     TO TRAMPS)  Help me! 
Vladimir:     How? 
Pozzo:     (XS RC)   Raise him up! 
(THE TRAMPS HOIST LUCKY ON HIS  FEET,  ESTRAGON ON HIS R AND VLADIMIR ON HIS 
L.     THEY SUPPORT HIM AN  INSTANT, THEN  LET HIM GO.     HE FALLS) 
Estragon: (WHINING)  He's  doing it on purpose! 
Pozzo: You must hold him.     Come on,  come on,  raise him up. 
Estragon: To hell with him! 
Vladimir: Come on,  once more. 
Estragc 
Pozzo: 
(AS HE AND VLADIMIR BEGIN TO HOIST LUCKY UP AGAIN) What does he 
take us for?     (THEY SUPPORT LUCKY, ESTRAGON ON HIS R AND VLADIMIR 
ON HIS L) 
Don't  let him go!     Don't move!     (POZZO QUICKLY FETCHES  BAG AND 
BASKET AND BRINGS THEM TO LUCKY)  Hold him tight!     (PUTS BAG AND 
BASKET   IN  LUCKY'S  HANDS,  STEPS   BACK  TO  THE  R.     THE TRAMPS   RE- 
LEASE LUCKY.     LUCKY DROPS  BAGS,  BEGINS TO FALL,  THE TRAMPS SUP- 
PORT HIM)   Don't  let him go!     (POZZO REPLACES BAGS  IN  LUCKY'S 
HANDS;  BACKS SLOWLY RC) Hold him tight!     (SPEAKS SLOWLY AND 
SOFTLY)   Now.     You can let him go.     (THE TRAMPS SLOWLY RELEASE 
LUCKY,   WHO  TOTTERS  ABOUT  BRIEFLY  BUT  REMAINS  ON  HIS  FEET,   FACING 
L)   Forward!     (LUCKY XS L)  Stop!     (LUCKY STOPS)   Done it!     He  can 
walk.     (XS   DRC,   FACES  FRONT)  Thank you,   gentlemen, and let me 
.   .   .   (FUMBLES   IN HIS POCKETS)   ...   let me wish you   .   .   . 
(FUMBLES)   .   .   .   wish you  .   .   .   (FUMBLES)   .   .   .   what have I  done 
with my watch?     (FUMBLES)   A genuine half-hunter, gentlemen, 
with deadbeat  escapement!     (SOBBING)  Twas  my granpa gave it to 
me!     (SEARCHES   FOR IT ON THE GROUND, THE TRAMPS  LIKEWISE)  Well 
now isn't  that  just— 
Vladimir:     (STRAIGHTENING UP)   Perhaps  it's  in your fob. 
Pozzo-     Wait!     (THROWS HIS ARMS OUT,   DOUBLES UP IN AN ATTEMPT TO APPLY 
       HIS  EAR TO  HIS   STOMACH.     LISTENS.     SILENCE.     STRAIGHTENS  UP) 
I hear nothing.     (BECKONS TRAMPS TO APPROACH.     THEY X TO HIM, 
ESTRAGON ON HIS  R AND VLADIMIR ON HIS L)  Surely one should hear 
the tick-tick. 
Vladimir:     Silence!     (ALL THREE QUICKLY BEND THEIR HEADS TO POZZO'S STOMACH. 
THEY  FREEZE,   LISTENING) 



























(RAISES  HIS HEAD)   Where? 
(RAISES HIS HEAD)   It's  the heart. 
Damnation! 
Silence!     (THEY BEND THEIR HEADS AS BEFORE.     THEY FREEZE,   LIS- 
TENING) 
(SLOWLY RAISES HIS HEAD)  Perhaps it has  stopped.     (THE OTHERS 
STRAIGHTEN  UP.      PAUSE) 
(EYEING THE TRAMPS, WRINKLING HIS NOSE IN DISGUST)  Which of you 
smells  so bad? 
(PROUDLY)  He has stinking breath and I have stinking feet. 
(ROLLING HIS EYES)  I  must go.     (BEGINS TO X TOWARD L) 
And your half-hunter? 






POZZO  FIDGETS.     NO  ONE  MOVES) 
(WITH RENEWED VIGOR)  Adieu. 
(DITTO)   Adieu. 
(DITTO)   Adieu. 
POZZO FIDGETS.     NO ONE MOVES) 
(WITH GREAT ENTHUSIASM)   And thank you. 
(DITTO) Thank you. 
Not at all. 
(DITTO) Yes yes. 
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Pozzo:  No no. 
Vladimir:  Yes yes. 
Estragon:  No no. 
(SILENCE.     POZZO FIDGETS.     NO ONE MOVES) 
Pozzo:     (SHEEPISHLY)   I  don't seem to be able   .   .   .   (LONG HESITATION) 
...   to depart. 
Estragon:     Such   (EXAGGERATED MELODRAMATIC GESTURE)  is  life. 
(ABRUPTLY, POZZO TURNS,  XS TO LUCKY,  PLACES WHIP IN LUCKY'S MOUTH,  TAKES 
UP  LUCKY'S   ROPE,   PAYS  OUT   8-10   FEET  OF  ROPE,   TOSSES  ROPE  OVER SHOULDER AND 
XS DOWN  RAMP AND ALONG SR AISLE,   FOLLOWED BY LUCKY AT END OF ROPE) 
Vladimir:     (SHOUTING AT POZZO)  You're  going the wrong way. 
Pozzo:     (MOVING ALONG AISLE,  SHOUTS  BACK OVER HIS SHOULDER)   I need a 
       running start!     (STOPS  ALMOST AT  DOOR IN SR SIDE OF HOUSE;  LUCKY 
IS   MIDWAY  BETWEEN  DOOR  AND  STAGE.     POZZO TURNS,   FACIxNG  STAGE, 
SHOUTS TO TRAMPS)  Stand back!.'     (THE TRAMPS  QUICKLY X UR    ON 
3'10" LEVEL.     POZZO BEGINS TO RUN IN PLACE,   PUMPING HIS LEGS 
HIGH)   On!     On!      (LUCKY  BEGINS  TO  MOVE   ALONG  AISLE  TOWARD STAGE) 
Faster!     Faster!     (BOTH POZZO AND LUCKY ARE NOW MOVING,   POZZO'S 
LEGS  STILL  PUMPING  HIGH) 
Tramps :     (URGING POZZO ON,  THEY REPEAT HIS EXHORTATIONS, GIGGLING AND 
CLOWNING PHYSICALLY AT THE SAME TIME)   Faster!     Faster! 
Pozzo: Move,  pig! 
Tramps: Move, pig! 
Pozzo: Faster!     Faster! 
Tramps: Faster!     Faster! 
Pozzo:     (LUCKY,  FOLLOWED BY POZZO,  XS  UP RAMP AND BEGINS TO X STAGE 
TOWARD UL) Yip!     Yip! 
Tramps:     Yip!     Yip! 
(AS  POZZO PASSES  IN FRONT OF THEM,  THE TRAMPS FALL IN STEP BEHIND HIM, 
ALSO  PUMPING THEIR LEGS.     AS  POZZO  REACHES C, HE SPIES THE STOOL, WHICH 
IS  STILL   DL.     HE  STOPS  ABRUPTLY  [SEE  FIGURE  6],   ALTHOUGH  STILL  PUMPING  HIS 
LEGS   AS   HE   RUNS   IN  PLACE.      HIS  ABRUPT  STOP  SENDS  ESTRAGON,  WHO  WAS  JUST 
BEHIND HIM,   FLYING  INTO  HIS   BACK,   AND THENCE  TO  THE  FLOOR.     POZZO,   OBLIV- 
IOUS,  POINTS TO STOOL) 







Vladimir:    Stool!     (VLADIMIR,  STILL PUMPING HIS LEGS,  RUNS TO STOOL,   PICKS 
      IT UP,  RUNS BACK TO POZZO,  HANDS HIM STOOL,  AND FALLS IN STEP 
BEHIND  HIM.      ESTRAGON  HAS   PICKED  HIMSELF  UP,   AND  FALLS   IN  STEP 
BEHIND VLADIMIR.     ALL THREE ARE STILL PUMPING THEIR LEGS) 
Pozzo: (AS VLADIMIR HANDS HIM STOOL)  Thank you! 
Tramps: Thank you! 
Pozzo: (AS HE AND LUCKY BEGIN TO EXIT L)  Adieu! 
Tramps: Adieu!     Adieu! 
Pozzo: On, pig! 
Tramps: On,  pig! 
(THE FOLLOWING LINES  RUN TOGETHER AS POZZO AND LUCKY EXIT) 
Pozzo: Faster!     On!     On!     Adieu!     Yip!     Yip!     Pig!     Adieu! 
Tramps:     Faster!     Faster!     On!     On!     Adieu!     Yip!    Yip!     Pig!     Adieu! 
Adieu! 
(THEY  FOLLOW  POZZO  AND  LUCKY  OFF  L,  RETURNING  IMMEDIATELY—CONVULSED  WITH 
LAUGHTER.     THEY  LAUGH  AND  CLOWN  ABOUT  THE  STAGE   FOR A  FEW  MOMENTS.      VERY 
GRADUALLY,  THEIR LAUGHTER AND  CLOWNING  FADES   INTO   LISTLESS  GIGGLING  AND 
SLUGGISH  MOVEMENT.      FINALLY,   THEY  ARE  SILENT  AND  MOTIONLESS.     THEY  STAND, 
HEADS  DOWN,  VLADIMIR LC AND ESTRAGON DR.     LONG SILENCE) 
Vladimir:     (SIGHS)   That passed the time. 
Estragon:     It would have passed in any case. 
Vladimir:     Yes, but not so  rapidly. 
(PAUSE) 
Estragon:     (TURNING TO VLADIMIR)   What  do we do now? 
Vladimir: I  don't know. 
Estragon: Let's go. 
Vladimir: We  can't. 
Estragon: Why not? 
Vladimir: We're waiting for Godot. 
Estragon: Ah!     (fACE AND GESTURE:     "EUREKA"  INTO PUZZLEMENT,  AS BEFORE) 
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(PAUSE) 
Vladimir: (XS   DC)  How they've  changed! 
Estragon: Who? 
Vladimir: (INDICATING WHERE  POZZO AND LUCKY EXITED) Those two. 
Estragon:     (XING TO VLADIMIR)   That's the  idea,   let's make a little conver- 
sation. 
Vladimir: Haven't   they? 
Estragon: What? 
Vladimir: Changed. 
Estragon: Very likely.     They  all change.     Only we can't. 
Vladimir: Likely!     It's   certain.     Didn't you see them? 
Estragon: I  suppose I  did.     But I don't know them. 
Vladimir: Yes you do know them. 
Estragon: (OBSTINATELY)  No I   don't know them. 
Vladimir:     (EXASPERATED)   We know them,  I  tell you.     You forget everything. 
(PAUSE.     TO HIMSELF)   Unless  they're not  the same   .   .   . 
Estragon:     Why didn't they recognize  us  then? 
Vladimir:     (XING IN FRONT OF ESTRAGON  DR.     FEIGNING CASUALNESS)  That means 
       nothing.     I  too pretended not  to recognize them.     (PAUSE)   And 
then nobody ever recognizes  us. 
Estragon:     (XING TO VLADIMIR)   Forget it.     What we need-(STUBS  HIS FOOT)— 
 ^—       ow»      (VLADIMIR,   LOOKING  AWAY,   DOES  NOT   REACT.     ESTRAGON  GRABS 
HIS   FOOT     HOPS  ON  ONE  FOOT  TRYING  TO GAIN  VLADIMIR'S  ATTENTION) 
Ow"     (VLADIMIR STILL IGNORES HIM.     ESTRAGON DROPS HIS FOOT, 
MOVES   IN  CLOSER TO  VLADIMIR,   SHOUTS  IN  HIS  EAR)   Owww! ! ! 
Vladimir:     (IGNORING ESTRAGON.     TO HIMSELF)   Unless  they're not  the same   .   . 
Estragon-     Didi!     It's  the other foot!     (UNABLE TO GAIN VLADIMIR'S ATTEN- 
 TION,  HE  HOBBLES   DL.      FACES   FRONT,   EXAMINES  FOOT) 
Vladimir:     (STILL OBLIVIOUS)  Unless  they're  not the same   .   .   . 
Boy:     (OFFSTAGE)   Miissterr   .   .   . 
(BOTH TRAMPS SNAP ALERT, STARE FRONT  FOR A BEAT OR TWO, THEN WEARILY TURN 
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TO FACE UC) 
Estragon:     (AS HE TURNS.     IRRITATED)  Off we go again. 
Vladimir:     (CALLING INTO THE DISTANCE)  Approach, my child  .   .   . 
(BOY ENTERS THROUGH DRAPES  FAR UC, TIMIDLY.     XS TO UC, JUST R OF MOUND) 
Boy:     (LOOKS FROM ONE TRAMP TO THE OTHER)  Mister Albert? 
Vladimir:     (NODDING)  Yes. 
Estragon:     (IRRITABLY) What do you want? 
Vladimir:     (SOFTLY)  Approach.     (BOY DOES NOT MOVE) 
Estragon:     (HARSHLY)  Approach when you're told,  can't you?     (BOY ADVANCES 
A COUPLE STEPS   DS TIMIDLY) 
Vladimir:     What  is  it? 
Boy:     Mr.   Godot   .   .   . 
Vladimir:     (COAXING)  Obviously   .   .   .   Approach. 
Estragon:     (HARSHLY) Will you approach I     (BOY XS C TIMIDLY)  What kept you 
so late? 
Vladimir:     (XS  A STEP OR TWO TOWARD BOY.     SOFTLY)  You have a message from 
Mr.   Godot? 
Boy: Yes  Sir. 
Vladimir: Well, what is   it? 
Estragon: (VIOLENTLY)  What kept you so late? 
Vladimir: (TO ESTRAGON)   Let him alone. 
Estragon:     (ANGRILY)  You let me alone.     (XS A STEP OR TWO TOWARD BOY. 
  THREATENING)   Do you know what  time it is? 
Boy:     (RECOILING)   It's  not my  fault, Sir. 
Estragon:     And whose  is  it?    Mine? 
Boy:     I was   afraid, Sir. 
Estragon:     Afraid of what?    Of us?     (XING A STEP OR TWO TOWARD BOY.     THREAT- 
ENING)   Answer me! 























afraid of the others. 
(HARSHLY)  How  long have you been here?     [SEE FIGURE  7] 
A good while,  Sir. 





The two big men. 
Yes Sir. 
Do you know them? 
No Sir. 
Are you a native of these parts?     (THE BOY DOES NOT ANSWER)   Do 
you belong to these parts? 
Yes  Sir. 
(XING TO BOY)  That's all a pack  of lies!     (SHAKING THE BOY BY 
THE SHOULDERS)  Tell us   the truth! 
(XING TO ESTRAGON,   PULLS HIM FROM BOY) Will you let him alone! 
(WALKING ESTRAGON  DL)  What's  the matter with you?     (MORE FORCE- 
FUL) What's   the matter with you? 
I'm unhappy. 
(SARCASTIC)  Not really!     Since when? 
I'd forgotten. 
Extraordinary  the  tricks   that memory plays!     (ESTRAGON,  SPENT, 
SITS   FACING  FRONT,   PUTS   HIS  HEAD  ON HIS  KNEES   AND SLEEPS. 
VSDIMJS  ^uSlNG'HIS  ATTENTION  TO  BOY,   XS  LC.     VLADIMIR HESI- 
TATES,  THEN SPEAKS)  Well? 
(TIMIDLY)  Mr.   Godot-- 
I've seen you before, haven't I? 



































You don't know me? 
No Sir. 
It wasn't you came yesterday? 
No Sir. 
This   is your first time? 
Yes  Sir. 
(AT THE POINT OF ANGER) Word words.     (PAUSE.     VLADIMIR SIGHS) 
Speak. 
(FACING FRONT,  RECITES HIS MESSAGE IN A RUSH)  Mr.   Godot told 
me to tell you that he won't  come this  evening but surely tomorrow. 
Is  that all? 
Yes  Sir. 
VLADIMIR MUSES TO HIMSELF A MOMENT, THEN TURNS AGAIN TO THE BOY. 
BOY,  XING AROUND BEHIND HIM TO RC) 












(HOW  THAT  HIS  MESSAGE  HAS   BEEN  DELIVERED,  THE  BOY   IS  ANXIOUS 
TO  LEAVE.     HE  REMAINS  UNCOMFORTABLE  THROUGHOUT THE   REST  OF VLAD- 
IMIR'S QUESTIONING)  Yes Sir. 
What  do you do? 
I mind the goats, Sir. 
(HESITATING BRIEFLY)   Is he good to you? 
(ALSO HESITATING)  Yes Sir. 
(QUICKLY)  He doesn't beat you? 
No Sir,  not me. 
Whom does he beat? 
He beats my brother, Sir. 
Ah, you have a brother? 



























What  does he do? 
He minds  the sheep, Sir. 
And why doesn't  he beat you? 
I  don't know,  Sir. 
(XING A STEP OR TWO DS.     MUSING) He must be fond of you. 
I  don't know,  Sir. 
(XS A STEP OR TWO TOWARD BOY)  Does he give you enough to eat? 
(THE BOY DOES NOT ANSWER)   Does he feed you well? 
Fairly well, Sir. 
You're not unhappy?     (THE BOY DOES NOT ANSWER)   Do you hear me? 
(HESITATES)  Yes  Sir. 
Well? 
I  don't know,  Sir. 
(XING SLOWLY  DR, FACING FRONT)  You don't know if you're unhappy 
or not? 
No Sir. 
(SIGHS) You're as bad as  myself.     (PAUSE.     STILL FACING FRONT) 
Where do you sleep? 
In the   loft,  Sir. 
(SMILING DREAMILY)  With your brother? 
Yes Sir. 
In the hay? 
Yes Sir. 
VLADIMIR STILL  SMILING TO  HIMSELF) 
All right, you may go. 
(HESITATES) What am I  to tell Mr.  Godot, Sir? 
  /ur wrqTTATES     XING SEVERAL  STEPS (TURNS TO BOY)  Tell him   .   .   .   (HE HESITAibb, xiwt. oo 
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TOWARD BOY)   .   .   .   tell him you saw us.     (PAUSE.     XS TO BOY. 
STERNLY)   You did see  us,   didn't you? 
Boy:     (HESITATES)   Yes  Sir.     (STEPS BACK,  HESITATES BRIEFLY,  THEN TURNS 
AND EXITS  RUNNING THROUGH DRAPES FAR UC) 
(VLADIMIR SLOWLY FOLLOWS BOY TO UC,  GAZING OFF INTO  DISTANCE.     ABRUPTLY, 
NIGHT  FALLS:      THE  LIGHTING  DIMS   IN  INTENSITY  AND  BECOMES  PREDOMINANTLY 
BLUE-GREEN;   FOG BEGINS  TO CREEP OUT FROM HIDDEN CREVICES  ABOUT THE STAGE. 
AFTER  SEVERAL  SECONDS  THE  FOG  REACHES   A  FOOT  HIGH  AND  IS  FAIRLY  THICK. 
VLADIMIR TURNS,  NOTICES  THE  FALL  OF NIGHT,   XS   DRC  MURMURING  "AT  LAST,   AT 
LAST  "   FACES   FRONT.      MEANWHILE,   ESTRAGON  QUIETLY  ROUSES  HIMSELF,   RISES, 
PLACES HIS BOOTS DLC ON  FRONT EDGE OF STAGE.     HE STRAIGHTENS HIMSELF,  GAZES 
FRONT   AND OUT) 
Vladimir: (WATCHES ESTRAGON*S MOVEMENTS, THEN XS  DC)  What  are you doing? 
Estragon: (STILL GAZING.     POETICALLY)   Pale  for weariness. 
Vladimir: Eh? 
Estragon: (STILL GAZING)  Of climbing heaven and gazing on the  likes of us. 
Vladimir:     (POINTING AT BOOTS)  Your boots, what are you doing with your 
boots? 
Estragon:     (LOOKS  DOWN AT BOOTS)   I'm leaving them there.     (PAUSE.     DREAMILY) 
 *-      Another will come,  just as   .   .   .   as  me, but with smaller feet, 
and they'll make him happy. 
Vladimir:     (XING TO  ESTRAGON)  But you can't go barefoot! 
Estragon:     Christ did. 
Vladimir:     (EXASPERATED)   Christ!     What  has Christ got   to do with  it? 
       You're not going to compare yourself to Christ. 
Estragon:     (XING IN  FRONT OF VLADIMIR TOWARD DR)  All my life I've  compared 
myself to him. 
Vladimir:     (FOLLOWING ESTRAGON)  But where he  lived it was warm,  it was  dry! 
Estragon:     (STOPS SHORT  DC.     VLADIMIR ALSO STOPS) Yes       (TURNS TO FACE 
 VLADIMIR.     VERY  INTENSE)  And they crucified quick. 
(SILENCE.      BOTH  TRAMPS   LOOK  AWAY.     THEY  MOVE  AIMLESSLY  ABOUT  THE  STAGE  FOR 
A  FEW  MOMENTS) 
Vladimir:     (RC) We've nothing more to do here. 
Estragon:     (DLC)  Nor anywhere else. 
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Vladimir:     (XING TO ESTRAGON)   Ah Gogo,  don't go on like  that.     Tomorrow 
everything will be better. 






















(WITH ATTEMPTED GOOD SPIRITS)  Did you not hear what  the child 
said? 
Mo. 
He said  that  Godot was sure to come tomorrow.     What do you say 
to that? 
Then all we have to do is wait on here. 
Are you mad?    We must take  cover.     (TAKES ESTRAGON BY THE ARM) 
Come on.     (TRIES TO PULL ESTRAGON  R; ESTRAGON  RESISTS) 
(TURNS  TO LOOK AT TREE, THEN FACES  FRONT AGAIN) Pity we haven't 
got a bit of rope. 
Come on.     It's   cold.     (VLADIMIR IS DC, ESTRAGON IS  DLC) 
(RELUCTANT TO LEAVE)   Remind me to bring a bit of rope tomorrow. 
Yes.     Come on. 
(STALLING)  How  long have we been together all the time now? 
(IMPATIENT)   I  don't know.     Fifty years  maybe. 
Do you remember the  day I  threw myself into the Rhone? 
We were  grape harvesting. 
(FACING  FRONT)  You fished me out. 
That's   all dead and buried. 
My  clothes dried in the sun. 
There's  no good harking back on that.     (TAKES  ESTRAGON BY THE 
ARM)  Come on.     (BEGINS TO PULL HIM R) 
(RESISTING)  Wait! 
(CONTINUING TO PULL HIM)  I'm cold! 
(BOTH ARE RC;  ESTRAGON PULLS AWAY)  Wait!!     (XS   DLC    SITS)  I 
sometimes wonder if we wouldn't have been better off alone 
each one  for himself.     (FACES FRONT) We weren't  made for the 
same road. 
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Vladimir:     (WITHOUT ANGER)   It's not certain. 
Estragon:     (DEJECTED)  No,  nothing is  certain. 
(PAUSE) 
Vladimir:     (XING SLOWLY TO ESTRAGON)  We  can still part,  if you think  it 
" would be better.     (SITS ON ESTRAGON'S  R) 
Estragon:     (SPOKEN SIMPLY)   It's not worth while now. 
(PAUSE) 
Vladimir: (SLOWLY)  No,  it's  not worth while now. 
(SILENCE. FOG CONTINUES TO SWIRL ABOUT THEM) 
Vladimir: (SLOWLY) Well, shall we go? 
Estragon: (DITTO) Yes,  let's go. 
(BOTH TRAMPS FACE FRONT, FROZEN, AS LIGHTS DIM OUT LEAVING ONLY A DIM BLUE- 
GREEN SPECIAL ON THEM. THIS SPECIAL REMAINS ON FOR A BEAT OR TWO AS MUSIC 
COMES UP;   LIGHT AND MUSIC THEN SLOWLY FADE OUT) 
Act  Two 
(NEXT DAY.     SAME TIME.     SAME PLACE) 
(LIGHTS  COME  UP  ON  VLADIMIR AS  HE  MOVES   AIMLESSLY  ABOUT  THE  STAGE     SINGING 
TO HIMSELF.     ESTRAGON'S BOOTS ARE STILL  DLC AND LUCKY'S HAT IS STILL LC. 
THE TREE IS NOW LIGHTED BY A GREEN SPECIAL) 
Vladimir:     (SINGS  AS HE PACES  ABOUT THE STAGE) 
A dog came in the kitchen 
And stole a crust of bread. 
Then cook up with a ladle 
And beat him till he was  dead. 
Then all the dogs   came running 
ftnH Hud the doe a tomb-- 
?STOPS  ABRUPTLY AND GAZES  AT TREE;  THEN CONTINUES) 
Then all the dogs  came running 
And dug the dog a tomb 
And wrote upon the tombstone 
For the eyes  of dogs to come: 
A dog came  in the kitchen 
And stole a crust of bread. 
Then  cook up with  a ladle 
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(ESTRAGON 














And beat him till he was  dead. 
Then all the dogs came running 
And dug the dog a tomb— 
(STOPS  ABRUPTLY  AND GAZES  AT  ESTRAGON'S  BOOTS;   THEN  CONTINUES) 
Then all the  dogs  came running 
And dug the  dog a tomb— 
(STOPS ABRUPTLY AND GAZES  FIRST AT TREE, THEN AT BOOTS; THEN 
XS SLOWLY DR,  REFLECTING.     FACES  FRONT, SPEAKS THE LAST LINE, 
SLOWLY) 
And dug the dog a tomb   .   .   . 
ENTERS  R,  BAREFOOT,  HEAD BOWED.     SLOWLY XS TOWARD L.     VLADIMIR 
SEES HIM) 
You again!     (ESTRAGON HALTS  C BUT DOES NOT RAISE HIS HEAD. 
VLADIMIR XS TOWARD HIM)   Come here till I embrace you. 
(AS  IF POUTING)   Don't touch me!     (VLADIMIR STOPS SHORT, SEVERAL 
FEET  FROM ESTRAGON, SURPRISED AND PAINED) 
Do you want me to go away?     (ESTRAGON  DROPS HEAD, TURNS L,  POUTS) 
Gogo!     (PAUSE)   Did they beat you?     (PAUSE.     VLADIMIR XS TO 
ESTRAGON)   Gogo!     Where did you spend the night?     (REACHES OUT 
AND GENTLY TOUCHES ESTRAGON ON THE SHOULDER) 
(PULLS  AWAY FROM VLADIMIR,  XING LC.     VIOLENTLY)   Don't  touch me! 
Don't question me!     Don't speak to me!     (FACES  L, HEAD BOrfED. 
PLAINTIVELY)   Stay with me! 
(KINDLY)   Did I  ever leave you? 
(STILL POUTING,  FACING L)   You let  me go. 
Took at me       (ESTRAGON DOES NOT MOVE.     MORE VIOLENTLY)  Will you 
S at me ESTRAGON TURNS AND RAISES HIS HEAD.     THEY LOOK 
LONG AT EACH OTHER. VLADIMIR HOLDS OUT HIS ARMS, GRADUALLY 
UlCITS A SMILE FROM ESTRAGON. THEY EMBRACE, CLAPPING EACH 
OTHER ON THE  BACK.     END OF EMBRACE) 
(XS  WEARILY DR)  What a day. 
(XS DC)  Who beat you?    Tell me. 
Another day done with. 
Not yet. 
(WEARILY)   For me it's over and *M with,  no matter what happens. 
(PAUSE.     ACCUSING)   I heard you singing. 























That  finished me.     I  said to myself, he's  all alone, he thinks 
I'm gone forever,  and he sings. 
(CHEERFUL,   ROBUST)  One is not master of one's moods.     All day 
I've  felt  in great  form.     I   didn't get up in the night, not once! 
(PETULANT) You see,  you piss better when I'm not there. 
I   missed you  .   .   .   and at  the same time I was happy.     Isn't 
that a queer thing? 
(SHOCKED)   Happy? 
(HASTILY)  Perhaps  it's not quite the right word. 
And now? 
Now?     (XING TO ESTRAGON.     JOYOUS)   .   .   .  There you are again   .   .   . 
(PAUSE.     LESS JOYOUS)  There we are  again   .   .   .   (PAUSE.     GLOOMY) 
There  I   am again. 
You see, you feel worse when  I'm with you.     (TURNS AWAY,  FACING 
R.     PETULANT)   I   feel better alone too. 
(VEXED)   Then why do you always  come  crawling back? 
I  don't know. 
(EXASPERATED)  No, but   I do.     (XING DC)  It's because you don't 
know how to defend yourself.     I wouldn't have  let them beat you. 
(STEPS TOWARD VLADIMIR)  You couldn't have stopped them. 
Why not? 
There was   ten of them. 
No,  I mean before they beat you.     I would have stopped you from 
doing whatever it was  you were doing. 
(INNOCENTLY)  I wasn't  doing anything. 
Then why did they beat you? 
I  don't  know. 
Ah no, Gogo,  the truth is there are things  escape you that don't 
escape me, you must feel it yourself. 


















(CALMING ESTRAGON) Perhaps you weren't. But it's the way of 
doing it that counts, the way of doing it, if you want to go 
on  living. 
(XING DRC, SULLEN)   I wasn't doing anything. 
You must be happy too, deep down,   if you only knew it. 
Happy about what? 
(CHEERFULLY)  To be back with me again. 
Would you say so? 
Say you are,  even  if it's not true. 
What am I  to say? 
Say,  I   am happy. 
(TONELESSLY)   I   am happy. 
(WITH FORCED GOOD CHEER)   So am I. 
(DITTO)   So am I. 
(THROWS OUT ARMS)  We are happy. 
(THROWS  OUT ARMS)  We are happy.     (SILENCE.     BOTH TRAMPS STAND 
WITH THEIR ARMS OUTFLUNG)   What do we do now,  now that we are 
happy? 
,.,   HF nR0PS HIS ARMS) Wait for Godot.     (ESTRAGON GROANS,  DROPS 
Hll   ARMS ILENCE.     ESTRAGON  XS  TO   MOUND,   SITS,   FACES   FRONT. 
VLADIMIR XS UC,  GAZING AT TREE) Things have  changed here since 
yesterday. 






We'll see when  the  time  comes.     (PAUSE.     VLADIMIR TURNS TO TREE. 
S™  FORCED ENTHUSIASM)   I was  saying that  things have  changed 
here since yesterday. 
(INTENTLY  EXAMINING HIS  LEG WOUND)  Everything oozes. 
(STILL TURNED TOWARD TREE)   Look at  the tree. 
(STILL INTENT UPON LEG)   It's never the same pus  from one second 





















XS UR ON H'6"  LEVEL.     VLADIMIR STAYS UC.     BOTH STARE BRIEFLY 
AT TREE) 
Was   it  not there yesterday? 
Yes  of course it was   there.     Do you not remember?    We nearly 
hanged ourselves from it.     But you wouldn't.     Do you not remember? 
(TURNING FROM TREE)  You dreamt  it. 
(INCREDULOUS)   Is  it possible you've forgotten already? 
(AS THEY X DS TOGETHER)  That's  the way I am.     Either I   forget 
immediately or I never forget. 
And Pozzo and Lucky,  have you forgotten them too? 
(STOPS  DR, VLADIMIR STOPS  DRC)  Pozzo and Lucky? 
(EXASPERATED)   He's  forgotten everything! 
I  remember a lunatic who kicked the shins off me.    Then he 
played the  fool. 
(EAGERLY)  That was  Lucky. 
I   remember that.     But when was  it? 
And his  keeper, do you not remember him? 
He  gave me a bone. 
That was  Pozzo. 
And all  that was yesterday, you say? 
Yes of course  it was yesterday. 
And here where we are now? 
Where else do you think?     (XING C,   INDICATING SURROUNDINGS)   Do 
you not recognize the place? 
(SUDDENLY FURIOUS)   Recognize!     What is  there to ^ognize? 
(XING WILDLY ABOUT THE STAGE)  All my  lousy "*« V™ Took at 
about  in  the mud!     And you talk to me about scenery.     Look 
this muckheap!     I've never stirred from it. 
Vladimir:     Calm yourself,  calm yourself. 
Estragon: 
(STILL PACING ABOUT) You and your landscapes!     (STOPS JUST R 





















(PLACATING)  All the same, you can't tell me that  this   (INDICATES 
SURROUNDINGS) bears  any resemblance to   .   .   .   (HESITATES)   .   .   . 
To the Macon country for example.    You can't deny there's a big 
difference. 
The  Macon country!     Who's talking to you about the Macon country? 
But you were there yourself,   in the Macon country. 
(XING A STEP OR TWO R. IRATE) No I was never in the Macon coun- 
try! I've puked my puke of a life away here, I tell you! Here! 
In the Cackon country! 
(XING DLC.     TALKING TO HIMSELF) But we were there together,   I 
could swear to it!     Picking grapes for a man called  .   .   .   (HES- 
ITATES, SNAPS HIS  FINGERS)   .   .   .   can't  think of the name of the 
man,   at a place  called   .   .   .   (HESITATES, SNAPS HIS FINGERS)   .   .   . 
can't  think of the name of the place,   (TURNS TO ESTRAGON)  do 
you not remember? 
(XING DRC.     CALMER NOW,  BUT SULLEN)  It's possible.     I   didn't 
notice anything. 
(XING DC.     PLEADING)   But down  there everything is red! 
(VIOLENTLY)  I  didn't  notice anything,  I   tell you! 
(SIGHS)  You're a hard man to get on with, Gogo. 
(XING DR,  POUTING)   It'd be better if we parted. 
You always  say that and you always come crawling back. 
(FACING FRONT R,  PETULANT) The best thing would be to kill me, 
like  the other. 
What other?     (PAUSE.     STEPS TOWARD ESTRAGON) What other? 
(HESITATES,  THEN SPEAKS HASTILY)  Like billions of others. 
(XS  TO ESTRAGON.     STERNLY)  To every man his  little cross.     Till 
he dies.     And is  forgotten. 
(TURNS  TO VLADIMIR.     CALMLY)   In the meantime let us try and 
converse calmly, since we  are incapable of keeping silent. 
(XING DLC,  SIGHS)  You're right, we're  inexhaustible. 
It's so we won't  think. 
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Vladimir: We have that excuse. 
Estragon: It's so we won't hear. 
Vladimir: We  have our reasons. 
(THROUGHOUT THE FOLLOWING LINES,  BOTH TRAMPS  REMAIN STATIONARY,  WITHOUT 
GESTURE. THEY   FACE   FRONT,   SPEAKING  DIRECTLY  TO  THE  AUDIENCE  IN  A  DREAM- 
LIKE,   LYRICAL  MANNER) 
Estragon: All the  dead voices   .   .   . 
Vladimir: They make a noise like wings   .   .   . 
Estragon: Like leaves . . . 
Vladimir: Like sand   .   .   . 
Estragon: Like  leaves   .   .   . 
Vladimir: They all speak  at once   .   .   . 
Estragon: Each one  to itself   .   .   . 
Vladimir: Rather they whisper  .   .   . 
Estragon: They rustle   .   .   . 
Vladimir: They murmur  .   .   . 
Estragon: They rustle   .   .   . 
Vladimir: What do  they say?   .   .   . 
Estragon: They  talk about their lives   .   .   . 
Vladimir: To have  lived is not enough for them  .   .   . 
Estragon: They have to talk about  it  .   .   . 
Vladimir: To be dead is not enough for them .   .   . 
Estragon: It  is  not   .   .   .   sufficient   .   .   . 
(PAUSE) 
Vladimir: They make a noise  like feathers   .   .   . 
Estragon: Like  leaves   .   .   . 
Vladimir: Like ashes . . • 
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Estragon: Like leaves   .   .   . 
(LONG SILENCE.     BOTH TRAMPS STRUGGLE WITHIN) 
Vladimir: Say something! 
Estragon: I'm trying.' 
(SILENCE. THEY STRUGGLE) 
Vladimir: Say anything at all!! 
Estragon: (HASTILY)  What  do we do now? 
Vladimir: Wait for Godot. 
Estragon: Ah!     ("EUREKA"/PUZZLEMENT, AS BEFORE) 
(SILENCE) 
Vladimir: (ANGUISHED)  This  is awful! 
Estragon: (XING DC)  Sing something. 
Vladimir: No no.     (REFLECTS, THEN XS TO ESTRAGON) We  could start  all over 
again perhaps. 
Estragon: (THEY ARE FACING EACH OTHER,  VERY  CLOSE)  That should be easy. 
Vladimir: It's the start  that's   difficult. 
Estragon: You can start  from anything. 
Vladimir: Yes, but you have to decide. 
Estragon: True.     (TAKES OFF HIS HAT, TURNS AND XS QUICKLY DR,  STOPS,   FACES 
FRONT,  REFLECTS) 
Vladimir- True.     (ALMOST SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH  ESTRAGON,  TAKES OFF HIS HAT, 
  TURNS AND XS  QUICKLY DL,  STOPS,  FACES FRONT,  REFLECTS) 
(SILENCE. INNER STRUGGLE OF TRAMPS) 
Vladimir: Help me! 
Estragon: I'm  trying. 
(SILENCE. THEY  STRUGGLE) 
Vladimir: (PUTS ON HIS HAT.     SPEAKS HESITANTLY) When you seek you hear. 
Estragon: (PUTS ON HIS HAT.     EAGERLY)  You do. 
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Vladimir: (FACING FRONT)  That prevents you from finding. 
Estragon: (FACING VLADIMIR,  URGING HIM ON)   It does. 
Vladimir: That prevents you from thinking. 
Estragon: You think all the same. 
Vladimir: No no,  impossible. 
Estragon: (XING TO VLADIMIR.     JOYFULLY)  That's  the idea,  let's  contradict 
each other. ._-   — 
Vladimir: (STILL SPEAKING REFLECTIVELY)  Impossible. 
Estragon: (ELABORATELY  CONVERSATIONAL) You think so? 
Vladimir: We're  in no danger of ever thinking any more. 
Estragon: Then what are we complaining about? 
Vladimir: Thinking is not the worst. 
Estragon: (PAUSE)   Perhaps not.     (XS  DLC)  But at least  there's  that. 
(TO ESTRAGON FOR THE FIRST TIME)  That what? Vladimir: 
Estragon: (XING TO VLADIMIR.     JOYFULLY) That's  the idea,  let's ask each 
other questions. 
Vladimir:     What do you mean,  at least there's  that. 
Estragon:     That much less misery. 
Vladimir:     True. 







(REFLECTIVE AGAIN.     XING SLOWLY DRC)  What is  terrible  is  to have 
thought. 
(XING DLC)  But did that ever happen to us? 
(FACING FRONT,   DREAMLIKE.     INDICATES AUDIENCE) Where are all 
these corpses   from? 
(FACING FRONT, ALSO REFERRING TO AUDIENCE)   These skeletons. 
Tell me  that. 
True.     (BOTH ARE STILL FACING FRONT) 
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Vladimir: We must have  thought a little. 
Estragon: At the very beginning. 
Vladimir: (STILL INDICATING AUDIENCE) A charnel-house!     A charnel-house! 
Estragon: (XS TO VLADIMIR)  You don't have  to look. 
Vladimir: (STILL FACING FRONT)  One  can't help but look. 
Estragon: (LOOKS BRIEFLY AT AUDIENCE)  True. 
Vladimir: Try as one may. 
Estragon: I  beg your pardon? 
Vladimir: Try as  one may. 
Estragon:     (TAKING VLADIMIR'S ARM, TRIES TO STEER HIM TOWARD L)  We should 
turn resolutely towards Nature. 
(REMOVES HIMSELF FROM ESTRAGON,  XS DR)  We've tried that. 
True. 
(NOW SPEAKS DIRECTLY TO ESTRAGON)  Oh it's not the worst,   I   know. 
What? 
Vladimir:     To have thought. 
Obviously. 














(BACKS  UP  CEREMONIOUSLY  TO  C,  THROWS  OUT  HIS  ARMS.     TO  VLADIMIR) 
Que voulez-vous?     (PRONOUNCES IT PHONETICALLY) 
I  beg your pardon? 
(THROWS OUT HIS  ARMS,  AS BEFORE.     JOYOUS)   Que voulez-vous? 
(THROWS OUT HIS ARMS, ALSO JOYOUS.     XS SEVERAL STEPS TOWARD 
ESTRAGON)  Ah!     que voulez-vous!     (PRONOUNCES IT CORRECTLY. 
PAUSE,  BOTH  TRAMPS  WITH  ARMS  OUT.      THEIR JOY  FADES,   THEY  DROP 
THEIR'ARMS.     DEJECTED) Exactly. 
(XS   TO VLADIMIR AT DRC) That wasn't such a bad little  canter. 
























Let me see.     (TAKES  OFF HIS HAT,  CONCENTRATES) 
Let me see.     (TAKES OFF HIS HAT,  CONCENTRATES) 
Ah!     (BOTH HASTILY PUT ON THEIR HATS) 
(EAGERLY)   Well? 
What was  I  saying, we  could go on from there. 
What were you saying when? 
At the  very beginning. 
(EXASPERATED)   The very beginning of what? 
This  evening   ...   I was  saying   ...   I was saying   .   .   . 
(SARCASTIC)   I'm not a historian.     (XS TO MOUND,  SITS  FACING 
FRONT) 
(PACING BACK AND FORTH AROUND DC. REFLECTING) Wait ... we 
embraced ... we were happy . . . happy . . . what_do we do 
now that we're happy ... go on waiting . . .waiting . . . 
let me think . . . it's coming . . . go on waiting ... let 
me see . . . (LOOKS AT TREE) Ah! (XING UC JUST R OF ESTRAGON) 
The  tree! 
(HAS  BEEN EXAMINING HIS  FEET; NOW LOOKS UP) The tree? 
(TURNS  TO ESTRAGON WHILE INDICATING TREE)   Do you not remember? 
(WHINING)  I'm tired. 
Took  at   it        (ESTRAGON  GRUDGINGLY  RISES   AND,  ASSISTED BY  VLADI- 
MIR,   XS  JUST  R  OF TREE  ON  4'6"  LEVEL.      VLADIMIR REMAINS  UC) 
(GAZING AT TREE)   I see nothing. 
But yesterday evening it was  all black and bare.     And now it's 
covered with  leaves! 
Leaves? 
In a single night. 
It must be Spring. 
























(XING RC)  I  tell you we weren't here yesterday.     Another of 
your nightmares. 
(FOLLOWING ESTRAGON,  JUST L OF HIM)  And where were we yesterday 
evening according to you? 
(IRRITATED)   How would I know?     In another compartment.     There's 
no lack  of void. 
Good.     We weren't here yesterday evening.     (PAUSE) Now what did 
we do yesterday evening? 
Do? 
(COAXING) Try and remember. 
Do?   ...   I  suppose we blathered. 
(CONTROLLING HIMSELF)  About what? 
Oh   (HESITATES)   .   .   .  This  and that I suppose, nothing in parti- 
cular.     (HASTILY,  WITH  ASSURANCE AND CEREMONY) Yes,  now I  remem- 
ber    yesterday evening we spent blathering about nothing in 
particular.     (SUDDENLY DEPRESSED,  XS DRC) That's been going on 
now for half a century. 
(XING TO ESTRAGON,  PLEADING)  You don't remember any fact, any 
circumstance? 
(WEARILY)  Don't  torment me,  Didi. 
(INDICATING HEAVENS) The sun,  the moon, do you not remember? 
(SARDONIC)  They must have been there,  as usual. 
You didn't notice anything out of the ordinary? 
Alas. 
(DETERMINED)   And Pozzo?     And Lucky? 
Pozzo? 
(PATIENTLY) The bones. 
They were like  fishbones. 
It was  Pozzo gave them to you. 
(MOT CONVINCED)  I  don't know. 
And  the kick. 
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Estragon: That's right, someone gave me a kick. 
Vladimir: (EAGERLY)   It was  Lucky gave it to you. 
Estragon: And  all that was yesterday? 
Vladimir: (STEPS BACK TOWARD L) Show your leg. 
Estragon: (LOOKS  DOWN AT HIS   LEGS)   Which? 
Vladimir:     Both.     Pull up your trousers.     (ESTRAGON GIVES A LEG TO VLADIMIR, 
STAGGERING)  Pull up your trousers. 
Estragon:     (GESTURING INEFFECTUALLY)   I  can't. 
(VLADIMIR, STILL HOLDING ESTRAGON'S LEG—WHICH IS PARALLEL TO THE FOOTS— 
XS AROUND SO THAT HE IS US OF THE LEG RATHER THAN BESIDE IT. HE PULLS UP 
ESTRAGON'S  TROUSERS,   LOOKS  AT  THE  LEG,   LETS  IT  GO.     ESTRAGON  STAGGERS) 
Vladimir:     The other.     (ESTRAGON GIVES THE SAME LEG) The other, pig! 
        (ESTRAGON  GIVES   THE  OTHER LEG.     VLADIMIR PULLS   UP  THE  TROUSERS, 
LOOKS  AT LEG.     TRIUMPHANTLY)  There's  the wound!     Beginning to 
fester. 
Estragon: (PULLING HIS  LEG DOWN,  IRRITATED) And what about  it? 
Vladimir: (STARING AT ESTRAGON'S FEET) Where are your boots? 
Estragon: (FEIGNING CASUALNESS)   I must have thrown them away. 
Vladimir: When? 
Estragon: I   don't know. 
Vladimir: Why? 
Estragon: (EXASPERATED)   I  don't know why I  don't know! 
Vladimir: No,  I  mean why did you throw them away? 
Estragon: Because  they were hurting me! 
Vladimir:     (LOOKS   ROUND, SPOTS BOOTS   DLC, POINTS TO ™EM. ™UMPHA»TLY) 
       There  they are!     (XING DC)   At the very spot where you left  them 
yesterday! 
(ESTRAGON  GRUDGINGLY  XS  TO  BOOTS,  CASUALLY  LOOKS  THEM OVER) 
Estragon:     (PETULANTLY TRIUMPHANT) They're not mine. 


























Mine were black.     These are brown. 
You're sure yours were black? 
(BEGINNING TO FALTER)   Well,   they were a kind of grey. 
(ACCUSING)   And these are brown?     (XS TO ESTRAGON) Show. 
(PICKING UP A BOOT) Well,  they're a kind of green. 
Show.     (ESTRAGON HANDS HIM BOOT.     VLADIMIR INSPECTS IT BRIEFLY, 
THROWS  IT  DOWN ANGRILY,  XING  DC)  Well of all th-- 
(FOLLOWING VLADIMIR EAGERLY)   You see,  all that's  a lot of bloody-- 
(STOPS  SHORT,  FACING FRONT,   "EUREKA")  Ah!     I  see what  it  is. 
Yes,   I  see what's happened. 
(OBLIVIOUS)  All that's  a lot of bloody-- 
(FACING ESTRAGON)   It's elementary.     Someone  came and took yours 
and left you his. 
(DUMBFOUNDED) Why? 
His were too tight for him,  so he  took yours. 
(OBSTINATELY)  But mine were  too tight. 
For you, not for him. 
(HAVING  TRIED  IN  VAIN  TO  WORK  IT  OUT)   I'm  tired!      (TAKES  A  STEP 
OR TWO L)  Let's go. 
We  can't. 
Why not? 
We're waiting for Godot. 
Ah!     ("EUREKA"/PUZZLEMENT, AS BEFORE.     PAUSE.     BEGINS TO PACE 
DESPAIRINGLY BETWEEN DL AND L) What'11 we do, what'll we do. 
There's  nothing we  can do. 
But I  can't  go on  like this! 
Would you like a radish? 
(XING TO VLADIMIR)   Is   that  all there  is? 
(FUMBLES  IN POCKETS)  There are radishes  and turnips. 
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Estragon:     Are  there no carrots? 
Vladimir:    No.     Anyway you overdo it with your carrots. 
Estragon:     Then give me a radish.     (EXTENDS HIS HAND IMPATIENTLY.     VLADIMIR 
  FUMBLES   IN  POCKETS,   BRINGS  OUT  RADISH,  HANDS  IT  TO  ESTRAGON  WHO 
EXAMINES  IT, SNIFFS   IT)   It's black! 
Vladimir:     It's  a radish. 
Estragon:     (INDIGNANT)  I  only like the pink ones, you know that! 
Vladimir:     (BECOMING IRRITATED) Then you don't want it? 


















(EQUALLY FORCEFULLY)   Then give it back to me!     (ESTRAGON GIVES 
IT BACK) 
(PETULANT)   I'll  go and get  a carrot.     (DOES NOT MOVE) 
(XING DR)  This  is becoming really insignificant. 
Not enough. 
What about trying them? 
(WEARILY)   I've  tried everything. 
No,   I mean the boots. 
(XING TO VLADIMIR)  Would that be a good thing? 
It'd pass   the time.     (ESTRAGON HESITATES.     EAGERLY)   I  assure 
you,   it'd be an occupation. 
(ALSO EAGERLY)  A relaxation. 
A recreation. 
A relaxation. 
(TAKES ESTRAGON'S ARM, THEY START GAILY TOWARD BOOTS)  Try. 
You'll help me? 
I will of course. 
We don't manage  too badly,  eh Didi, between the two of us? 
(THEY  HAVE  ARRIVED AT  BOOTS) 
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We always  find something,  eh Didi,  to give us  the  impression 
we exist? 
(IMPATIENTLY)  Yes yes, we're magicians.     But let  us  persevere 
in what we have resolved, before we  forget.     (GESTURES  IMPATIENTLY) 
Come  on,  give me your foot.     (ESTRAGON RAISES HIS  RIGHT FOOT, 
STAGGERS)   The other,  hog!     (ESTRAGON RAISES HIS LEFT FOOT)  High- 
er*      (ESTRAGON  RAISES   HIS   FOOT HIGHER,   STAGGERS.     VLADIMIR  BENDS 
OVER IN FRONT OF ESTRAGON, TAKING HIS FOOT; THEY ARE BOTH  FACING 
FRONT.     VLADIMIR STRUGGLES  TO  GET  ESTRAGON'S  FOOT  INTO  THE  BOOT. 
ESTRAGON,  ANXIOUS  AND OFF-BALANCE,  CRAWLS UP ON VLADIMIR'S BACK. 
VLADIMIR  FINALLY  SUCCEEDS  IN  GETTING THE  FOOT  INTO  THE  BOOT, 
THEN  STRAIGHTENS  UP--DUMPING  ESTRAGON TO  THE  GROUND.     VLADIMIR 
HELPS HIM TO HIS FEET)  Try and walk.     (ESTRAGON WALKS  DRC,  TEST- 
ING THE BOOT)  Well? 
(FACING VLADIMIR.     GRUDGINGLY)  It   fits. 
We'll  try  and lace it. 
(VEHEMENTLY) No no, no laces,  no laces! 
You'll be sorry.     Let's  try the other.     (ESTRAGON  XS  TO VLADI- 
MIR     VLADIMIR PICKS   UP  BOOT.     VLADIMIR TAKES  ESTRAGON'S  LEG, 
AND  STRUGGLES  TO  GET  BOOT  ON  FOOT;   THEY  ARE  BOTH  FACING  L.      IN 
AN  ATTEMPT  FOR  MORE  LEVERAGE  VLADIMIR  RAISES  ESTRAGON'S  LEG 
HIGHER AND HIGHER;   HE  JERKS   IT STILL HIGHER JUST  AS  HE  SUCCEEDS 
IN  FORCING  ON  BOOT—AGAIN  DUMPING  ESTRAGON  TO  THE  GROUND. 
VLADIMIR  HELPS  HIM TO  HIS  FEET.     ESTRAGON  BEGINS  WALKING  TOWARD 
DR)   Well? 
(GRUDGINGLY)   It fits   too. 
They don't hurt you? 
Not yet. 
Then you can keep them. 
(HAS  REACHED DR.     SURVEYS HIS BOOTS)  They're too big. 
Perhaps you'll have socks some day. 
True. 
(PRESSING)  Then you'll keep them? 
(BEGINS XING TOWARD UL)  That's enough about these boots. 
Yes, but-- 
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Estragon:     (VIOLENTLY)  Enough!     (STOPS.     PAUSE)   I suppose I  might  as well 
sit  down.      (LOOKS  ABOUT  FOR  A  MOMENT,   THEN  XS  TO  MOUND,   SITS 
FACING FRONT) 
Vladimir:     (XS  L, WATCHING ESTRAGON)  That's where you were sitting yester- 
day evening. 
Estragon:     (SIGHING)   If I   could only sleep. 
Vladimir:     Yesterday you slept. 













HEAD L;  PUTS HIS THUMB  IN HIS  MOUTH) 
Wait!      (XS  QUICKLY  TO  ESTRAGON,   KNEELS  JUST  US  OF  HIM,   BEGINS 
TO SING IN LOUD VOICE) 
Bye bye bye bye 
Bye bye— 
(LOOKING UP ANGRILY)  Not so loud! 
(SOFTLY) 
Bye bye bye bye 
Bye bye bye bye 
Bye bye bye bye 
(ESTRAGON  SLEEPS.     VLADIMIR RISES  SOFTLY,  TAKES  OFF HIS  COAT, 
GENTLY  COVERS  ESTRAGON  WITH   IT.      BEGINS  TO  X  L,  SWINGING  HIS 
ARMS   TO  KEEP  WARM.     ESTRAGON  WAKES  WITH  A  START,   BABBLING  WILDLY; 
VLADIMIR RUSHES TO HIM,  COMFORTING HIM)  There, there   .   .   .   Didi 
is here   .   .   .Don't be afraid  .   .   . 
(SITTING.     WILDLY)   I was  falling- 
It's  all over  .   .   .it's  all over  .   .   . 
I was  on top of a— 
Don't tell me!!     (HOISTING ESTRAGON TO HIS  FEET,  RUSHING HIM 
TOWARD R)  We'll walk it off!! 
(STOPS   R,  REFUSES  TO GO ANY FURTHER)  That's  enough.     I'm tired. 
(JUST L OF ESTRAGON.     INDICATES MOUND)  You'd rather be stuck 
there doing nothing? 
(ANGRY) Yes. 
(ALSO ANGRY)   Please yourself.     (STALKS TOWARD MOUND) 
Let's  go. 
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Vladimir:     We can't. 
Estragon:     Why not? 
Vladimir:     (HAS REACHED MOUND;  IS PUTTING ON HIS COAT) We're waiting for 
Godot. 
Estragon:     Ah!     ("EUREKA"/PUZZLEMENT, AS BEFORE.     VLADIMIR HAS  XED DS , 
AND IS PACING ABOUT BETWEEN L AND C)   Can you not stay still! 
Vladimir: (STILL  PACING)   I'm cold! 
Estragon: We  came too soon! 
Vladimir: It's  always  at nightfall. 
Estragon: But night doesn't fall! 
Vladimir: (STILL PACING)   It'll fall all of a sudden,  like yesterday! 
Estragon: (WAILING)  Then it'll be night! 
Vladimir: (TOPPING HIM,  STERNLY)  And we  can go. 
Estragon:     (WAILING)   Then it'll be  day again!     (DESPAIRING)  What'11 we do, 
what'11 we do! 
Vladimir:     (XS TO ESTRAGON, VIOLENTLY)  Will you stop whining!     I've had 
       about my bellyfull of your lamentations!     (WHEELS ABOUT AND XS 
TOWARD L) 
Estragon:     (POUTING,  DELIBERATELY FACING FRONT)  I'm going. 
Vladimir:     (STOPS SHORT AT LC,   SEEING LUCKY'S HAT) Well! 
Estragon:     Farewell. 
Vladimir:     (VERY PLEASED)  Lucky's hat.     I've been here an hour and never 
saw it.     (PICKS UP HAT)  Fine! 
Estragon:     (STILL POUTING, ELABORATELY)  You'll never see me again. 
Vladimir:     (OBLIVIOUS, ADMIRING HAT)  I knew it was  the right place.     Now 
       our troubles are over.     Must have been a very fine hat.     (TAKES 
OFF HIS  OWN  HAT,  HOLDS  IT  OUT  TO ESTRAGON)   Here. 
Estragon:     (XING TO VLADIMIR)  What? 
Vladimir:     Hold that. 
<Es™co„ T«ES ^Z^^-^r^nmsZl ESmSJEfi? BROADLY.      ESTRAGON,   NOW  ALSO  SMILING,  TAKt-i  Utt   nia  nm   ™ 
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HAT.     ESTRAGON THEN HANDS HIS HAT TO VLADIMIR.     THEY CONTINUE TO SWITCH 
HATS   IN  THIS   MANNER,   BECOMING  MORE  AND  MORE  EXCITED AS  THEY   DO  SO,  THEIR 
MOVEMENTS   FASTER AND  FASTER IN  ALMOST  MACHINE-LIKE  PRECISION.     THIS  BUSI- 
NESS  REACHES   A  CLIMAX  AS   VLADIMIR CLAPS  ESTRAGON'S  HAT  ON  ESTRAGON  WHILE 
SIMULTANEOUSLY ESTRAGON CLAPS  LUCKY'S HAT ON VLADIMIR—TO THE ACCOMPANIMENT 
OF A FINAL DELIGHTED SQUEAL FROM BOTH.     VLADIMIR THEN FLINGS HIS FORMER 
HAT FAR UC.     PAUSE.     BOTH TRAMPS SMILING BROADLY) 
Vladimir:     How does   it fit me? 
Estragon:     (HEAVILY SARCASTIC)  How would I know? 
Vladimir:     No, but how do I look in it?     (MINCES ABOUT IN BROAD PARODY OF 
FASHION MODEL) 
Estragon:     Hideous. 
Vladimir:     Yes, but not more so than usual? 
Estragon:     Neither more nor less. 
Vladimir:     (PLEASED)  Then I  can keep  it.     Mine irked me.     (TAKES OFF HAT, 
-^        PEERS   INSIDE  IT,  FEELS  AROUND  INSIDE  IT,  TURNS  IT  UPSIDE  DOWN 
AND KNOCKS ON THE CROWN.     LOOKS  UP) How shall I  say?     (PUTS HAT 
ON AGAIN)   It  itched me. 
Estragon: (DEPRESSED AGAIN)  I'm going. 
Vladimir: (WITH ENTHUSIASM) Will you not play? 
Estragon: Play at what? 
Vladimir: We  could play  at Pozzo and Lucky. 
Estragon: (SCOFFING)  Never heard of it. 
Go on. 
Estragon:     What  am I  to do? 
Vladimir:     Curse me. 
Estragon:     (ASSUMING CHILDISH AIR)  Naughty naughty. 
Vladimir:  Stronger! 
Estragon:     (ASSUMING STERN AIR) Gonococcus!     Spirochete! 
(PAUSE.      VLADIMIR STILL  SAGGING) 
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Vladimir: Tell me to think. 
Estragon: What? 
Vladimir: Say, Think, pig! 
Estragon: (DEEP VOICE)  Think, pig! 
Vladimir: (PAUSE.     TRIES TO THINK)   I   can't! 
Estragon: (IRRITATED)  That's enough of that. 
Vladimir: Tell me to dance. 












(UNAWARE OF ESTRAGON*S EXIT)   Dance, hog!     (WRITHES  IN A SPIDER- 
LIKE IMITATION OF LUCKY'S DANCE.     STOPS)  I can't!     (LOOKS UP, 
MISSES  ESTRAGON)   Gogo!      (MOVES  ABOUT  THE  STAGE  CALLING  ESTRAGON'S 
NAME.     STOPS  DR AS ESTRAGON ENTERS RUNNING FROM L—VOCALLY 
CATASTROPHIC.     HE RUSHES TO VLADIMIR'S ARMS) There you are again 
at last! 
(PANTING)   I'm accursed! 
Where were you?     I  thought you were gone forever! 
(FRANTIC)  They're  coming! 
Who? 
I don't know. 
How many? 
I don't know. 
(TRIUMPHANT,  FRANTIC)   It's Godot!     At last!     It's  Godot!     We're 
saved'     Let?s go and meet him!     (VLADIMIR HASTENS TOWARD L, 
TSRSSBACK  AT  C  TO  SEE  THAT  ESTRAGON  HAS   RUN  DOWN  THE   RAMP  AND 
SR AISLE AND IS EXITING THROUGH SR SIDE DOOR IN HOUSE)  Gogo! 
Come back!     (ESTRAGON  DISAPPEARS THROUGH DOOR,  CONTINUING HIS 
SL  DISTRESS-CONSISTING  OF  LOUD,   FRANTIC  MOANING.     HE  IMMEDI- 
ATELY   REAPPEARS,  WITH  LOUD  VOCAL  RESURGENCE,  RUNS   DOWN  AISLE 
mVSS       MEANWHILE,   VLADIMIR HAS  HASTENED ANXIOUSLY  FAR L 
SCANNING^OFFSTAGE;  HE  TUWIS,   SPIES  ESTRAGON'S  REAPPEARANCE     AND 
Sf™  MEET  HIM.     THEY  MEET.LC,   COPING EACH  OTHER T  E 
BACK)    There you are again again!     (THEY RELr,ASL hAUi uitu.K, 
(FRANTIC)   I'm in hell! 
Where were you? 
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We're surrounded!     (ESTRAGON MAKES A RUSH TOWARD UC; VLADIMIR 
GRABS HIS ARM)   Imbecile!     There's no way out there!     (SWINGS 
ESTRAGON AROUND AND PULLS HIM DLC TO EDGE OF STAGE,  PUSHES HIM 
TOWARD AUDIENCE)  There!     Not a soul in sight!     Off you go, 
quick!     (ESTRAGON RECOILS  IN HORROR) You won't?     (VLADIMIR 
GLANCES  AT AUDIENCE)  Well I   can understand that.     Wait till I 
see.     (PONDERS  BRIEFLY) Your only hope is to disappear! 
Where? 
(CASTS ABOUT WILDLY)  Behind the tree.     Quick!     Behind the tree! 
(THEY  RUSH  TOWARD  TREE.     ESTRAGON  CROUCHES  DIRECTLY  BEHIND TREE, 
PEERING  FRONT.     VLADIMIR STOPS  UC,   INSPECTS  ESTRAGON.     PAUSE. 
THEY  REALIZE HE  IS  NOT  HIDDEN.     ESTRAGON  COMES   SLOWLY  OUT  FROM 
BEHIND TREE;  VLADIMIR XS  C,   FACING FRONT) Decidedly  this   tree 
will not have been the slightest use to us. 
CALMER)  I lost my head. 
Tell me what  to do. 
For- (XS  TO VLADIMIR, JUST R OF HIM. 
give me.     It won't happen again. 
There's nothing to do. 
You come  and stand here.     (DRAWS VLADIMIR TO  DRC,  HAS HIM FACE 
TOWARD R)  There,  don't  move,   and watch out.     (VLADIMIR PUTS 
HAND  TO  FOREHEAD,  SCANS  DISTANCE  R.     ESTRAGON  STANDS  BACK-TO- 
BACK WITH VLADIMIR,   ABOUT A FOOT APART,  AND SCANS  DISTANCE L— 
ALSO  WITH  HAND  TO  FOREHEAD.     AS  THEY  BEGIN TO  SCAN,  THEY  SLOWLY 
BEND  OVER,   BUMPING  EACH  OTHER.     THEY  STRAIGHTEN  UP,   CONTINUE 
TO SCAN.     PAUSE.     ESTRAGON TURNS TO VLADIMIR)   Do you see any- 
thing  coming?     (EACH  SPEECH  SPOKEN  DURING THE  BACK-TO-BACK 
BUSINESS   IS  HANDLED  IN THIS  MANNER:     THE  SPEAKER TURNS  TO  THE 
OTHER,   SPEAKS,   THEN  TURNS  BACK AND  CONTINUES  TO  SCAN  BEFORE  THE 
OTHER  REPLIES) 
Vladimir:     What? 
Estragon: (LOUDER, AS  IF GREAT DISTANCE APART)   Do you see anything coming? 
Vladimir:     No. 





You must have had a vision. 
What? 
(LOUDER,  AS ABOVE)   You must have had a vision. 
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Estragon:     No need to shout. 
(PAUSE) 
Vladimir: 
(TURNING SIMULTANEOUSLY)   Do you— 
Estragon: 
Vladimir: Oh pardon! 
Estragon: Carry on. 
Vladimir: No no,   after you. 
Estragon: No no,  you first. 
Vladimir: I   interrupted you. 
Estragon: On  the  contrary. 
(HAVING  BEEN  ELABORATELY  CORDIAL  UP  TO THIS  TIME,  THEY  NOW  GLARE  AT  EACH 
OTHER ANGRILY) 
Vladimir: Ceremonious ape! 
Estragon: Punctilious pig! 
Vladimir: Finish your phrase,  I  tell you! 
Estragon: Finish your own! 
Vladimir: Moron! 
Estragon-     (GREAT ENTHUSIASM) That's   the idea,   let's abuse each other! 
*     g JOYFULLY,  THEY  TURN,   MOVE  APART-VLADIMIR TO  R AND  ESTRAGON 
TO  L     TURN  AGAIN,   FACING  EACH  OTHER.     EACH  TRAMP  TAKES  A TRI- 



































(DRAWS HIMSELF UP, WITH  FINALITY)  Crritic! 
Oh!     (HE WILTS, VANQUISHED,  AS IF MORTALLY WOUNDED) 
(CHEERFULLY) Now let's make  up. 
(DITTO)  Gogo! 
Didil 
(THROWS OUT HIS  ARMS)  Your hand! 
(THROWS OUT HIS ARMS)  Take  it! 
Come  to my arms! 
Your arms? 
My breast! 
Off we go!     (THEY EMBRACE HEARTILY, CLAPPING EACH OTHER ON THE 
BACK.      THEY  MOVE  APART,   VLADIMIR TO  DR AND  ESTRAGON  TO  LC) 
(AS THEY SEPARATE)  How time flies when one has  fun! 
What do we  do now? 
While waiting. 
While waiting. 
(WITH ENTHUSIASM)  We  could do our exercises. 





(HIGH VOICE) To warm us  up. 
(LOW VOICE)   To calm us  down. 
Off we go! 
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(THEY  ATTEMPT FEEBLY,  AND WITH MUCH WASTE MOTION, SOME CALISTHETICS) 
Estragon:     (STOPPING)  That's  enough.     I'm tired. 
Vladimir:     (STOPPING)   We're not in form.     What about a little deep breathing? 
Estragon:     (WEARILY)   I'm tired breathing. 
Vladimir:     You're right.     (PAUSE)  Let's  just do  the tree,   for the balance. 
Estragon:     The  tree? 
(VLADIMIR INDICATES TREE,  THEN DOES IMITATION OF SAME,   CONSISTING OF STAND- 
ING  ON  ONE   FOOT   AND EXTENDING  HIS  ARMS  OUT  AND  DOWNWARD  IN  THE  MANNER OF 
A LARGE SPIDER) 
Vladimir:     (STOPPING)   Your turn. 
(ESTRAGON  DOES  CRUDE  IMITATION OF VLADIMIR,  CONSISTING OF EXTENDING HIS 
ARMS  WEAKLY  OUTWARD  AND  ATTEMPTING TO  RAISE  HIS   FOOT.     HIS  FOOT  REFUSES 
TO STAY  IN THE AIR OF ITS OWN VOLITION,  AND ESTRAGON MUST FINALLY HOLD IT 
IN  PLACE.     HE  STAGGERS) 
Estragon:     Do you think God sees  me? 
Vladimir:     You must close your eyes. 
(ESTRAGON CLOSES  HIS  EYES,  STAGGERS WORSE) 
Estragon:     God have pity on me! 
Vladimir:     And me? 
Estragon:     On me!     On me!     Pity on me!     (STILL STAGGERING,  EYES CLOSED) 
(POZZO AND LUCKY ENTER L.     LUCKY BURDENED AS BEFORE; ROPE AS BEFORE,  EX- 
CEPT MUCH SHORTER SO THAT LUCKY MAY LEAD POZZO EASILY.     POZZO IS BLIND) 
Vladimir:     (CATCHES SIGHT OF POZZO AND LUCKY)  Gogo!     (HASTILY DRAWS  ESTRA- 
GON OVER TO  DR) 
(AT  VLADIMIR'S  EXCLAMATION,   LUCKY  STOPS  SHORT,   POZZO  BUMPS   INTO  HIM,   AND 
BOTH  TOPPLE  TO  THE  GROUND.     POZZO  FALLS  C,  FACING  FRONT  PARALLEL  TO  THE 
FOOTS,  HIS  HEAD TOWARD  R;  HIS  HAT  FLIES  OFF  DURING  THE  FALL.      LUCKY  FALLS 
L,  PERPENDICULAR TO THE FOOTS,  HIS HEAD TOWARD US; HE DOES NOT LET GO OF 
BAGGAGE   DURING  FALL) 
Pozzo:     (AS HE BUMPS   INTO LUCKY)  What  is  it?    Who is   it? 
Estragon:     (AFTER POZZO AND LUCKY FALL,  ESTRAGON XS TO JUST ROF POZZO, 
 BENDS   DOWN  AND  PEERS  AT  HIM,   STRAIGHTENS  UP.     TO  VLADIMIR)   Is 
it Godot? 
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Vladimir:     (XS C,  JUST BEHIND POZZO)  At last!     Reinforcements  at last! 
Pozzo:     Help!     (DURING THIS SCENE,  POZZO'S PLAINTIVE INTERJECTIONS ARE 
IGNORED  AND UNHEEDED  BY  THE  TRAMPS—EXCEPT,  OF  COURSE,  WHERE 
OTHERWISE INDICATED) 
Estragon:     Is  it Godot? 
Vladimir:     (XING LC)  We were beginning to weaken.    Now we're sure to see 
the  evening out. 
Pozzo:     Help! 
Estragon:     (INDICATING POZZO)   Do you hear him? 
Vladimir:     (XING DC,  OBLIVIOUS IN HIS  GRATITUDE)  Me are no longer alone, 
waiting for the night, waiting for Godot, waiting for .   .   . 
waiting.     All evening we have struggled,  unassisted.     Now it's 
over.     It's  already tomorrow. 
Pozzo:     Help! 
Vladimir: (XING DR TO L EDGE OF RAMP) Time flows again already. The sun 
will set, the moon rise, and we away . . . from here. (FACING 
FRONT) 
Pozzo:     Pity! 
Vladimir: (AWAKENED FROM HIS REVERIE BY POZZO'S PLEA. TO ESTRAGON) Poor 
Pozzo. 
Estragon: (XING TO VLADIMIR)   I  knew it was  him. 
Vladimir: Who? 
Estragon: Godot. 
Vladimir: But  it's  not Godot. 
Estragon: It's  not Godot? 
Vladimir: It's  not Godot. 
Estragon: Then who  is  it? 
Vladimir: It's  Pozzo. 
Pozzo: Here,  here!     Help me up! 
Vladimir: (CASUALLY)   He  can't  get up. 





























We're waiting for Godot. 
Ah!     ("EUREKA"/PUZZLEMENT,  AS BEFORE) 
(INDICATING P0ZZ0)  Perhaps he has  another bone  for you. 
Bone? 
Chicken.     Do you not remember? 
It was  him?     (INDICATING P0ZZ0) 
Yes. 
Ask him. 
Perhaps  we should help him first. 
To do what? 
To get  up. 
He  can't  get   up? 
He wants  to get  up. 
(IMPATIENT)  Then let him get up. 
He  can't. 
Why not? 
I don't know. 
(WITH AN ELABORATE APPLICATION OF LOGIC)  We should ask him for 
the bone  first.     Then if he refuses we'll leave him there. 
(XING TO BEHIND POZZO; ESTRAGON FOLLOWS TO RC.     SLYLY)  You mean 
we have him at  our mercy? 
Yes. 
(XING LC,  SURVEYING POZZO)  And that we should subordinate our 
good offices  to certain conditions? 
(DOES NOT UNDERSTAND)  What? 
That seems  intelligent all right.     (CATCHES SIGHT OF LUCKY, 
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STOPS)  But there's one thing I'm afraid of. 
Pozzo:     Help! 
Estragon:     What? 
Vladimir:     (XING C,   IN FRONT OF POZZO;  LOOKS  BACK TOWARD LUCKY)  That Lucky 
might get   going all of a sudden.     Then we'd be ballocksed. 
Estragon: (UNCOMPREHENDING)  Lucky? 
Vladimir: The one that went for you yesterday. 
Estragon: (ANGRILY)   I  tell you there was  ten of them. 
Vladimir: No, before that,  the one that kicked you. 
Estragon: (RECOILING)   Is he there? 
Vladimir:     As   large  as   life.     (GESTURES  TOWARD LUCKY)  For the moment he  is 
inert.     But he might run amuck any minute. 
Pozzo:     Help! 
And suppose we gave him a good beating the two of us? Estragon: 
Vladimir: (BEGINS   XING SLOWLY TOWARD LUCKY,  CRAFTILY) You mean if we fell 
on him in his  sleep? 








That seems   a good idea all right.     (STOPS       HE IS LC)  But could 
we do it'     (STUDIES LUCKY)   Is he really asleep?     (BRIEF PAUbL. 
XS BACK TO C)  No,  the best would be to take advantage of Pozzo s 
calling for help— 
Help! 
To help him— 
(INCREDULOUS)  We_ help him? 
In anticipation of some tangible return. 
And suppose he— 
S f?STENIWG>   Let us  do something, while we have the  chance! 






needed.     Others would meet the case  equally well, if not better. 
(LYRICALLY)  To all mankind they were addressed,   those  cries  for 
help still ringing in our ears!     (INTENSE) But at this place, 
at this moment of time,  all mankind is us, whether we  like it 
or not.     Let us  make the most of it, before it is  too late! 
Let us represent worthily for once the foul brood to which a 
cruel fate  consigned  us!     (TURNS TO ESTRAGON)  What do you say? 
(ESTRAGON LOOKS  AT HIM BLANKLY.     VLADIMIR TURNS AWAY AND CON- 
TINUES  IMMEDIATELY)  It is true that when with folded arms we 
weigh  the pros   and cons we are no less a credit to our species. 
The tiger bounds  to the help of his  congeners without  the least 
reflection,  or else he slinks away into the depths of the thick- 
ets.     (ABRUPTLY)  But that is  not the question.     (SLOWLY, PLAIN- 
TIVELY)  What are we doing here,  that is the question.     And we 
are blessed in this,  that we happen to know the answer.     Yes, 
in this  immense  confusion  (GESTURES AT SURROUNDINGS) one thing 
alone is  clear.     We are waiting for Godot to come— 
(WHO HAS BEEN LISTENING TO THE LAST FEW SENTENCES)  Ah!     ("EURE- 
KA" /PUZZLEMENT,  AS BEFORE) 
Pozzo:     (ALMOST SIMULTANEOUSLY WITH ESTRAGON) Help! 
Or for night to  fall. (PAUSE.     LOGICAL) We have kept our appoint- 
ment  and that's  an end to that.     (VLADIMIR IS  DLC; TURNS TO 
ESTRAGON.     INTENSE) We are not saints, but we have kept our 
appointment.     How many people can boast as much? 
(BLANKLY) Billions. 
You think so? 
Estragon: 
Vladimir: 
I  don't know. 
You may be right. 
Pozzo:     Help! 
Vladimir: 
Estragc 
(XING SLOWLY DR,   FACING FRONT) All I know is that  the hours are 
long,  under these  conditions   (GESTURES AT SURROUNDINGS),  and 
constrain  us  to beguile  them with proceedings «hich--how shall 
I  say-which may at first sight seem reasonable,   until they 
become a habit.     (LOOKS  BRIEFLY T0_ESTRAGON) You may say it is 
to prevent our reason from foundering.     No doubt.     (LOOKS UP_ 
AT THF NIGHT      PLAINTIVE)  But has it not long been straying in 
Se^ight "5*2 end of the abyssal depths?     (LOOKS J0HM«AIM. 
SIMPLY) That's what I sometimes wonder.     (TURNS TO ESTRAGON) 
You follow my reasoning? 
(APHORISTIC FOR ONCE)  We are all born mad.     Some remain so. 
Pozzo:     Help!     I'll pay y°u! 
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Estragon:     (XS TO POZZO, BENDS DOWN TO HIM) How much? 
Pozzo:     One hundred francs! 
Estragon:     (STRAIGHTENS  UP.     TONE OF DISMISSAL)   It's not enough. 
Vladimir:     (HAS NOT HEARD THE EXCHANGE BETWEEN ESTRAGON AND POZZO)   I wouldn't 
go so far as  that. 
Estragon:     (XING TO VLADIMIR)  You think it's enough? 
Vladimir:     No,  I  mean so far as  to assert that I was weak in the head when 
       I  came  into the world.     (TURNS FRONT AGAIN WITH GESTURE OF DIS- 
MISSAL)  But that is not the question. 
Pozzo:     Two hundred!     (AT THIS, ESTRAGON XS  RC,  INTERESTED AGAIN IN POZZO) 
Vladimir:     We wait.     We are bored.     (THROWS UP HIS HAND TO ESTRAGON) No, 
don't protest, we are bored to death,  there's no denying it. 
(ESTRAGON LOOKS AT HIM BLANKLY)  Good.     (INDICATES  POZZO)  A di- 
version comes  along and what do we do?    We  let it go to waste. 
Come,   let's  get to work!     (BEGINS XING TO POZZO,  STOPS SUDDENLY. 
PROFOUNDLY)   In an  instant all will vanish and we'll be alone 
once more,   in the midst of nothingness!     (RESUMES HIS  X) 











We're  coming!     (VLADIMIR, JUST R OF POZZO'S HEAD,  GRABS HIS ARM 
AND  ATTEMPTS  TO PULL  HIM TO  HIS  FEET.     VLADIMIR SLIPS,   AND  FALLS 
IN A GREAT TANGLE OF ARMS AND LEGS-HE LIES RC, JUST  DS OF POZZO, 
PARALLEL  TO  THE  FOOTS,  HIS  HEAD TOWARD  R.     SILENCE) 
(HAS  SIDESTEPPED VLADIMIR'S FALL;  NOW XS DC, STANDS WITH BACK 
TO AUDIENCE  SURVEYING THE  FALLEN)   [COMPOSITION  AT  THIS  POINT: 
SEE FIGURE  8] What's  the matter with you all?     (BEGINS  XING 
TOWARD L) 
Help! 
(STOPS  LC,  TURNS TO VLADIMIR)  I'm going. 
Don't  leave me!     They'll kill me! 




I'm going.     (DOES NOT MOVE) 
\ 




Vladimir: Help me up first,  then we'll go  together. 
Estragon: You promise? 
Vladimir: I  swear it! 
Estragon: And we'll never come back? 
Vladimir: Never! 
Estragon: We'll go to the Pyrenees. 



















(BEGINS  XING SLOWLY TO VLADIMIR.     NOSTALGICALLY)  I've  always 
wanted to wander in the Pyrenees. 
(IMPATIENTLY) You'll wander in them. 
(ABRUPTLY STOPS C IN FRONT OF POZZO, RECOILS)  Who farted? 
Pozzo. 
(RECOGNIZING HIS NAME)  Here, here!     Pity! 
It's revolting! 
(IMPATIENTLY)  Quick!     Give me your hand! 
I'm going.     (PAUSE.     LOUDER)   I'm going. 
(FACING FRONT) Well I  suppose in the end I'll get up by myself. 
(TRIESI TO GET_UP,  FAILS.    PROPS HIS HEAD ON HIS ELBOW)   In the 
fullness   of time. 
What's  the matter with you? 
Go to hell. 
Are you staying here? 
(WITH SPITE)   For the time being. 
Come on,   get up, you'll catch a chill. 
Don't worry about me. 
Come on,   Didi,  don't be pig-headed.     (XS TO VLADIMIR) 
(EXTENDING HIS HAND)   Pull. 
TAKES   VLADIMIR'S  HAND,   STEPS  TO THE  R OF  HIM,   ATTEMPTS  TO  PULL 
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HIM UP.     ESTRAGON SLIPS,  FALLS—HE LIES JUST R AND DS OF VLADIMIR,  PARALLEL 
TO THE  FOOTS,  HIS HEAD TOWARD L.     LONG SILENCE, NO ONE MOVES) 
Pozzo:     Help! 
Vladimir:     (PROPS HIS HEAD ON HIS ELBOW,   FACING FRONT.     WITH IRONY) We've 
arrived. 
Pozzo: Who are you? 
Vladimir: (GRAVELY)  We are men. 
(PAUSE) 
Estragon: (LYING ON HIS STOMACH, FACING VLADIMIR)  Sweet mother earth! 
Vladimir: Can you get up? 
Estragon: I  don't know. 
Vladimir: Try. 
Estragon: Not now, not now. 
Pozzo: What happened? 
Vladimir:     (VIOLENTLY)  Will you stop it, you!     Pest!     (TO ESTRAGON)  He  can 
think of nothing but himself. 
Estragon:     What  about a little snooze?     (IMMEDIATELY ASSUMES  FOETAL POSI- 
TION,   FACING FRONT) 
Vladimir: Did you hear him?    He wants  to know what happened! 
Estragon: Don't mind him.     Sleep. 
(SILENCE) 
Pozzo: Pity!     Pity! 
Estragon: (WAKING WITH A START)  What is   it? 
Vladimir: Were you asleep? 
Estragon: I must have been. 
Vladimir: It's  this bastard Pozzo at  it again. 






















KNEES,  ATTEMPTS TO ESCAPE) He's up!     (P0ZZ0 COLLAPSES)  He's 
down!     (RISES TO HIS KNEES AS BEFORE)  He's up!     (COLLAPSES) 
He's down!     (P0ZZ0 HAS FALLEN  DLC--HE LIES ON HIS  STOMACH, PER- 
PENDICULAR TO  THE  FOOTS,  HIS  HEAD  DS.     VLADIMIR,   GREATLY  ELATED 
THROUGHOUT POZZO'S ESCAPE,  NOW CRAWLS BACK TO HIS  FORMER POSI- 
TION RC.     SILENCE) 
What  do we do now? 
Perhaps   I   could crawl to him. 
Don't  leave me! 
Or I  could call to him. 
Yes,   call to him. 
Pozzo!     (SILENCE) Pozzo!     (SILENCE)   No reply. 
Together. 
Pozzo!     Pozzo!     (POZZO MOVES SLIGHTLY) 
He moved. 
(A BIT  FED UP WITH THIS APPROACH)  Are you sure his  name  is Pozzo? 
(COAXING)   Mr.   Pozzo!     Come back!    We won't hurt you! 
(SCENTING A NEW GAME)  We might   try him with other names. 
(SADLY)   I'm afraid he's dying. 
It'd be   amusing. 
What'd be  amusing? 
To try him with other names, one after the other (WITH ENTHUS- 
IASM) It'd pass the time. And we'd be bound to hit on the right 
one sooner or later. 
(IMPATIENT)  I tell you his name  is Pozzo. 
(HUFFY)  We'll soon see.     (REFLECTS BRIEFLY,  THEN CALLS TO POZZO) 








Got  it  in one! 
(SITS  UP THEN LIES BACK,  SO THAT HE IS LYING PERPENDICULAR TO 
THE  FOOTS,  HIS HEAD US)   I begin to weary of this motif. 
(EAGERLY)  Perhaps  the other is  called Cain.     (CALLS TO LUCKY) 
Cain!     Cain! 
Help! 
(REFERRING TO POZZO, WITH ADMIRATION) He's all humanity.     (SITS 
FACING FRONT.     SILENCE.     ESTRAGON LOOKS UP FRONT R, POINTS) 
Look  at  the  little cloud. 
Vladimir:     (SITS  UP) Where? 
Estragon:     (STILL POINTING)  There.     In the zenith. 

















Let's pass on to something else, do you mind? 
I was   just going to suggest it. 
But to what? 
Ah. 
THEY  REFLECT) 
Suppose we  got up  to begin with? 
No harm trying.     (THEY GET UP EASILY,  DUST THEMSELVES OFF) 
Child's play. 
Simple question of will power. 
And now? 
Help! 
Let's  go. 
We  can't. 
Why not? 
We're waiting for Godot. 
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Estragon:     Ah!     ("EUREKA1 '/PUZZLEMENT, AS BEFORE.    THEN XS  DR,   DESPAIRING) 
What'11 we do, what'11 we do! 
Pozzo:     Help! 
Vladimir:     (XING DRC.     NOTICES POZZO AS IF FOR FIRST TIME) What about help- 
ing him? 
Estragon: (ALSO NOTICES  POZZO AS  IF FOR FIRST TIME)  What does he want? 
Vladimir: He wants  to get up. 
Estragon: Then why doesn't he? 
Vladimir: He wants  us  to help him to get up. 
Estragon: Then why don't we?    What are we waiting for? 
(THEY X TO POZZO, GRAB HIS ARMS,  LIFT HIM TO HIS  FEET.     THEY LET HIM GO 
AND  STAND  BACK.     HE  FALLS) 
Vladimir:     We must hold him.     (THEY AGAIN GRAB HIS ARMS AND LIFT HIM TO 
        HIS   FEET.     THIS  TIME  THE  TRAMPS  SUPPORT  POZZO*S  WEIGHT WITH 
THEIR BACKS:     THEY  STAND SIDE  BY  SIDE,  VLADIMIR  ON  THE  R,   EACH 
HOLDING  ONE  OF  POZZO'S  ARMS   LOOSELY  AROUND  THEIR NECKS.     THEY 
ARE  BENT  OVER  ALMOST  DOUBLE,   WITH  POZZO BEING SUPPORTED  FROM 
THE  WAIST UP  ACROSS  THEIR BACKS.     ALL  THREE  FACE  FRONT,  WITH 
POZZO'S  HEAD BETWEEN,  AND HIGHER THAN,  THE  TRAMPS'.     THE TRAMPS 
ARE NOTICEABLY UNCOMFORTABLE.     THE GROUP STAGGERS ABOUT BRIEFLY, 
STOPS  DC) 
Vladimir: (TO POZZO) Feeling better? 
Pozzo: Who  are you? 
Vladimir: Do you not recognize us? 
Pozzo: (WITH PASSION)   I  am blind. 
(PAUSE) 
Estragon: Perhaps he can see into the future. 
Vladimir: Since when? 
Pozzo: I  used to have wonderful sight.     --But are you friends? 
Estragon: (LAUGHING NOISILY)  He wants  to know if you and I  are friends! 
Vladimir: No, he means  friends of his. 
Estragon: Well? 
Ill 
Vladimir: We've proved we are, by helping him. 
Estragon: Exactly.     Would we have helped him if we weren't his  friends? 
Vladimir: Possibly. 
Estragon: True. 
Vladimir: Don't  let's  quibble about  that now. 
Pozzo: (OBLIVIOUS  TO EVERYTHING BUT HIS PLIGHT) You are not highwaymen? 
Estragon:     Highwaymen!     (STRAIGHTENS  UP TO ADDRESS POZZO, WITH THE RESULT 
THAT POZZO'S HEAD LOLLS  DOWN TOWARD VLADIMIR)  Do we look  like 
highwaymen?     (ESTRAGON BENDS BACK DOWN AGAIN) 
Vladimir: (STRAIGHTENS UP TO LOOK AT POZZO, WITH THE RESULT THAT POZZO'S 
HEAD LOLLS DOWN TOWARD ESTRAGON) Damn it can't you see the man 
is blind! 
Estragon:     (STRAIGHTENS UP AS  ABOVE, WITH THE RESULT THAT POZZO'S HEAD 
  LOLLS  GROTESQUELY  DOWN  BETWEEN THE  TRAMPS.     ESTRAGON  LOOKS   POINT- 
EDLY AT POZZO)   Damn it so he is.     (PAUSE.     BOTH TRAMPS  BEND BACK 
DOWN AGAIN)  So he says. 
Pozzo:     Don't leave me! 
Vladimir:     No question of it. 
Estragon:     For the moment. 
Pozzo:     What time is  it?     (ALL THREE,  AS A GROUP,   X AWKWARDLY  DR.     THEY 
       FACE  FRONT R; VLADIMIR AND ESTRAGON INSPECT THE SKY) 








(TO VLADIMIR,  ARGUMENTATIVELY) That depends what  time of year 
it is. 
Is  it evening? 
(CONTINUING TO INSPECT)  It's  rising. 
Impossible. 
Perhaps  it's the dawn. 
Don't be a fool.     It's   the west over there. 
How do vou know*     (ABSORBED BY THEIR DISCUSSION,  THE TRAMPS ARE 








(ANGUISHED)   Is  it evening? 
(STILL OBLIVIOUS)  Anyway it hasn't moved. 
(DITTO)   I  tell you it's rising. 
(BELLOWING)  Why don't you answer me! 
(IRRITATED AT THE INTERRUPTION)   Give us  a chance! 
(TO POZZO,  REASSURING)  It's  evening, Sir,  it's  evening, night 
is  drawing nigh.     My friend here would have me doubt  it and I 
must   confess he shook me for a moment.     (FACING FRONT.     SPEAKS 
TO HIMSELF,  SLOWLY)  But it  is not for nothing I have  lived 
through this  long day and I  can assure you it is  very near the 
end of its  repertory.     (PAUSE.     TURNING AGAIN TO POZZO, CONVER- 
SATIONAL) How do you feel now? 
(VEXED,  BEGINS TO STEER THE GROUP DC) How much   longer are we to 
cart him around?    We are not  caryatids! 
(HASTILY,  LEST POZZO BECOME ANGERED AT ESTRAGON)  You were saying 
your sight  used to be good,  if I  heard you right. 
Wonderful!     Wonderful, wonderful sight!     (IN HIS  EXUBERANCE, 
POZZO STRAIGHTENS  UP A BIT,  AND IN SO DOING TIGHTENS HIS GRIP 
AROUND THE  TRAMPS'   NECKS) 
(CHOKING) Expand!     Expand!     (POZZO LOOSENS HIS  GRIP AND SLUMPS 
BACK DOWN) 
(TO ESTRAGON)   Let him alone.     Can't you see he's   thinking of 
the days when he was happy.     (FACES  FRONT, EUPriORICALLY)   Memo*- 
ia praeteritorum bonorum—(ABRUPTLY SAD)-that  must be unpleasant 
We wouldn't know. 
(TO POZZO) And it came on you all of a sudden? 
(OBLIVIOUS)  Quite wonderful! 
(IMPATIENTLY)   I'm asking you if it came on you all of a sudden. 
(IN SAME EXPANSIVE TONE)   I woke up one fine day as blind as 
Fortune.     (PAUSE.     SOFTLY)  Sometimes  I wonder if I'm not still 
asleep. 
(CONVERSATIONAL) And when was that? 
I don't know. 














Pozzo:     (VIOLENTLY)  Don't question me!     The blind have no notion of 
time.     The  things of time are hidden  from them too. 
Vladimir:     (TO HIMSELF) Well just fancy that.     I  could have sworn it was 
just   the opposite. 
Estragon: I'm going. 
Pozzo: Where  are we? 
Vladimir: I  couldn't tell you. 
Pozzo: (FEARFULLY)  It  isn't by any chance the place known as  the Board? 
Vladimir: Never heard of it. 
Pozzo: What  is  it like? 
(PROMPTED BY VLADIMIR, THE GROUP TURNS  SLOWLY TO THE R IN ORDER TO LOOK 
US, TURNS   BACK TO C,  TURNS SLOWLY TO THE L IN ORDER TO LOOK US, THEN TURNS 
BACK TO C) 
Vladimir:     It's   indescribable.     It's  like nothing.    There's  nothing. 
There's  a tree. 
Pozzo: (RELIEVED)   Then  it's not the Board. 
Estragon: (SAGGING)   Some diversion! 
Pozzo: Where is my menial? 
Vladimir: He's about somewhere. 
Pozzo: Why doesn't he answer when I   call? 
Vladimir:     (NOT EVEN BOTHERING TO LOOK AT LUCKY)   I don't know.     He  seems 
       to be sleeping.     Perhaps he's dead. 
Pozzo: What happened exactly? 
Estragon: (MOCKING)   Exactly! 
Vladimir: The two of you slipped.     And  fell. 
Pozzo: Go and see is he hurt. 
Vladimir: We  can't   leave you. 
Pozzo: You needn't both go. 
Vladimir: (TO ESTRAGON) You go. 
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Estragon:     (INDIGNANT)  After what he did to me?    Never! 
Pozzo:     Yes yes,   let your friend go, he stinks so.     (PAUSE.     ESTRAGON 
DOES NOT MOVE)   What is he waiting for? 
Vladimir:     (TO ESTRAGON) What are you waiting for? 
Estragon:     (SLOWLY, WITH OBVIOUS  RELISH)   I'm waiting for Godot. 
(ESTRAGON PAUSES  TOR EFFECT, THEN SLIPS OUT FROM UNDER POZZO AND APPROACHES 
LUCKY  CAUTIOUSLY.     AS  ESTRAGON SLIPS  OUT,   POZZO  BEGINS  TO   FALL;  TO  COMPEN- 
SATE FOR ESTRAGON'S  DEPARTURE, VLADIMIR QUICKLY SLIDES HIS  BACK UNDER POZZO 
—WITH  THE  RESULT THAT  VLADIMIR  IS  BENT  OVER FACING  TOWARD L  WITH  POZZO 
DRAPED ACROSS HIS BACK FACING FRONT) 
Vladimir:     (TO POZZO)  What exactly should he do? 
Pozzo:     (MATTER-OF-FACTLY) Well to begin with he  should pull on the 
rope,  as hard as he likes so long as he doesn't strangle him. 
He usually responds  to that.     If not he should give him a taste 
of his boot,  in the face and the privates  as  far as possible. 
Vladimir:     (TO ESTRAGON,   CHEERFULLY)  You see, you've nothing to be  afraid 
of.     It's  even an opportunity to revenge yourself. 
Estragon:     (PEERING CAUTIOUSLY AT LUCKY)   And if he defends himself? 
Pozzo:     No no, he never defends himself. 
Vladimir:     (WITH  IRONIC DARING)   I'll come flying to  the rescue. 
Estragon:     (ANXIOUSLY)  Don't take your eyes  off me.     (XS WARILY RIGHT UP 
 —      TO LUCKY,  PEERS   DOWN AT HIM) 
Vladimir:     (SENSIBLY)   Make sure he's  alive before you start.     No point  in 
exerting yourself if he's dead. 
Estragon:     (BENDING TENTATIVELY OVER LUCKY)  He's breathing. 
Vladimir:     Then let him have  it. 
(ABRUPTLY,   ESTRAGON  KICKS   LUCKY  IN  THE  SIDE,  AND  IMMEDIATELY  GIVES   A  CRY 
OF  PAIN) 
„,     u     v     *   i     cwnTnTMR HIS FOOT    HE HOPS,   MOANING WITH PAIN, 
^^     £ SS ™D      AfS N0GTHHERSFB°EGiNHTO SPEAK,  HE SITS AND DIS- 
USES HIMSELF FOR SLEEP:     FACING FRONT,  ARMS ON KNEES, HEAD 
DOWN  ON  ARMS) 
Pozzo:     What's gone wrong now? 
Vladimir:     My friend has hurt himself. 
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Pozzo:     And Lucky? 
Vladimir: 
Pozzo: 
(IN HIS  ENTHUSIASM,   DUCKS OUT FROM UNDER POZZO,  STANDS ON POZZO'S 
L TO ADDRESS HIM)  So it is he!     (POZZO, HAVING  LOST HIS BUTTRESS, 
BEGINS  TO  FALL.     VLADIMIR  CATCHES  HIS  ARM,   ALLOWING  POZZO  TO 
LEAN AGAINST HIM) 
What? 
Vladimir:     It is  Lucky! 
Pozzo:     I   don't   understand. 
Vladimir:     And you are Pozzo! 
Pozzo:     (BRISTLING)  Certainly  I am Pozzo. 
Vladimir:     (TRIUMPHANTLY)  The same as yesterday! 
Pozzo:     Yesterday? 










I  don't  remember having met  anyone Yesterday      But tomorrow I 
won't remember having met  anyone today.     (WITH FINALITY;  So 
don't  count on me  to enlighten you. 
But— 
(CURTLY)  Enough!     (TO LUCKY)   Up pig! 
* you Pl-se      U« -£    «Uj HIS {g-«J««-S-- 
ZSSStm .SUSMSS £V STOPS r»ci»G .. .T«n» 
SLUMPED OVER AS USUAL) 
£ SSLUNG FOR'TIME)   Where do you go from here? 
,mv,   u.  .n,      ,LUCKY  PUTS   DOWN  BAGS,   FINDS  WHIP,   TAKES 
°n-      (In,vo     PUT?  i?'lN  POZZO'S  OUTSTRETCHED HAND,   XS  BACK  TO IT  TO  POZZO,   PUTS     T     N™^ QS     TAKES 
DR,  TAKES   UP  BAGS   AGAIN)   Rope.      <LUCKY  PUT g  ^ 
UP  FREE  END  OF  ROPE     XS  TO  POZZO     PUT^ ^^ 
STRETCHED HAND,   XS  BACK   iU  UK,   »* 
What  is   there in the bag? 
Sand.     (TO LUCKY)  On! 
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Vladimir: Don't go yet. 
Pozzo: I'm going. 
Vladimir: What do you do when you fall far from help? 
Pozzo: We wait   till we  can get up.     Then we go on.     (TO LUCKY) On! 
Vladimir: (STILL STALLING) Before you go  tell him to sing. 
Pozzo: Who? 
Vladimir: Lucky. 
Pozzo: (INCREDULOUS)  To sing? 
Vladimir: Yes.     Or to think.     Or to recite. 
Pozzo: But he is dumb! 
Vladimir: (SHOCKED)   Dumb? 
Pozzo: Dumb!     He  can't  even groan. 
Vladimir: Dumb?    Since when? 
Pozzo-     (SUDDENLY  FURIOUS.     FACING FRONT) Have you not done tormenting 
       me with your accursed time!     It's abominable!     When!     When! 
One  day,   is  that not enough for you?    One day he went dumb,  one 
day   I went blind, one  day we'll go deaf,  one  day we were born 
one day we shall die,  the same day,  the same second!     (CACHING 
A PEAK OF FRUSTRATION)   Is that not enough for you!!     (PAUSE. 
CALMER NOW, PROFOUND)  They give birth astride  of a grave,  the 
lieht eleams an  instant,  then it's night once  more.     (SUVLY, 
WTO  GREA?  CALMNESS)   On.      (POZZO  TURNS  AND,   LED BY  LUCKY,   XS 
SLOWLY DOWN RAMP AND EXITS THROUGH SR DOOR IN HOUSE) 
tirtHP qirFMCF- VLADIMIR WATCHES THE EXIT OF POZZO AND LUCKY, THEN TURNS 
MD XS TO jSsT BEHIND ESTRAGON. HE CONTEMPLATES ESTRAGON FOR A MOMENT, 
THEN  SHAKES  HIM  AWAKE) 
Estragon:     (AWAKENS  WITH A START.     VLADIMIR STEPS TO HIS  R.     ANGRILY)  Why 
will you never let me sleep? 
Vladimir: I   felt lonely. 
Estragon: (SADLY)   I was  dreaming I was happy. 
Vladimir; (REFERRING TO POZZO AND LUCKY)  That passed the time. 
Estragon: I  was dreaming  that-- 
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Vladimir:     (,'IOLENTLY)   Don't tell me!     (PAUSE.     XS SLOWLY RC;  GAZES  OFF 
TOWARD WHERE POZZO HAS EXITED)  I wonder is he really blind. 
Estragon: Blind?    Who? 
Vladimir: Pozzo. 
Estragon: Blind? 
Vladimir: (STILL GAZING OFF)  He told us he was blind. 
Estragon: Well what  about it? 
Vladimir: It  seemed to me he  saw us. 
Estragon:     (GESTURE OF DISMISSAL)  You dreamt it.     (PAUSE)   Let's go.     —We 
 —      can't.     —Ah!     ("EUREKA"/PUZZLEMENT, AS BEFORE.     PAUSE)  Are you 
sure it wasn't him? 












Not at all!     (PAUSE,  XS SLOWLY DR.     LESS SURE)  Not at all. 
(PAUSE,   FACING FRONT.     STILL LESS SURE)  Not at all   .   .   . 
I   suppose I  might as well get up.     (BEGINS TO  RISE,  STOPS, 
CLUTCHES FOOT, SITS BACK IN PAIN)  Ow!     Didi! 
(STANDS LOOSELY, ARMS DANGLING.     SPEAKS SLOWLY-OBLIVIOUS OF 
ESTRAGON)  I   don't know what  to think anymore   .   .   . 
Mv feet'     Help me!     (IGNORED BY VLADIMIR,  ESTRAGON  IMMEDIATELY 
DISPOSES HIMSELF FOR SLEEP: FACING FRONT, ARMS ON KNEES, HEAD 
ON ARMS) 
(XS   SLOWLY,   NUMBLY   DC;   FACES   FRONT.     SPEAKS  SLOWLY     WITH  MUCH 
FEELING)  Was   I sleeping, while the others  suffered?    Am I  s eep- 
ing now?    Tomorrow,  when I wake,  or think I  do, what shall I 
sav of today?    That with Estragon my friend,  at this place, 
2tU thelall of night, I waited for Godot?     That Pozzo passed, 
with his  carrier, and that he spoke to us?    Probably.     ^ALI 
TIVELY)  But  in all  that what  truth will there be?     (LOOKS BRIEFLY 
TO ESTRAGON,   SIGHS)   He'll know nothing.     H^!ell(^°
Ut
XS 
p^fon rf^.^^SSSfi*M»*-edtKe to 
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grow old.    The  air is full of our cries   .   .   .  But habit is a 
great deadener.     (GLANCES AGAIN AT ESTRAGON, THEN TAKES OFF HIS 
HAT,  HOLDING IT IN FRONT OF HIM)  At me too someone  is looking, 
of me  too someone is saying:     He sleeps   ...   he knows nothing 
.   .   .   (HESITATES, AT THE FOINT OF TEARS)   ...   let him sleep on. 
(TWISTING HIS HAT IN ANGUISH)  I  can't go on!     (PAUSE.    SOBS UN- 
CONTROLLABLY;  RECOVERS  A BIT,  LOOKS  UP,  SURPRISED  AT HIMSELF) 
What have I said?     (SILENCE.     HE STANDS, UNMOVING,   GAZING FRONT) 
Boy:     (OFFSTAGE)  Kiissterr  .   .   . 
Vladimir:     (PAIN AND FRUSTRATION ON HIS  FACE)  Off we go again. 
Boy:     (ENTERS THROUGH DRAPES FAR UC, TIMIDLY.     XS C, ON  US EDGE OF 
3'2" LEVEL) Mister Albert  .   .   . 
Vladimir: (TURNS TO BOY,   IRRITATED)   Do you not recognize me? 
Boy: No Sir. 
Vladimir: (SLIGHTLY SARCASTIC)  It wasn't you came yesterday. 
Boy: No Sir. 
Vladimir: This is your first time. 
Boy: Yes  Sir. 
Vladimir:     (TURNS AWAY, FACES FRONT.     FRUSTRATED) You have a message   from 
Mr.   Godot. 
Boy: Yes  Sir. 
Vladimir: He won't  come this evening. 
Boy: No Sir. 
Vladimir: But he'll  come tomorrow. 
Boy: Yes  Sir. 
Vladimir: Without fail. 
Boy: Yes  Sir. 
(SILENCE. VLADIMIR F0RCI3LY  CALMS  HIMSELF) 
Vladimir: (TAKES A STEP OR TWO TOWARD BOY)  Did you meet  anyone? 
Boy: No Sir. 























I didn't see anyone,  Sir. 
(STUDIES BOY, XING AROUND BEHIND HIM TO LC) What does he do, 
Mr.  Godot?     (THE  BOY DOES NOT ANSWER)  Do you hear me? 
Yes Sir. 
Well? 
He does nothing,  Sir. 
(CONVERSATIONAL)  How is your brother? 
He's sick, Sir. 
(XS TO BOY ANXIOUSLY)   Perhaps   it was he came yesterday? 
I don't know, Sir. 
VLADIMIR,  DEJECTED,  XS  BACK TO LC) 
(STOPS.     RAISES HIS HEAD,   FACING FRONT.     SOFTLY)  Has  he a beard, 
Mr.   Godot? 
Yes Sir. 
(THOUGHTFUL)   Fair or   .   .   .   (HESITATES)   ...   or black? 
(UNCERTAINLY)   I  think it's white,  Sir. 
(TO HIMSELF, WITH  INTENSITY)  Christ have'mercy on us! 
BOY FIDGETS) 
(TIMIDLY) What am I to tell Mr. Godot, Sir? 
(TURNS TO BOY AS IF HE HAS NEVER SEEN HIM BEFORE. STARES AT HIM 
BLANKLY FOR A MOMENT, THEN) Tell him . . . (HESITATES) .. . 
SSmMT S"AT^POINT OF-TSS TWITH'DESPERATEIINAL- 
!Y1 that vou saw me! (HYSTERICAL, VLADIMIR ADVANCES ON THE 
Ml THREATENINGLY. THE BOY RECOILS, TURNS AND RUNS, EXITING 
JHROSGH SES FAR UC)  You're sure you saw me, you won't  come 
V^DSR S£S"S DSESTELT™ E -OPS SSWS S-» 























STANDS  DEJECTED, HEAD BOWED.     ABRUPTLY, NIGHT FALLS:     THE LIGHT- 
ING  DIMS   IN  INTENSITY  AND BECOMES   PREDOMINANTLY  BLUE-GREEN;   FOG 
BEGINS  TO  CREEP  OUT.      AFTER  SEVERAL  SECONDS  THE  FOG  REACHES  A 
FOOT  HIGH   AND  IS  FAIRLY  THICK.     ESTRAGON  WAKES,  TAKES  OFF HIS 
BOOTS,   RISES  WITH  ONE  IN  EACH  HAND,  XS  DLC,   PUTS  BOOTS  DOWN  AT 
FDGE  OF  STAGE,   TURNS,  SEES  VLADIMIR,   XS  SOFTLY  LC.      FACES  VLA- 
DIMIR,   WHO  FACES  TOWARD  R--B0TH  ARE  IN SILOUETTE  POSITION) 
(WITH  MUTED IMPATIENCE) What's wrong with you? 
(QUIETLY)  Nothing. 
I'm going. 
(RAISES HIS HEAD)  So am I. 
Was   I   long asleep? 
(WITHOUT   INTEREST)  I   don't know. 
Where shall we go? 
Not far. 
(PLEADING) Oh yes,  let's  go far away from here. 
(TURNS,  FACES   FRONT)   We  can't. 
Why not? 
We have to  come back  tomorrow. 
What  for? 
To wait for Godot. 
Ah!      (SOFT,  MUTED VERSION  OF  "EUREKA"/PUZZLEMENT.     PAUSE.     AN 
AFTERTHOUGHT) He didn't  come? 
(QUIETLY,   WITHOUT EMOTION)  No. 
And now it's too late. 
(XING C,   FACING  FRONT)  Yes,  now  it's  night. 
(STEPS TOWARD VLADIMIR)  And if we dropped him?     (PAUSE,  NO ANSWER) 
If we dropped him? 
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4'2" LEVEL—STILL GAZING AT TREE) Everything's  dead but the tree. 
Estragon: (XS URC ON L END OF 4'2" LEVEL, GAZING AT TREE)  What is  it? 
Vladimir: (SIMPLY)  It's  the tree. 
(BOTH TRAMPS ARE IN SILOUETTE POSITION,  FACING TOWARD EACH OTHER) 
Estragon: Yes, but what kind? 
Vladimir: I  don't know.     A willow? 
(SILENCE) 
Estragon: Why don't we hang ourselves? 
Vladimir: With what? 
Estragon: You haven't got a bit of rope? 
Vladimir: No. 
Estragon: Then we  can't.     (SILENCE)  You say we have to come back tomorrow? 
Vladimir: Yes. 
Estragon: (WITH ATTEMPTED ENTHUSIASM)  Then we can bring a good bit of rope. 
Vladimir: (SADLY)  Yes. 
(SILENCE. BOTH TRAMPS ARE MOTIONLESS) 
Estragon: Didi. 
Vladimir: Yes? 
Estragon: (IMMENSE SADNESS)   I  can't go on like this. 
Vladimir: (SLOWLY, WITH  EMOTION AND IRONY) That's what you think. 
Estragon: If we parted?    That  might be better for us. 
Vladimir: (WEARILY) We'll hang ourselves  tomorrow.     (PAUSE)   Unless  Godot 
comes. 
Estragon: And if he comes? 
Vladimir: (WITH GREAT EMOTION) We'll be saved. 
(SILENCE) 
Estragon: (SLOWLY) Well, shall we go? 
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Vladimir:     (SLOWLY) Yes let's go. 
(BOTH TRAMPS REMAIN MOTIONLESS AS LIGHTS DIM OUT—EXCEPT FOR GREEN SPECIAL 
ON THE TREE—AND MUSIC COMES UP SOFTLY. TRAMPS ARE SILOUETTED IN FRONT OF 
THE TREE FOR A MOMENT OR TWO, THEN LIGHT AND MUSIC SLOWLY FADE OUT) 
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CHAPTER THREE:      A  CRITICAL  EVALUATION 
Achievement of Production Aims 
Interpretation 
As  stated in Chapter One,  this director maintains  that the  inter- 
pretive thrust of a production must be realized primarily  in terms of the 
play's basic images.     The director feels that this production of Godot was 
successful in its  interpretive thrust precisely because it limited itself 
to the projection of these  images.     In preliminary discussions with the 
designer and the  cast,  the  director explained that the  central motif of 
the production would consist of a contrast between the absurdity of life 
and man's refusal to accept this  absurdity.     All other overtones were to 
be regarded as  extraneous,   unless  they  contributed directly  to the reali- 
zation of the   central image.     This point of departure dominated all dis- 
cussions of interpretation and was  clearly prevalent throughout  the 
rehearsal period.     This method of attack resulted in,  the director feels, 
a unified production which  in turn produced a relatively  coherent theatri- 
cal experience  for participants  and audience  alike.' 
Style 
The  determinant  of a stylistically successful production is  unity, 
which   can be achieved only when all aspects  of a production conform  to the 
stylistic framework chosen by the  director.     The  framework  chosen for this 
production was  that of absurdism,  as discussed stylistically   in Chapter 
One.     Given this structure,  the director's  task prior to and  during the 
rehearsal period was  therefore one of  channeling each individual element 
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of the performance into a stylistic unity. 
The   acting style of the production was kept very simple and as free 
from "gimmicks" and unnecessary externalizations  as possible,  in order to 
reflect  the   transitory,  existential characteristics of absurdism.     The 
play   itself  contains  few internal definitions or limitations;  and the 
director accordingly urged the actors  to utilize simplicity as  the best 
means   to avoid limiting their characters—and in turn avoid limiting the 
scope of the play.     This  principle guided the director in his   decision to 
disregard all external  characteristics such as age, sex,  national origin, 
etc. ,   and seek instead the internal importance of each role.     If,  for ex- 
ample,  the tramps had been played as old men with cracked voices, stooped 
backs,  etc.,   then the audience's response would have been dictated by, 
and limited to, the particular emphasis which the presence of old age 
might  have engendered in the situation.     The  use of such externalizations 
in the acting style would have destroyed the universality which is Godot's 
greatest strength.     The  importance of a simplistic style was  quickly 
grasped by the actors in this  production, and was,  the director feels, 
the key to their fine individual performances. 
The setting for the production was originally envisioned by the 
director as  a neutrality,  in order to reflect  the absurdist view that 
chronometric  time and delineated space are unnecessary designations  having 
no bearing upon the  absoluteness of existence  (see Chapter One).     The  de- 
signer,  however,  either could not understand or would not accept this  con- 
ception, with   the result  that extra time and effort had to be expended in 
altering his  first model of the setting.     Nevertheless, through  compromise 
on both sides,  the final product did come very close to the director's 
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original  concept,  and was mutually acceptable to both parties. 
An especially praiseworthy element of the setting was  the tree. 
The designer placed it  far upstage so as  not to obtrude the actors, but 
at the same time gave it subtle dominance over the setting by  extending 
its roots downstage and blending them into the terrain.     Another effective 
device was the director's idea to bring the stage out over the existing 
orchestra pit and perform the play in front of the proscenium arch.     The 
usual stage proper was  left open and backed by blacks   to give an impression 
of depth.     The actors were thus brought very close to the audience, while 
at the same time the existential insignificance of their characters was 
intensified by the depth behind them and the great height of the auditorium 
above  them. 
An unsatisfactory element of the setting in performance was  the 
fog.     As originally suggested by the  designer and readily accepted by the 
director,  the  fog was   to have been a fixed constituent of the setting- 
flowing continuously onstage from the beginning to the  end of the play. 
At the  first technical rehearsal, however,   the designer informed the direc- 
tor that  the machines would be incapable of producing enough  fog to last 
the entire play.     The use of fog was  therefore confined in performance  to 
the final few minutes of both acts, beginning in each instance with  the 
"fall of night" and extending to the  close of the act.     Although this  use 
of the  fog was  certainly not a major flaw in the production,   it was never- 
theless  unsatisfactory to the director.     The failure to utilize the fog 
as  a continuous element of the setting negated its potential mood value 
and reduced its impact to that of a self-consciously  theatricalistic 
special effect.     This failure furthermore violated the stylistic integrity 
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already established by an otherwise relatively gimmick-free,  existential 
setting. 
The  lighting in the production succeeded generally in complementing 
the existential quality of the setting.     A certain raggedness, however, 
was  prevalent in the execution of the lighting cues  during performance. 
This raggedness was of course noticed by both director and designer, but 
since audience awareness  of the problem at the time seemed negligible,   the 
director feels  that  the point need not be belabored here.     Overall,  the 
lighting was  stylistically congruent  to the production plan.     The very 
cool, sharp beams  of light utilized by the designer served to further em- 
phasize  the neutrality of absolute space  and time. 
In keeping with the acting style,   the director stressed simplicity 
in costuming.     The   costumes  for all characters  except Pozzo were neutral 
in  color and simple in line.     The exception of Pozzo's  costume—which was 
relatively bold and "busy"  to the eye-was permitted stylistically for the 
same  reason that a slight deviation  from the  general acting style was war- 
ranted for his  character:     namely,  Pozzo's  exclusive  concern with externals 
-materialism,  status, etc.    While  the other characters-especially  the 
tramps-represent simplified facets  of man, Pozzo represents  complete 
social man, with all the  attendant  external  complexities.     Therefore Pozzo 
was presented  in this production as   a somewhat "busier," more externalized 
character than the others. 
The music for the production-used before the show, during inter- 
mission,   and at  the very end of each act-was   unsatisfactory and,  the 
director now  feels,  unnecessary.     The specific music used was   taken from 
Stravinsky's   "The  Rite of Spring," and was  liberally  cross-edited and given 
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a variety of speeds   and volumes in an attempt  to further intensify the 
play's vision of absurdity.     The resultant music,  in the  opinion of the 
director,  served more  to clutter rather than  clarify the  images  of the 
play.     Stylistically,   the  use of music failed in the same way as did the 
use of fog:     it was  an "effect" which served no important purpose and,  in 
existing,   called unnecessary attention to itself.     Again,  as  in the case 
of the  fog,  the music was  only a very minor flaw—but was nevertheless  in- 
consistent   to the style of the production. 
Mood 
As  discussed in Chapter One,  this director feels  that the mood of 
a production is   visually best presented through the media of time and place, 
The mood of this  production was  intended to reflect the naked indecision 
resulting from man's  exposure  to the absoluteness of his  existence.    The 
director considered the time and place of Godot—"evening" and "a country 
road"—to be perfect metaphorical embodiments  of this mood,  in that both 
represent unresolved middle  grounds-evening  as a threshold between day 
and night,  and a road as  a threshold between one point and another. 
The realization of this mood in performance was  executed,  the 
director  feels,  quite successfully.     The setting evoked a powerfully lucid, 
"limbo-like"  image,  through  use of simple, rolling lines   and neutral, 
heavily-textured color.     Although  the  "road" was not physically delineated, 
its   threshold-like quality was  explicit  through the setting. 
A sense of "evening" was  vividly portrayed through  the use of dim, 
bluish   lighting, which was  contrasted in spots with a warmer,  though equal- 
ly  dim hue.     Although  this  arrangement produced an effective  and appropri- 
ate mood,   it also resulted in decreased and somewhat erratic visibility. 
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This   "spotiness" bothered two members of the director's committee,  and is 
therefore worthy of mention, although the director feels that the flaw was 
not significant  enough  to affect the quality of the production. 
The  tragicomic view of life which  the play presents  (see Chapter 
One)   provided additional means  in this production for the  creation of mood 
in performance.     The director attempted to strike  a balance of emphasis 
between the  tragic and comic elements  of the play, so that the mood created 
would be neither too somber nor too light.     The goal here was  to achieve 
a generally  farcical mood,  laced throughout with a sense of impending tra- 
gic action.     This  goal was  achieved—quite successfully,  the director feels 
--primarily  through  the  acting.     The director's  approach in this area was 
to originate   and encourage as much comic business  as possible, with the 
idea  that the tragic scenes, properly performed,  would be much more power- 
ful when presented in a predominantly comic atmosphere.     The success of 
this approach was particularly evident  in the  case of the actor who played 
Estragon.     Normally a very low-key performer, he was  constantly urged by 
the director  to attack his  role generally in very broad and exaggerated 
comic strokes.     The resultant buffoonery which he brought to the perform- 
ance-excellent  in itself-lent an additional poignancy to the  tragic ale- 
ments   of the  role. 
Rhythm and tempo 
The director feels  that the establishment of effective rhythm and 
tempo was  one of the most successful achievements  of this production.     The 
director relied mainly on the interpretive sense of the actors  to provide 
the basic rhythms   for their characters, which he then channelled into a 
composite rhythm fitting  the general interpretation of the entire play. 
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As an example of the final product, the rhythm established between the two 
tramps  in the  first act of this production was  contrapuntal, yet fairly 
steady.     Upon Pozzo's entrance, however,   the rhythm of the scene became 
syncopated,  less   contrapuntal,  and somewhat clipped.     The play itself, of 
course,  is potentially a rhythmic masterpiece:     Beckett's superb handling 
of pauses, silences,  etc.   provides excellent material for directorial 
creativity. 
The tempo of the production as  a whole was touched upon only in 
discussion until several days before dress  rehearsals.     At that time, after 
the actors had learned their words, two extra rehearsals were devoted ex- 
clusively  to tempo.     These rehearsals were the most productive of the en- 
tire rehearsal period, with the result that the production was given a 
tremendous  emotional and physical lift just before entering dress  rehear- 
sals.     The tempo of the production varied greatly, according to the re- 
quirements  of the dialogue  and interpretation.     Generally, however,  a fast, 
erratic tempo was   used in the tramps'   scenes, while a slower and more men- 
acing pace was  established during the Pozzo-Lucky scenes.     The director 
was  again indebted,  as  in his treatment of rhythm, to the play itself for 
internal assistance  in creating an effective  tempo." 
Justification of additions  and deletions 
Most of the material added to the script  for this production was 
taken from the original French production of the play, some of which was 
also used in the original New York production.     These additions-totalling 
not more  than ten lines-were used mainly for clarification and/or mood. 
In one instance, however,  the director chose to add a  line not 
used in any previous version of the script.     Vladimir's  line "Hope  deferred 
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maketh  the something sick"   (page eight of the American version)   is a refer- 
ence  to the following verse in Proverbs   (13:12):     "Hope  deferred maketh 
the heart sick:     but when the desire  cometh,  it  is a tree of life."    The 
completed verse   is  an obvious  clue  to the symbolism of the tree   in Godot 
(see Chapter One); and is   in fact the only such  clue in the entire play. 
Thus,  this  director had Vladimir speak the verse itself instead of merely 
alluding to it,  in order to help explain to the audience  the significance 
of the tree. 
The only major deletion in this production was  the dialogue and 
business  relating  to Estragon's   trousers  falling down, which occurs on the 
last page of the script.     The original purpose of this  comic bit was pro- 
bably to  indicate the tramps'   return to habitual pursuits  following--and 
despite—Vladimir's shattering revelation.     The director felt, however, 
that  this  return  to habit was sufficiently indicated by the final lines: 
"Well, shall we go?    Yes,   let's  go."     Furthermore,   the director's primary 
concern here was   in extending to the end of the play the poignant and 
rhythmic drop in  intensity which  followed Vladimir's last soliloquy.     The 
"trousers" business,  in the  opinion of the director, would have  destroyed 
this  rhythm;   thus   it was  deleted.     The director feels  that  the resultant 
ending in  performance was much more successful than it would have been had 
the  deletion not been made. 
Actor-Director Relationships 
The most successful-and to the director,   the most gratifying- 
aspect  of this production was  the establishment and perpetuation of an 
excellent actor-director rapport.     This rapport,  the director feels, was 
evident at  the outset of the rehearsal period, due  to the openness of 
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communication  established during the pre-rehearsal discussions of the play. 
The  purpose of these  discussions was to exchange opinions about the play, 
and  to channel  these opinions  into a single unified interpretation that 
would be  used as  a guide  during the rehearsal period.     In this way, each 
actor would be aware of the aims of the production,  and would also be aware 
of  just how his role was  expected to fit into these  aims.     The discussions 
achieved their purpose;   and communication between actors  and director re- 
mained open throughout  the rehearsal period. 
This director believes  that in order to maintain a high level of 
creativity  for both actors and director, their creative relationship must 
be discussed and defined prior to rehearsals.     If,  as was  the  case in this 
production,  the actors  are possessed of a relatively high level of compe- 
tence,  then the director should allow them as much leeway as possible for 
creativity within their roles—so long as that creativity  is  congruent to 
the  style  and interpretation established by the director.     In other words, 
the director feels  that   the function of a director should be that of mod- 
erator:     he  must  establish basic guidelines  and work   to keep his associates 
within the scope  and structure of those guidelines.     This  approach  to actor 
creativity was  quite successful in this production..   Its specific effective- 
ness  in relation to  the  individual actors will be discussed below. 
The   actor who played Vladimir had appeared in only one production 
prior to  this  time,  although he had had considerable experience  in oral 
interpretation and reader's  theatre.     This presented some obvious problems, 
particularly  in movement  and gesture, which required extra time and indi- 
vidual work.     His  advantages  as an actor, however, were numerous:     a quick 
and incisive mind,   fine  sensitivity,  a willingness  to work, and a 
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contagiously cheery disposition.     He was able  to compensate well for his 
movement  and gesture problems , which—together with his fine vocal inter- 
pretation—enabled him to give a  complete, meaningful,  and generally ex- 
cellent performance.     Due to his  inexperience,  he required more individual 
attention from the director than did the other actors, with the result 
that his   creativity as an actor was proportionately  limited.     This had no 
apparent  effect  upon his performance, however; so presumably the close 
directorial supervision exercised in this  instance was justified. 
The strengths  and weaknesses  of the actor who portrayed Estragon 
were exactly the opposite of those of the actor just discussed.     The former 
was an  experienced actor who had excellent body control but  lacked strong 
vocal power.     This actor also had something of a reputation  (justified or 
not)  as being difficult  to work with.     The director,  therefore,  made a 
special effort  to communicate with him, while at  the same time allowing 
him a great deal of creative latitude.     The results of this  approach were 
particularly gratifying to the  director:     the actor proved quite responsive 
and easy  to work with, and his performance in the role was outstanding. 
His  early vocal problems, probably due to an habitual tendency  to underplay, 
were pointed out   to him and constantly re-emphasized by the director 
throughout  the rehearsal period.     The actor's  response in this area was 
also excellent:     a gradual improvement was noticeable at each rehearsal, 
culminating in a fine vocal performance during production. 
The excellent performance of the actor who played Pozzo was,  to 
the director,  one  of the most pleasant surprises of the production.     This 
actor possessed much talent and a fine voice, but had been plagued by sev- 
eral bad mannerisms in his acting and had shown a certain lack of depth 
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in previous  performances.     For these reasons,  the director did not expect 
a particularly strong performance from him.     Such was  not the case, however. 
Although  the actor required some detailed coaching in the early rehearsals 
and generally relied more  on the director than did the other actors, he 
quickly  developed a strong character and maintained it throughout the pro- 
duction.     The strength of his portrayal kept the show together during much 
of the  rehearsal period and allowed the director to devote added time to 
other aspects  of the production. 
The  actress who piayed Lucky gave,  the director feels,  the finest 
individual performance in the show.     A very  talented and versatile performer, 
her only discernable weakness prior to rehearsals was  a lack of vocal flex- 
ibility.     Since  the  requirements  of the role as  conceived by the director 
demanded this   flexibility,  some  extra time was spent  in discussing this 
aspect of her  characterization.     Working mainly on her own, the  actress 
was  able  to achieve   fine vocal flexibility almost immediately, with the 
result  that her treatment  of Lucky's speech was nearly at performance  level 
before  the  first rehearsal.     Overall, the actress presented a portrayal 
which was  moving,  sensitive,  and superbly detailed. 
Generally,  the director feels  that the acting  in this production 
was outstanding.     A  minor problem was   the failure of the two leads  to learn 
their words  earlier,  which  resulted in some extra rehearsal time.     Also, 
some  lapses  in  concentration were evident during the performances,  result- 
ing in a  lack  of smoothness  in several pieces  of business.     These were, 
however,  relatively  insignificant  flaws.     The director feels  that he was 
quite successful in his handling of the actors,  and that the acting was 
the  finest element of the production. 
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Audience Reaction 
Critical response to this  production was,  as  far as the director 
could determine,  overwhelmingly  favorable.    The popular response was also 
excellent,   considering the nature of the play. 
Every  faculty member and student with whom the director spoke ex- 
pressed praise of  the production,  even those who stated that they disliked 
the play.     The  director had the opportunity of discussing the production 
in detail with one   faculty member  (besides those on his  committee)  and 
several fellow students.     Each of these persons brought up several rela- 
tively  minor weaknesses , but generally  considered the production to be 
excellent.     The members  of the director's  committee all seemed to be fav- 
orably  impressed with the show.     Their criticism of the performance has 
been discussed above  as  part of the director's   evaluation of the production. 
Prior to performance, the  director was   reasonably certain that the 
production would gain  critical favor from the university audience.     His 
major doubt at  that point was whether the show would appeal to the non- 
university,  or  "popular"  audience.     This  doubt was based on two factors: 
(1)   absurdist plays  are  traditionally unpopular with general audiences, 
due  to  comparative unfamiliar!ty with the  form and content of the genre; 
and  (2)   this  director believes  that plays  of substance should be given 
substantial productions  geared to  the standards  of the most discerning 
members  of the  audience;  and that   the remainder of the audience should be 
educated upward to these standards , instead of vice versa. 
Somewhat  surprisingly,  the production seemed to be a popular, as 
well as   critical success-although favorable popular opinion was of course 
not unanimous.     Walk-outs  occurred at each performance, and several 
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expressions   of dismay and even disgust were voiced during intermissions. 
On the other hand,  however, most of these unfavorable comments were direc- 
ted at  the play  itself rather than the production;  and much praise was 
bestowed upon the show from other non-university sources.     One habitual 
theatre-goer  felt that this was  the finest production she had seen at 
UNC-G;  and all three of the newspaper reviews of the show were highly 
laudatory. 
In summary,   the  director's primary aim regarding audience reaction 
to the  production was to satisfy the more critical members of the audience, 
with  the hope that  general popularity would be an accompanying result. 
The director feels   that  the primary goal was  fulfilled to complete satis- 
faction, and that the secondary aim was achieved with far more success 
than expected. 
Conclusion 
This production,  the director feels, was characterized by striking 
technical work,  outstanding acting,  and fine audience response.     This 
measure  of excellence attained by the production was  gratifying to the 
director in two respects:     first,  as  a successful accomplishment in itself; 
and second, as  an indication of continuing personal development in the 
field of theatre. 
Finally, the director expresses hope that, through the production 
of this play, each person involved-whether as participant or spectator- 
was able to learn a little more about the human condition. Such a result 
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